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EQUAL PARTNERS? PROSELYTISING BY AFRICANS AND
JEWS IN THE 17TH CENTURY ATLANTIC DIASPORA
Tobias Green*

Abstract: This paper examines the processes by which Africans proselytised Sephardic Jews on the
coast of West Africa in the 16th and 17th centuries and were in their turn proselytised by Jews both in
West Africa and elsewhere in the Atlantic world in the early modern era. Drawing on a wide range of
archival and published sources, it shows that these activities were far from unusual in the Atlantic world
at the time, and are evidence of a world of receptivity and understanding that belies traditional
interpretations of Atlantic history. Analysing the conditions which produced the atmosphere in which
such mutual conversions could occur, the paper argues that a relatively equitable balance of power was
central to this process. Personal knowledge and human experience were crucial in breaking down
cultural barriers in a way which permitted conversion; however, the wider economic forces which
facilitated these exchanges were themselves distorting power relations, helping to shape Atlantic history
on its more familiar, and intolerant, path.

The Atlantic Sephardic diaspora is one which remains unfamiliar to some historians of the
early modern period. Only recently, indeed, has it become a focus of study for mainstream
historiography.1 Yet this was, in the 16th and early 17th centuries, a diaspora which was
almost of equal import to the trajectory of Sephardic Jews as that in the Ottoman Empire.
Retaining a variable degree of Judaism beneath the cloak of an enforced Christian faith,
these Sephardic New Christians became important players on both sides of the Atlantic
world: in Madeira, Cabo Verde and São Tomé, and in Brazil, Mexico and Peru.
In the vast geographical space which was occupied by this diaspora, there has now been a
reasonable amount of research and publication devoted to the Sephardic New Christians of
the American sphere.2 Only recently, however, has there been any sustained research and
publication on the question of the activity of the diaspora in Africa. Here, landmark new
ZM[MIZKPJa5IZSIVL0WZ\I5MVLM[IVL/ZMMVPI[]VKW^MZMLI[QOVQÅKIV\IUW]V\I[\W\PM
activities of a group of Sephardim living and trading on the petite côteWN ;MVMOITQV\PMÅZ[\
three decades of the 17th century (Mark/Horta 2004; Mendes 2004; Green 2005; 2008).3

* Post-doctoral Fellow, Centre of West African Studies, University of Birmingham. Email: T.O.Green@bham.
ac.uk
1
One should cite here particularly the essays in Bernardini and Fiering (eds.) (2001); Wachtel (2001); and Israel
(2002).
2
Looking at Brazil, one can cite the work of Novinsky (1972) and Salvador (1969) and (1978): for Colombia
there is the recent excellent work of Splendiani (1997), whilst for Peru both Millar Carvacho (1997) and Castañeda
Delgado/Hernández Aparicio (1989; 1995) have done important work.
3
The petite côte comprises the space between the Cape Verde peninsula where the modern city of Dakar is
located in Senegal – the westernmost point of Africa – south to the deltas of Sîne-Saloum, a coastline of
approximately 150 kilometres. For a more precise view, see the map of the Caboverdean region (downloadable from
http://www.mucjs.org/MELILAH/articles.htm).
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This research has been very revealing. The Sephardim in question originated from
Amsterdam, and belonged to that group of New Christians who had sought religious
sanctuary in the Dutch United Provinces and returned to their ancestral faith. Their
presence in Senegambia was related to the trade in wax and hides in which the region
specialised in these years (Green 2005: 172–3). The community grew to be quite sizeable in
the second decade of the 17th century, running its own prayer meetings with the help of
Torahs imported from Europe, and having ritual butchers who killed meat according to the
laws of kashrut (Mark/Horta 2004: 247, 251). However, following a disastrous trading
expedition in 1612 led by the community’s leader, Jacob Peregrino, the Sephardic community
in Senegal fell into a long decline from which it never recovered (Green 2005: 180–182).
One of the investors in these trading ventures from Amsterdam to West Africa was a
KMZ\IQV,QWOW,QI[9]MZQLW,QI[9]MZQLWQ[IVQV\MZM[\QVOÅO]ZMNZWU\PMXMZQWL_PWPI[
JMMVLQ[K][[MLJa^IZQW][PQ[\WZQIV[QV\PMÅMTL?QbVQ\bMZ!"#;KPWZ[KP" 
He appears to have developed his experience of the Atlantic world through managing a
[]OIZ ZMÅVMZa QV *IPyI VWZ\PMI[\MZV *ZIbQT QV \PM  [ ?QbVQ\bMZ !"  0MZM PM
developed a reputation as a crypto-Jew, and may have been tried by the Portuguese
Inquisition during the inquisitorial visit to north-eastern Brazil of 1591–1595.4 He arrived
in Amsterdam towards the end of the 16th century and was one of the founder members of
*M\PAIPIKWJ\PMÅZ[\[aVIOWO]MQV\PMKQ\a
[2] <PMZMQ[[WUMKQZK]U[\IV\QITM^QLMVKM[]OOM[\QVO\PI\,QI[9]MZQLW¼[_WZSQV*IPyI
may have brought him into personal contact with the peoples of the Senegambian coast in
the 1580s.5 This may perhaps explain his willingness to invest heavily in trading voyages to
the region once established in Amsterdam, and also perhaps one of the more controversial
elements of his Jewish practice in the Dutch United Provinces: for Dias Querido was one of
those who actively sought to convert his African slaves to Judaism (Schorsch 2004: 178; see
also IAN/TT, Inquisição de Lisboa, Livro 59, folio 130v).
The conversion of a Jewish master’s slaves to Judaism was in fact far from unknown in
Amsterdam, and, later, in the Sephardic colony of Suriname (Arbell 2002: 108). The
congregational records of the 1640s reveal several interdictions regarding the participation
of African members of the congregation in synagogal services (GAA, Portuguese Jewish
Archives, Book 19, folios 173, 224, 281). This is evidence both of a reasonable African
contingent in the congregation, and of a hardening of the inclusiveness which had
characterised the congregation in its early years, a hardening which itself was probably the
corollary of an increasingly racialised discourse as the 17th century unfolded.
At the same time, moreover, as Africans were being converted to Jews in Amsterdam (and
elsewhere), an analogous process was occurring in reverse on the West African coast.
Sephardim who had taken up residence in Senegambia, and second and third generation
Sephardic New Christians residing here and on the Guinea Coast, increasingly adopted
4
IbidILMXW[Q\QWV\W\PMQVY]Q[Q\WZ[WN 4Q[JWVIN\MZ9]MZQLW¼[LMI\PVW\ML\PI\_PMVQV*IPyIPMPILJMMVIV
intimate of New Christians suspected of Judaising (IAN/TT, Inquisição de Lisboa, Livro 209, folio 679r).
5
Thus in André Alvares d’Almada’s account of the Senegambian region, written in 1578, he stated that the
island of Gorée – situated just a few miles to the north of where the subsequent Sephardic communities of
Senegambia were located – was a port of call for most of the foreign ships going to Sierra Leone, the pepper coast
(Liberia), Brazil and the Spanish Indies. Moreover, says Almada, here they dealt with the mayor of Portudal (sic) –
the subsequent centre for Jewish communities in the region – who was the overseer of the Wolof king’s property.
Almada (1994: 35).
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elements of African religion.6 This was indeed a long-standing process, since as long ago as
1546 an accusation had been made to the Portuguese inquisitorial tribunal of Évora that the
New Christians who lived on the African coast were adopting elements of African religious
practice (A. Teixeira da Mota 1978: 8).7
This paper seeks to build on this evidence of a mutual receptivity of Sephardim and the
peoples of this part of West Africa towards the religious practices of one another. For in this
evidence of accommodation and reciprocity emerge ideas concerning the practice and
the relationship of Africans and Europeans in this period which are at odds with some
more traditional historiography. The willingness of Africans and Jews to adopt the faiths of
one another hints at a clear acceptance by each group of certain common values, and
at a level of cultural respect – it is not a world of exclusion, prejudice and unmitigated
exploitation.8
Thus through this investigative framework we can attempt to answer some critical
questions. What was it that allowed distinct groups such as Senegambians and Sephardim
\W ÅVL I [PIZML KWV\M`\ NWZ \PMQZ ZMTQOQW][ XZIK\QKM' )VL _PI\ _I[ Q\ Ja KWV\ZI[\ _PQKP
allowed this shared context to be overshadowed, permitting a more polarised Atlantic
world to emerge? By studying how the process of mutual conversion worked, and how it
eventually declined, we can perhaps begin to understand whether the Atlantic world which
eventually emerged in the long 18th century had to be as brutal and as tragic as it turned out
to be.

1
[3] By the early 17th century, one of the most unlikely centres for proselytising activity on the
part of Jewry was the coast of West Africa. Many of the Sephardic New Christians who
apostasised from Christianity and began to practise elements of Judaism did so after visiting
the ports of Senegambia and Upper Guinea.9 One of them, Antonio Espinosa, gave a
typical account of the evangelical activities of Jews in the port of Cacheu (modern GuinéBissau) circa 1630:
One day he and his crewmates gathered with four Portuguese men who knew Captain
Correa [the captain of the ship in which Espinosa was sailing, who had already tried to
convert Espinosa to Judaism] and they all said so many things to [Espinosa] about the
Mosaic law, discoursing about it for a long time, and recounting how God had given the law
to Moses on the mountain, and how on his descent from it he had found the people of Israel
6
The region of Senegambia comprises the area between the estuaries of the rivers Senegal and Gambia (the
northern section of the modern country of Senegal); the Guinea Coast refers to the land south of the Gambia in
what today is southern Senegal, Guiné-Bissau and northern Guinea.
7
The accusation stated that they had become polygamous and were indulging in animist rites; however it should
be noted that polygamy is not itself universally prohibited by the Jewish faith.
8
This is, moreover, a direction in which recent historiography on both the Guinea Coast region and on Creole
Societies of the Lusophone world is beginning to move. Lingna Nafafé (2007) argues strongly for a climate of
mutual exchange rather than of mutual hostility on the Guinea Coast in this region, whilst the essays on Creole
societies in Havik and Newitt (eds.) (2007) emphasise as a whole the need for co-operation in the construction of the
Creole world.
9
For a full discussion of the role of West Africa in the apostasy of crypto-Jews of the 17th century, see Green
(2007c).
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fallen into idolatry, spending more than a whole sheet of paper explaining this to him, so
that at the end [Espinosa] decided to follow the Mosaic law himself.10
However, this evangelical activity was not limited to the New Christians (and Old
Christians) who passed through the region. The more devout Sephardim in the area began
to proselytise some of their African servants and slaves. A document written in around 1620
referring to the “stubbornness” [pertinacia] of the New Christians around the world cited
especially the dangers of the New World Amerindians being “perverted” by the many New
Christians who were then making their way to the Viceroyalty of Peru via the River Plate. It
was noted that:
. . . the Gentiles [Amerindians] are at great risk of being taught Judaism, as experience has shown
that this occurs in some of the provinces of Guinea, where [the people of the Hebrew nation]
manage to teach Jewish rites and ceremonies to the Gentiles.11

This general evidence related to the conversion of Africans to Judaism on the Guinea Coast
KIVJM[]XXTMUMV\MLJaW\PMZÅVLQVO[QV\PMZMTM^IV\IZKPQ^M[5]TI\\W2M_[JMTWVOML\W\PM
congregation of Sephardim established in Portudal, Senegambia, in the 1610s (IAN/TT,
Inquisição de Lisboa, Livro 58, folio 155r; IAN/TT, Inquisição de Lisboa, Livro 205, folio
583v). And moreover there was a widespread anxiety among the Christian community of
the Portuguese settlements of West Africa regarding the religious activities of the Sephardim.
Thus in a letter of July 30th 1635, the Bishop of Cabo Verde recounted a story which, for
him, had all the hallmarks of another Jewish conversion in West Africa. Three African
servants had circumcised themselves, although they were Christians; this was a matter of
perplexity, since they gave signs of being good Christians: nonetheless, they were put in the
stocks and given harsh penance as a warning to others (IAN/TT, Inquisição de Lisboa,
Livro 217, folio 475v).
1V \PQ[ TI[\ KI[M WVM KIV [MM UIVa WN  \PM LQNÅK]T\QM[ _PQKP MUMZOM _PMV \ZaQVO \W
understand this question of conversion by Africans to Judaism. The bishop of Cabo Verde
IXXMIZML\WI[[]UM\PI\KQZK]UKQ[QWV_I[IVQZZMN]\IJTM[QOVWN 2M_Q[PQVÆ]MVKMIVL_I[
therefore somewhat confused by the strong signs of Christian faith among these “converts”.
Yet circumcision was just as strong a cultural practice for the peoples of the coasts of
Senegambia and Guinea as it was for Sephardim. It may well be that there was nothing
“Jewish” about this last trait at all, and that the auto-circumcision of these three Africans
was merely a melding of their ancestral practice with Christianity.
The problem with such cases, in other words, is that of the perceptions and preconceptions
of the sources. There was a certain blurring at the edges in the way in which Sephardim and
Africans were perceived by [4] Iberian Christians of the early modern period. This makes
[XMKQÅK[I[ZMOIZL[\PMXZMKQ[MZQ\]ITIK\Q^Q\QM[WN 2]LIQ[U_PQKP)NZQKIV[may have adopted
in Senegambia elusive. As Sephardim had until recently been the stereotyped “other” of
Iberian culture, Africans were often perceived through a Sephardic lens. It was this which
TML[WUMWN \PMÅZ[\VI^QOI\WZ[\WZMIKP\PM;MVMOIUJQIVKWI[\\WJMTQM^M\PI\\PMZM_MZM
10
AHN, Sección Inquisición, Libro 1031, folios 114v–115r. Original: “y todos le dixeron al reo tantas cosas de la lei de
moisses discurriendo el reo mui largo en ellas, y en el modo que dios abia dado la lei de Moisses en el monte, y como bajando del habia
hallado que los del pueblo de isrrael abian idolatrado, gastando en esto mas de un pliego de papel, q al cavo el reo se avia resuelto de
guardar la dicha lei”.
11
BL, Egerton, MS 344, folios 98r–v. Original: “como por experiencia le tienen visto q hacen en algunas provincias de
Guinea, adonde procuran ensenhar las cerimonias y ritos Judaicos a los Gentiles”.
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communities of Jews here already – the griots, or praisesingers, whom, like Iberian Jews,
lived in ghettos, married within their caste and were buried outside the communal cemetery.12
In such circumstances, the existence of a corroborative source for the conversions of
Africans to Judaism is important, and in this case we are fortunate to have such a source
through the existence of the aforementioned converted African Jews who were members of
the Amsterdam synagogue in the early 17th century. Here the thorough research of Jonathan
Schorsch on the relationship between Africans and Jews in the Atlantic world is of interest.
Schorsch notes how no more than 15 Africans were buried in the community cemetery at
Oudekerk in the years 1614–30 and 1680–1716 (Schorsch 2004: 178). This implies a
thorough integration into the rituals of Judaism, as does the above-cited regulation that
Africans could not read Torah portions in the synagogue of Amsterdam – implying that
hitherto they had done so.13 Although, as Schorsch notes, this must have represented a very
small minority of cases, it nonetheless is evidence that such conversions did occur, and
therefore supports the evidence noted above that they also occurred in West Africa.
Moreover, that the Sephardic communities of the Atlantic world were open to the
conversion of Africans or those of African descent is attested by subsequent developments in
the Atlantic. As Arbell has shown, the Dutch colony of Surinam on the northern coast of
South America is of particular relevance here. In Surinam, the Sephardic population
amounted to something like one third of the total population of free persons in the colony.
Some of the Sephardim had sexual relations with African slaves in the colony, and a number
of mixed race children were born (Arbell 2002: 108).
Although most of these children had not been born to Jewish mothers, many of them
were instructed in the Jewish faith and took the names of Portuguese Jews. In the mid-18th
century, as the community gravitated from the plantations towards Paramaribo, the colony’s
capital, many of these free mulattos became craftsmen and shopkeepers, some becoming
quite wealthy. A ruling of 1754 entitled them to be admitted as members of the Jewish
community, if not as yehidimN]TTÆMLOMLUMUJMZ[IVLJa!Isiva, or brotherhood of
Jewish mulattos was established known as Darkhe Sevarim (The Ways of the Righteous).14
While this congregation consisted largely of the descendants of male Sephardim, and
thus not of non-Jews who had been converted per se, the 1787 Hascamoth of the congregation
included a provision which made it clear that blacks and mulattos were freely joining the
congregation even though they had no Jewish forebears:
About the difference between a full member and a congregant, it is resolved that all Jewish
mulattos, blacks, mestizas and castices who carry the name of, or are known to be descended from
the Portuguse/Spanish nation, will be considered “Congreganten”. All other Negroes (sic) and
Mulatto Jews who want to join voluntarily in the Portuguese Jewish persuasion as “Congregant”,
_QTTJMWJTQOML\WINÅZU\PQ[_Q\P\PMQZ[QOVI\]ZMI\\PM\QUMWN \PMQZIKKMX\IVKMWVMIVLNWZITT
on equal terms.15

It is not clear from this Hascamah whether these converts were proselytised or whether they
were voluntary congregants attracted in part by a thriving religious community. Yet even if
This issue is discussed in much greater detail in Green (2007b), Part I.
See above, 2.
14
Ibid. The yehidim constituted the core of the community from which readers of Torah portions, and ritual
WNÅKMZ[_MZMKPW[MV<PM\MZU][MLQ[\PI\WN \PMKWVOZMOI\QWVQ\[MTN
15
Ibid. Note that “congreganten” is the Dutch spelling.
12
13
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this cannot therefore be taken as evidence of an overt, proselytising effort on the part of the
Sephardim in the Atlantic [5]world, it does still show a certain openness and tolerance of
difference within the Sephardic community, and a recognition on the part of some that
Africans, or those of African origin, could be members of a Jewish community.16
When one considers this evidence on the conversion of Africans to Judaism, it appears
both logical and anomalous. The logic follows on from the fact that, in contrast to the
stereotypes which existed – and exist – with regards to the closed nature of the Jewish
community, Jews had traditionally been open to the conversion of non-Jews into their fold.
As the scholar of the Sephardim, B. Netanyahu, has pointed out, the great Jewish sage born
in medieval Iberia, Maimonides, had once written that people of all nations were able to be
Jews,17_PQTMQV:WUIV\QUM[+I[[Q][,QWPIL_ZQ\\MV\PI\PMKW]TLVW\LMÅVM_PW\PM2M_[
were “except to say that they are a people of different races who follow the laws of the
Jews”.18
Yet in spite of this history of openness there is something anomalous in this story, and this
is that it was in opposition to the prevailing trends of the early modern era. For while it is
true that the Jewish faith had in ancient and even medieval times been open to people
converting from other faiths, it is also true that in Iberia this openness had been severely
curtailed by the mid-13th century statutes of Alfonso X “el sabio” prohibiting any proselytising
activity on the part of Jews (and Moslems).
Nevertheless, the evidence shows that this proselytising is what occurred, at least somewhat,
in the early modern Atlantic. What is implied is a certain openness towards Africa and
Africans on the part of the Sephardim, and towards Judaism on the part of Africans. It was
in fact those Sephardim who had close personal knowledge of Africa and Africans who
generally engaged in proselytising activity, men such as Diogo Dias Querido or the slave
owners of Surinam. Knowledge and understanding of those of a different culture could
bring respect and a desire to integrate, as the Sephardim themselves had discovered in West
Africa.

2
While, as this paper has already noted, an active Sephardic community did exist on the
Senegambian coast in the early 17th century, most of the Sephardic New Christians who
came to this part of West Africa in the early modern period did so nominally as Christians.
Whilst some of them retained a deep attachment to Judaism, and practised elements of the
faith’s rituals, most practised a sort of hybrid faith, maintaining some of the cultural and
religious traditions of Judaism and some of those of Christianity; others were outright
sceptics of all religion, perhaps hardly surprising given the experience of their parents’
16
By contrast, the arrival of Ashkenazim in Paramaribo in the late 18th century caused severe tensions between
)[PSMVIbQUIVL;MXPIZLQUIVLIN\MZILQNÅK]T\[XMTTWN KWM`Q[\MVKM\PM)[PSMVIbQUJ]QT\I[MXIZI\M[aVIOWO]M
Ibid., 108–111.
17
Netanyahu (1997), 6 n.30: any person “who becomes a proselyte anywhere, whether he is an Edomite, an
Ammonite, a Moabite, an Ethiopian [African] or of any other nation, and whether male or female, he is permitted
to enter the congregation at once”.
18
Ibid., 6.
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generation in Iberia.19 As Israel has shown, the categories of “Jew” and “Crypto-Jew” were
\WIKMZ\IQVLMOZMMIZ\QÅKQITQV\PMMIZTaUWLMZV)\TIV\QK#\PMZM_I[UWZMWN IKWV\QV]]U
between the two groups, with individuals practising greater or lesser degrees of Judaism and
Christianity (Israel 2002: 146).
Many of these New Christian lançados adapted quickly to cultural practices of West Africa.
Already, as we have seen, by 1546 the New Christians of Guinea were said to be adopting
elements of African religion.20 Similarly, the most powerful Portuguese in the Senegambian
region in the middle of the 16th century, known as Ganagoga, was a New Christian who
had made a marriage alliance with the Fulani king (Almada 1994: 36; see also Carreira
1972: 67-8).21 This can only have been possible through the willingness of Ganagoga to
assimilate into the dominant cultural atmosphere of the Fulani of Futa Toro.22
Indeed, the trajectory of the New Christians in this region of West Africa in the 16th and
17th century centuries is largely that of a small minority group gradually being assimilated.
While in the 17th century New Christian escapees from the Inquisition such as Alvaro
Gonçalves Frances and João Rodrigues Freire continued to practise Jewish rituals in the
region, and to convert New Christians to crypto-Judaism, their children became fully
assimilated.23 Alvaro’s son Jorge, for instance, married a certain Crispina Peres who was later
tried by the Inquisition in Lisbon on charges of witchcraft, having performed certain local
religious practices in the port of Cacheu; in his testimony to the inquisitors, written in the
mid-1660s, Jorge Gonçalves Frances recounted how there were only four people in Cacheu
who followed the Catholic ritual without incorporating any pagan rituals.24 As there
remained not an inconsiderable population of New Christians there at this date, this is
evidence that many of them had adopted African religious practice.
The religious world which the Sephardim found on the coast of Guinea was one that was
both familiar and strange. During her trial by the Inquisition in the 1660s, Jorge Gonçalves
Frances’s wife, Crispina Peres, was accused of sorcery and worshipping fetishes, of organising
pagan ceremonies on one of Jorge Gonçalves Frances’s boats which involved a libation with
cow’s blood, of using local healers when her daughter fell ill in an attempt to discover who
had poisoned her, and of keeping a bewitched snake.25 This belief in and use of bewitched
19
The variety of different religious positions of the New Christians in Cabo Verde is exposed fully in Green
(2007b).
20
See above, n.7.
21
“Ganagoga” meant “someone who speaks all languages” in the language of the Bainung people of Casamance
(southern Senegal). Almada says that this is how this individual was known in the region, whereas his original name
was João Ferreira. Almada is in fact the only source we have for this individual’s New Christian origins, and
/IVIOWOIQ[WVTa^MZaJZQMÆaUMV\QWVMLQVWVMW\PMZ[W]ZKMNWZ\PMXMZQWL
22
The Fulani, also known as the Peul, are a nomadic people who can be found from the Futa Toro region of
northern Senegal through to Hausaland in northern Nigeria. In Senegal, their lands bordered the Wolof kingdoms
to the east. There is also a considerable Fulani grouping in modern Guinea, which originated after a migration to
the south led by the Fulani king Koli Tenguela in the 16th century. The Fulani have historically been thought of as
an outcast group in West African societies, not only because of their nomadism but also since they have a markedly
different appearance to other peoples in the region, being very tall and light-skinned. Ethnographers dispute as to
whether they migrated from the Yemeni region of Saudi Arabia or rather from ancient Egyptian civilisations. For a
more detailed grasp of the peoples of the region, see the “Peoples and Cultures” map (downloadable from http://
www.mucjs.org/MELILAH/articles.htm).
23
A full account of these practices and activities is found in Green (2007b): for Alvaro Gonçalves Frances see
Part III, Chapter 3; for João Rodrigues Freire, see Part IV, Chapter 3.
24
The best account of this is Havik (2004), 107–20.
25
Ibid., 107–8.
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snakes in the cultural practice of this region of Africa is an ancient one that remained
current into the 20th century, as emerged in the famous autobiography of the Guinean
writer [7]Camara Laye, L’Enfant Noir, in which Laye described how – in the 1930s – his
father kept a certain black snake which warned him of all that was to happen (Green 2002:
72).26
Yet to go with this sense of foreignness were ritual practices which were familiar.
Circumcision was commonplace. The cultures of the Guinea Coast were matrilineal, in
keeping with the matrilineality of the Jewish faith (Newitt 1992: 42). And though polygamy
was practised, this is not itself universally prohibited by the Jewish faith. Instead the practice
of diasporic Jews has often been to follow the marital customs of their host cultures, that is
to be polygamous among the Moslems and monogamous among the Christians. Given this
heritage of adaptability, the demands of polygamy would have been acceptable to many
New Christians in West Africa.
In these circumstances one must recognise that there was a certain degree of inevitability
in the adoption of African religious practice by these Sephardic New Christians. Where
there were very few Jews, or even crypto-Jews, assimilation into the dominant cultural praxis
was an obvious choice. By the mid-17th century those who genuinely wanted to be Jews
were able to go to Amsterdam and London, or to the nascent communities in the Caribbean,
as well as to the Ottoman Empire. These were areas to which the African coast had a longstanding connection, and thus those New Christians who failed to go were, by default, opting
for the adoption of African religious practice.
This might imply that the choice of whether or not to adopt African rituals was down to
the Sephardim themselves, were it not for an important additional datum. This is that the
only region in this part of West Africa which had a recognised synagogue, Senegambia, was
a region where many of these cultural characteristics did not pertain. The cultures in
Senegambia were patrilineal, not matrilineal like those of Guinea (Havik 2004: 26–7; Brooks
"·<PQ[_I[UWZMW^MZIZMOQWVPMI^QTaQVÆ]MVKMLJa1[TIU\PMZMTQOQWVWN \PM
dominant Wolof people of the region. These cultural factors were crucial to the existence of
the Jewish community in Senegambia. Judaism was a faith recognised and discussed in the
Qur’an, while the existence of a patrilineal culture made intermarriage and integration into
\PM PW[\ KWUU]VQ\a LQNÅK]T\ ibid.). In these circumstances, it was much easier for the
Sephardim to retain their own community and their separate practices which were
recognised by the dominant religion of the region, Islam.
Paradoxically, it was in fact precisely the cultural points of similarity in the region of
Guinea south of the Gambia river – matrilineality in particular – which made it easier for
Sephardim to assimilate into the host culture and to lose their distinctive Jewishness. The
conversion of the Jews to African religious practice was, therefore, whilst apparently a choice
WV\PMQZXIZ\QVÆ]MVKMLJaKWUXTM`K]T\]ZITNIK\WZ[_PQKPLMXMVLML]XWV)NZQKIVZMITQ\QM[
and decisions.
This reveals that in the case of the conversions both of Africans to Judaism and of Jews to
African religions, the main accent of emphasis for the conversion resided with the proselytiser
rather than the proselytised. In this sense, Africans and Sephardim were equal partners in
26
Camara Laye’s masterpiece, Le Regard du Roi, was reissued as The Radiance of the King by New York Review of
Books in 2001. This novel also references the use of snakes in the ritual of the Guinea coast.
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the complex cultural interactions which accompanied the rise of the Atlantic world in the
early modern era. Each group had the cultural facility both to open to another cultural
practice, and to accept the other group into their practice. And this is of vital importance,
since this reality hints at a level of potential co-operation and understanding which is at odds
with the general perception of the trajectory of the Atlantic world in these years.

3
It is perhaps a melancholic truism that few movements are as new as they may seem. The
roots of many innovations may well be seen in previous developments. Often, a moment of
brilliance in art or literature [8]is itself derivative of something else; and the same can be
seen in social change, even in a space like the early modern Atlantic, which was in so many
ways an entirely novel space, and an early prototype for the sort of porous internationalism
so common in the 21st century.
This conversion of Africans and Jews to the religions of one another appears as something
of a surprise. But it is a surprise to readers of this paper perhaps largely because it is not a
subject which has hitherto been given much attention. To the individuals involved, and in
the time and space in which they moved, the reality would have been very different – and
not so much of a surprise.
Firstly, one must recognise that from the moment of African-European contact on the
coast of Guinea, a tradition developed of the conversion of Africans to the dominant
European religion, Christianity. This was of course most marked through the onset of the
\ZIV[)\TIV\QK [TI^M \ZILM <PM MV\QZM UWZIT R][\QÅKI\QWV WN  \PQ[ \ZILM _I[ KW]KPML QV \PM
terms of the “saving” of African souls through their conversion to Christianity.27 The islands
of Cabo Verde were originally something of a holding ground for recently enslaved Africans,
where the new slaves were instructed in the rudiments of Christianity, “converted”, and then
shipped across the Atlantic to continue with their “saved” existence elsewhere.
The importance of the conversion of Africans to Christianity in the rising ideology of the
Atlantic world in the early modern era is underlined by the perception of Africans once this
process had been completed. For, unlike the Amerindians, African slaves were seen as falling
under the jurisdiction of the Inquisition in America – as, in other words, fully rational
humans (Thornton 1998: 141; see also Green 2007c: 37). This therefore emphasised the role
of conversion in the moral underpinning of the slave trade and in the economic fabric of
the Atlantic world.
The key in this process transcended mere hypocrisy. What was at stake was the conversion
of the subjugated majority to the religion practised by the dominant minority – that is, to the
religion of the dominant power in the space in question. And this was something which in
NIK\_I[QVSMMXQVO_Q\PW\PMZ\ZMVL[QVIZMI[QVÆ]MVKMLJa\PM1JMZQIV_WZTLQV\PQ[XMZQWL
One must, for instance, recall that there was a precedent for this process of conversion
even in the recent history of the Sephardim themselves. As the brilliant scholars of the
Sephardim Netanyahu and Roth have convincingly argued, many of the Jews of Spain had
27
Here the authorities followed Aristotle and Thomas Aquinas in asserting that one part of mankind had been
set aside by nature to be slaves in the service of masters, and that such a slave depended on his master to exercise his
choices for him. Russell-Wood (1978), 33–34.
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converted to Christianity entirely voluntarily in the century between 1391 and 1492 (Roth
2002: 33-45; more generally, Netanyahu 1966, Kamen 1997, Green 2007a). While there
PIL JMMV [WUM QVQ\QIT ^QWTMVKM \PM KWV^MZ[QWV[ _PQKP NWTTW_ML \PM ÅMZa XZMIKPQVO WN  ;\
Vincent Ferrer and the debates at Tortosa in the early 15th century were due rather to the
failure of leadership and intellect in the Jewish community than to the conversions having
been mostly forced (Roth 2002: 45ff ).
Nor was this preceding history of conversion in Iberia limited to the Jews. Following the
NWZKMLKWV^MZ[QWVWN \PM5W[TMU[WN ;XIQVQV\PMÅZ[\aMIZ[WN \PM\PKMV\]ZaUIVaWN 
them genuinely desired to adopt the Christian faith. The development of the Moslem
apostasy in Spain was due principally to the abject failure of the religious authorities to
institute adequate instruction of the moriscos rather than to any inherent seditiousness of the
1[TIUQK¹ÅN\PKWT]UVº28 In 1570, the moriscos of Valencia asked to be given priests and have
churches built for them; otherwise, as they quite reasonably pointed out, “[we] will never be
good Christians” (BL, Egerton MS 1510, folio 153v).
Moreover, one should not believe that this history of conversion was limited to Africans,
Jews and Moslems. A common example of denunciations in the archives of the Portuguese
Inquisition relate to [9]Portuguese residents in the region of Ceuta (Morocco), then in
Portuguese hands, adopting the Islamic faith – that is, assimilating to the dominant creed of
North Africa. Elsewhere in North Africa, in 1623 Amador Lozado, the captain of the fort at
Arguim off the Mauritanian coast, was accused of being a secret Moslem, living with
Moslem concubines and oppressing all the Christians in the fortress (IAN/TT, Inquisição de
4Q[JWI4Q^ZWNWTQW[!Z·!Z6WZ_I[\PQ[XZWKM[[KWVÅVML\W)NZQKI[QVKMQV 
the inquisitors of Goa complained about the Old Christians who had gone to live among the
Moors and converted (IAN/TT, CGSO, Livro 100, folio 15r, 17r).
There were, in other words, many contemporary examples to hand of peoples adopting
the religions of others with whom they had come into close contact. In this sense there was
nothing unusual about the process which has been outlined in this paper with regard to the
Africans of the Upper Guinea Coast and the Sephardim. Yet as these examples also reveal,
this process of conversion usually occurred when one or other of the groups was in a position
of dominance within a given space. Thus what these stories of conversion can tell us is
something about both the political and social condition of various nodes in the Atlantic at
this time, and how the Africans and Sephardim viewed one another.
This is a subject which has recently entered the mainstream of Atlantic historiography
following Jonathan Schorsch’s magisterial book, Jews and Blacks in the Early Modern World
(Schorsch 2004). Schorsch’s analysis reveals the diversity of attitudes of Sephardim towards
Africans and African-descended peoples in the Atlantic world, ranging from outright racism
to co-operation and conversion. This range of attitudes suggests that the adoption of racist
attitudes in the Atlantic was by no means an inevitability. Many other types of relationship
_MZMXW[[QJTMI\\PMÅZ[\UMM\QVO[WN )NZQKIV[IVL-]ZWXMIV[QVKT]LQVO\PW[MWN ZMKQXZWKQ\a
and co-operation.29
From the foregoing analysis, it would appear that central elements in this framework of
reciprocity were personal experience and contact in a space with a relatively equitable
28
29

This argument is set out in detail in Green (2007a), Chapter 7.
This idea is explored in Nafafé (2007).
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balance of power. Those Sephardim who did proselytise their slaves in Amsterdam appear,
like Diogo Dias Querido, often to have been those who had personal knowledge of the
African coast. At the same time, this contact was couched within a political reality where the
African kings were undisputed political masters of the coast.30 Personal relationships with
Africans derived from a sphere where there was an equitable balance of power which did
not foster prejudice, but rather a belief in a common, shared humanity, and in the
applicability of religious tropes to peoples of different backgrounds.
AM\I\\PM[IUM\QUM\PMÅZ[\aMIZ[WN \PM\ZIV[)\TIV\QK[TI^M\ZILMPILLWVMU]KP
to weaken the power of the polities of Senegambia and Upper Guinea. The arrival of more
horses had challenged existing military relationships and led to the fragmentation of the
Wolof empire into 5 sub-kingdoms; it may also have weakened the hold of the empire of
Mali over the principality of Kaabu, in modern Guiné-Bissau, leading to a power transfer
from Niani, the previous capital of Mali located on the border of modern Guinea and Mali,
to Songhai, further east into the central Sahel (Levtzion 1980: 96; Curtin 1975: 9). Thus,
although personal contacts between Sephardim and Africans could lead to reciprocity and
shared purpose, these contacts occurred within a wider framework where the conditions
necessary for these harmonious relationships – an equitable balance of power – were being
eroded.
One cannot therefore say that the rise of modern racism and prejudice in the Atlantic
world was an inevitability. The shared conversions of Africans and Sephardim outlined in
this paper, and the conditions in which they occurred, belie this familiar hypothesis. Yet at
the same time, the conditions for relationships based on mutual humanity were eroded by
economic conditions from the very moment that these relationships began. And thus, in
spite of this paper’s excursus into a secret history with more positive overtones, does the
trajectory of Atlantic history retain its classical aura of tragic inevitability.
[10]ABBREVIATIONS
AHN Archivo Histórico Nacional, Madrid
BL British Library
CGSO +WV[MTPW/MZITLW;IV\W7NÅKKQW (documentary resource in IAN/TT)
GAA Gemeentearchief, Amsterdam
IAN/TT Instituto dos Arquivos Nacionais da Torre do Tombo, Lisbon
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AN INDEX TO FREY’S JEWISH INSCRIPTIONS
IN RECENT NEW EDITIONS
David Lincicum*

Abstract: This index indicates which inscriptions in J.-B. Frey’s Corpus Inscriptionum Iudaicarum
(CIJ), long seen to be in need of revision, have been re-edited in the six excellent volumes of Jewish
inscriptions published recently in two series by Cambridge University Press and Mohr Siebeck in
Tübingen. Though each of these volumes has its own index to Frey’s corpus, to combine them here
may facilitate ease of reference, especially helpful in evaluating older works which make reference to
inscriptions by Frey’s numbers.

The modest purpose of this index is to indicate which inscriptions in J.-B. Frey’s Corpus
Inscriptionum Iudaicarum (CIJ),1 long seen to be in need of revision, have been re-edited in the
six excellent volumes of Jewish inscriptions published recently in two series by Cambridge
University Press and Mohr Siebeck in Tübingen. Though each of these volumes has its own
index to Frey’s corpus, to combine them here may facilitate ease of reference, especially
helpful in evaluating older works which make reference to inscriptions by Frey’s numbers.
Of course, this is only a provisional index, and it is to be hoped that once the Corpus
Inscriptionum Judaeae/Palaestinae project has been completed, a comprehensive index to Jewish
inscriptions including much more information will be made available.2
The following abbreviations are here used:
JIGRE
JIWE 1–2

IJudO 1–3

*

William Horbury and David Noy, Jewish Inscriptions of Graeco-Roman Egypt
(Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 1992).
David Noy, Jewish Inscriptions of Western Europe. Volume I: Italy (Excluding the City
of Rome), Spain and Gaul; Volume II: The City of Rome (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1993, 1995).
Inscriptiones Judaicae Orientis: David Noy, Alexander Panayotov, and Hanswulf
Bloedhorn, Volume 1: Eastern Europe (TSAJ 101; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck,
2004); Walter Ameling, Band 2: Kleinasien (TSAJ 99; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck,
2004); David Noy and Hanswulf Bloedhorn, Volume 3: Syria and Cyprus (TSAJ
102; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2004).

D.Phil. Candidate, Keble College, University of Oxford. Email: david.lincicum@theology.ox.ac.uk.
J.-B. Frey, Corpus Inscriptionum Iudaicarum. Recueil des inscriptions juives qui vont du IIIe siècle avant Jésus-Christ au VIIe
siècle de notre ère^WT[#:WUM"8WV\QÅKQW1[\Q\]\WLQ)ZKPMWTWOQI+ZQ[\QIVI!!>WT]UM_I[ZMQ[[]ML_Q\P
a substantial “Prolegomenon” by B. Lifshitz (New York: Ktav, 1975), and his additions are included in this index.
2
For the project announcement, see Hannah M. Cotton, Leah Di Segni, Werner Eck and Benjamin Isaac,
“Corpus Inscriptionum Judaeae/Palaestinae”, ZPE 127 (1999): 307–08.
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JIWE 2.217
JIWE 
JIWE 2.285
JIWE 2.325
JIWE 2.343
JIWE 2.245
JIWE 2.377
JIWE 2.278
JIWE 2.241
JIWE 2.328
JIWE 
JIWE 2.284
JIWE 
JIWE 2.279
JIWE 2.378
JIWE 
JIWE 2.224
JIWE 2.318

224
225

227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235

237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245

247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255

257
258
259










JIWE 2.379
JIWE 2.249
JIWE 2.247
JIWE 2.312
JIWE 2.207
JIWE 2.204
JIWE 2.291
JIWE 2.283
JIWE 2.359
JIWE 
JIWE 2.323
JIWE 2.273
JIWE 
JIWE 2.258
JIWE !
JIWE 
JIWE !
JIWE 2.370
JIWE 2.308
JIWE 2.371
JIWE 2.319
JIWE 
JIWE 2.330
JIWE 2.380
JIWE 2.335
JIWE 
JIWE 2.233
JIWE !Q
JIWE 2.271
JIWE 2.297
JIWE 2.248
JIWE 2.298
JIWE 2.218
JIWE 2.275
JIWE 2.313
JIWE 
JIWE 2.234
JIWE 2.311
JIWE 2.352
JIWE 2.220
JIWE 2.332
JIWE 2.322
JIWE 2.287
JIWE 2.381
JIWE 2.349



!
270
271
272
273
274
275

277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
 
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
!
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305

307
308
309
310
311
312
313
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JIWE 2.289
JIWE 2.391
JIWE 2.210
JIWE 2.399
JIWE 2.214
JIWE 2.225
JIWE !
JIWE 2.308
JIWE 2.402
JIWE 2.403
JIWE 2.404
JIWE 2.405
JIWE 
JIWE 2.534
JIWE 2.535
JIWE 2.547
JIWE QQ
JIWE 
JIWE 
JIWE 2.537
JIWE 2.538
JIWE 2.58
JIWE 2.33
JIWE 2.53
JIWE 2.92
JIWE 2.47
JIWE 2.203.xviii & 153
JIWE 2.183; IJudO 2.212
JIWE 2.14
JIWE 2.173
JIWE 2.119
JIWE 2.15
JIWE !
JIWE 2.79
JIWE 
JIWE !
JIWE 2.8
JIWE 2.91
JIWE 2.184
JIWE 2.12
JIWE 2.20
JIWE 2.120
JIWE 2.82
JIWE 
JIWE 2.54

314
315

317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325

327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335

337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345

347
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355

357
358

JIWE 2.172
JIWE 2.11
JIWE 2.98
JIWE 2.2
JIWE 2.114
JIWE 
JIWE 2.59
JIWE 2.171
JIWE 2.32
JIWE 
JIWE 2.121
JIWE 2.101
JIWE 
JIWE 2.185
JIWE 2.111
JIWE 2.22
JIWE 2.17
JIWE 
JIWE 
JIWE 
JIWE 2.93
JIWE 2.99
JIWE 2.13
JIWE 
JIWE !
JIWE 2.83
JIWE 2.50
JIWE 2.34
JIWE 2.115
JIWE 
JIWE 2.123
JIWE 2.152
JIWE 2.80
JIWE 2.124
JIWE 2.41
JIWE  
JIWE 2.152
JIWE 2.188
JIWE 2.27
JIWE  
JIWE 2.44
JIWE 2.125
JIWE 2.70
JIWE 2.71
JIWE 2.25

19

20

359









!
370
371
372
373
374
375

377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
 
387
388
389
390
391
392
393
394
395
!
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
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JIWE 
JIWE 2.23
JIWE 2.102
JIWE 
JIWE 2.127
JIWE 2.39
JIWE 2.170
JIWE 2.75
JIWE 
JIWE 2.189
JIWE 2.28
JIWE 2.112
JIWE 2.94
JIWE 2.190
JIWE 2.157
JIWE 
JIWE 2.109
JIWE 2.18
JIWE 2.128
JIWE 
JIWE 2.108
JIWE 2.557
JIWE 2.191
JIWE 2.192
JIWE 2.117
JIWE 
JIWE 2.548
JIWE 2.30
JIWE 2.35
JIWE 2.38
JIWE 2.72
JIWE 
JIWE 2.110
JIWE 2.9
JIWE 
JIWE 2.19
JIWE 2.47
JIWE 2.3
JIWE 2.193
JIWE 
JIWE 2.174
JIWE 2.24
JIWE 2.187
JIWE 2.100
JIWE 2.52

404
405

407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415

417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425

427
428
429
430
431
432
433
434
435

437
438
439
440
441
442
443
444
445

447
448

JIWE 2.159
JIWE 
JIWE 2.45
JIWE 
JIWE 2.113
JIWE 2.55
JIWE 
JIWE 2.10
JIWE 2.107
JIWE 2.175
JIWE 
JIWE 2.51
JIWE 2.194
JIWE 
JIWE 2.118
JIWE 
JIWE 2.200
JIWE 2.129
JIWE 2.49
JIWE 2.177
JIWE 2.29
JIWE 2.130
JIWE 2.21
JIWE 2.77
JIWE 2.203.v
JIWE 2.131
JIWE 2.57
JIWE 2.132
JIWE 2.90
JIWE 2.1
JIWE 2.81
JIWE 2.89
JIWE 2.133
JIWE 2.42
JIWE 2.134
JIWE 2.135
JIWE 2.178
JIWE 2.95
JIWE 
JIWE 
JIWE 
JIWE 2.158
JIWE 2.154
JIWE 2.137
JIWE 2. 203.xxxix



449
450
451
452
453
454
455

457
458
459









!
470
471
472
473
474
475

477
478
479
480
481
482
483
484
485
 
487
488
489
490
491
492
493
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JIWE 2.138
JIWE 2.31
JIWE 2.139
JIWE 2.203.xl
JIWE 
JIWE 2.73
JIWE 2.37
JIWE 2.85
JIWE 2.179
JIWE !
JIWE 2.97
JIWE 2.195
JIWE 2.181
JIWE 
JIWE 2.43
JIWE 
JIWE 2.4
JIWE 2.84
JIWE 
JIWE 2.140
JIWE 2.48
JIWE 
JIWE 2.151
JIWE 2.197
JIWE 2.155
JIWE 2.74
JIWE 2.5
JIWE 2.103
JIWE 2.7
JIWE 2.87
JIWE 
JIWE 2.198
JIWE 2.199
JIWE 
JIWE 2.180
JIWE 
JIWE 
JIWE 2.182
JIWE 2.141
JIWE 2.142
JIWE 2.143
JIWE 
JIWE 2.144
JIWE 2.203.xix
JIWE 2.203.ii

493a
494
495
!
497
498
499
500
501
502
503
504
505

507
508
509
510
511
512
513
514
515

517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525

527
528
529
530
531
532
533
534
534a
535


JIWE 2.203.xlii
JIWE 2.540
JIWE 2.541
JIWE 2.542
JIWE 2.539
JIWE 2.573
JIWE 2.550
JIWE Q
JIWE  #IJudO 3.Syr33
JIWE 
JIWE 2.549
JIWE 2.558
JIWE 2.559
JIWE !
JIWE 2.543
JIWE 2.544
JIWE 
JIWE 2.578
JIWE 2.554
JIWE 2.574
JIWE 2.545
JIWE 
JIWE 2.588
JIWE 2.589
JIWE 2.590
JIWE 2.591
JIWE 2.593
JIWE 2.597
JIWE 2.594
JIWE 2.592
JIWE 2.577
JIWE QQQ
JIWE 2.599
JIWE 1.174
JIWE !
JIWE 
JIWE Q^
JIWE 
JIWE 
JIWE 
JIWE 1.18
JIWE 1.205
JIWE 1.15
JIWE 2.579
JIWE 2.581

21

22

537
538
539
540
541
542
543
544
545

547
548
549
550
551a
551b
551c
551d
551e
552
553
554
555

557
558
559









!
570
571
572
573
574
575

577
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JIWE 2.584
JIWE 2.585
JIWE 
JIWE 2.582
JIWE 1.207
JIWE 
JIWE 2.579
JIWE  
JIWE 2.580
JIWE 1.208
JIWE 2.583
JIWE 2.587
JIWE 1.209
JIWE 1.210
JIWE 1.211
JIWE 
JIWE 1.212
JIWE 1.213
JIWE 1.214
JIWE 1.19
JIWE 1.20
JIWE 1.21
JIWE 1.25
JIWE 
JIWE 1.24
JIWE 1.27
JIWE 1.28
JIWE 1.29
JIWE 1.23
JIWE 1.215
JIWE 1.40
JIWE 
JIWE 1.217
JIWE 1.218
JIWE 1.38
JIWE 
JIWE 1.82
JIWE 1.84
JIWE 1.81
JIWE 1.57
JIWE 1.58
JIWE 1.49
JIWE 1.72
JIWE 1.52
JIWE 1.50

578
579
580
581
582
583
584
585
 
587
588
589
590
591
592
593
594
595
!
597
598
599









!









!
!I
!J
!K

JIWE 1.77
JIWE 1.47
JIWE 1.42
JIWE 1.59
JIWE 1.101
JIWE !
JIWE 1.70
JIWE 1.94
JIWE 1.79
JIWE 1.53
JIWE 
JIWE 1.44
JIWE 
JIWE 
JIWE 1.97
JIWE 1.111
JIWE 1.48
JIWE 1.75
JIWE 
JIWE 1.71
JIWE 
JIWE 
JIWE 
JIWE 1.78
JIWE 1.112
JIWE 1.102
JIWE 1.54
JIWE 1.83
JIWE 
JIWE 1.85
JIWE 1.89
JIWE 1.80
JIWE 
JIWE  
JIWE 
JIWE 1.87
JIWE 1.90
JIWE 
JIWE 1.88
JIWE 1.100
JIWE 1.51
JIWE 1.73
JIWE 1.113
JIWE 1.114
JIWE 1.115



!L
!M









!






I
J



!




I





!
!I

I
J
K
L
M
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JIWE 
JIWE 1.219
JIWE 1.193
JIWE 1.125
JIWE 
JIWE 1.122
JIWE 1.123
JIWE 1.131
JIWE 1.132
JIWE 1.118
JIWE 1.119
JIWE 1.120
JIWE 1.121
JIWE 1.124
JIWE 1.134
JIWE 1.194
JIWE 1.195
JIWE 1.137
JIWE 1.138
JIWE 1.139
JIWE 1.11
JIWE 1.203
JIWE 1.4
JIWE 1.5
JIWE #IJudO 3.Syr43
JIWE 1.202
JIWE 1.9
JIWE 1.7
JIWE 1.8
JIWE 1.2
JIWE 1.201
JIWE 1.1
JIWE 1.142
JIWE 1.141
JIWE 1.3
JIWE 1.143
JIWE 1.145
JIWE 
JIWE 1.147
JIWE 1.148
JIWE 1.149
JIWE 1.144
JIWE 1.151
JIWE 1.152
JIWE 1.220

I.ZMa
I4QN
J

I




!

I
J
K
L





I



!



I






 I
!
 
 I
 
 I
 J
 
 
 I

JIWE 1.221
JIWE 1.155
JIWE 1.157
JIWE 1.150
JIWE 
JIWE KN·
JIWE !
JIWE !
JIWE 1.170
JIWE 1.171
JIWE 1.172
JIWE 1.175
JIWE 
JIWE 1.185
JIWE 1.187
JIWE 1.183
JIWE 1.180
JIWE 1.181
JIWE 1.182
JIWE 1.179
JIWE 1.197
JIWE 1.200
JIWE 1.190
JIWE 1.198
JIWE 1.199
JIWE 1.189
JIWE 1.191
JIWE 1.192
JIWE 
JIWE 1.227
JIWE 1.228
IJudO 1.Pan2
IJudO 1.Pan1
IJudO 1.Pan3
IJudO 1.Pan4
IJudO 1.Pan5
IJudO 1.p.1
IJudO 1.Dal2
IJudO 1.Dal3
IJudO 1.Moes1
IJudO 1.Thr5
IJudO 1.App7
IJudO 1.BS1
IJudO 1.BS5
IJudO 1.BS7

23

24

 J
 
 
 
 

 !
 !I
!
!I
!J
!
!I
!J
!
!I
!
!I
!J
!K
!L
!
!I
!J
!
!
!I
!J
!K
!
!
!!
700
701
702
703
704
705

707
708
708a
708b
708c
708d
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IJudO 1.BS9
IJudO 1.BS4
IJudO 1.BS10
IJudO 1.BS12
IJudO 1.BS11
IJudO 1.BS13
IJudO 1.BS15
IJudO 1.BS14
IJudO 1.BS20
IJudO 1.BS22
IJudO 1.BS23
IJudO 1.BS17
IJudO *;
IJudO 1.BS19
IJudO 1.Thr3; IJudO 2.12
IJudO 1.Thr4; IJudO 2.13
IJudO 5IK
IJudO 1.Mac17
IJudO 1.Mac13
IJudO 1.Mac14
IJudO 1.App9
IJudO 1.Mac1
IJudO 5IK
IJudO 1.Mac7
IJudO 1.Ach24
IJudO )KP
IJudO 1.Ach17
IJudO 1.Ach18
IJudO 1.Ach19
IJudO )KP
IJudO 1.Ach7
IJudO 1.Ach1
IJudO 1.Ach1
IJudO 1.Ach1
IJudO 1.Ach8
IJudO 1.Ach3
IJudO 1.Ach3
IJudO 1.Ach3
IJudO 1.Ach10
IJudO 1.Ach12
IJudO 1.Ach13
IJudO 1.Ach9
IJudO 1.Ach2
IJudO 1.Ach23
IJudO 1.Ach25

709
710
711
711a
711b
712
713
714
715
715a
715b
715c
715d
715e
715f
715g
715h
715i

717
718
718a
719
720
721
721a
721b
721c
722
723
724
725a
725b

727
728
729
730
731
731a
731b
731c
731d
731e
731f

IJudO 1.Ach43
IJudO 1.Ach42
IJudO 1.Ach44
IJudO )KP
IJudO 1.Ach45
IJudO 1.Ach28
IJudO 1.Ach30
IJudO 1.App10
IJudO 1.Ach34
IJudO )KP
IJudO 1.Ach27
IJudO 1.Ach33
IJudO 1.Ach31
IJudO 1.App12
IJudO 1.Ach32
IJudO 1.App13
IJudO 1.Ach29
IJudO 1.Ach40
IJudO 1.App2
IJudO 1.App21
IJudO 1.Ach47
IJudO 1.Ach48
IJudO 1.Ach51
IJudO 1.Ach54
IJudO 1.Ach52
IJudO 1.Ach55
IJudO )KP
IJudO 1.Ach53
IJudO 1.Ach58
IJudO 1.Ach59
IJudO 1.Aegina
IJudO 1.Ach70
IJudO 1.Ach71
IJudO )KP
IJudO )KP
IJudO )KP
IJudO )KP
IJudO )KP
IJudO )KP
IJudO 1.Delos
IJudO 1.App20
IJudO 1.Cre3
IJudO 1.Cre1
—
IJudO 2.5



731g
732
732a
733 St
733a
733b
733c
733d
733e
733f
733g
734
735

737
738
739
740
741
742
743
744
745

747
748
749
750
751
752
753
754
755

757
758
759

·





!
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IJudO 2.2
JIWE !
JIWE 2.595
JIWE 2.552
JIWE 2.570
JIWE 2.555
JIWE !
JIWE 
JIWE 
JIWE !QQ
JIWE 
JIWE 2.598
IJudO 3.Cyp3
IJudO 3.Cyp1
IJudO 3.App23
IJudO 
IJudO 2.41
IJudO 2.42
IJudO 2.43
IJudO 2.40
IJudO 2.M2
IJudO 
IJudO 2.32
IJudO 2.33
IJudO 2.35
IJudO 2.37
IJudO 2.21
IJudO 2.54
IJudO 2.53
IJudO 
IJudO 2.48
IJudO 2.49
IJudO 2.47
IJudO 2.25
IJudO 2.223
IJudO 2.221
IJudO 2.214
IJudO 2.173
—
IJudO 2.182
—
IJudO 
—
IJudO 2.175
IJudO 

770
771
772
773
774
775

777
778
779–80
781
782
783
784
785
 
787
788
789
790
791
792
793
794
795
!
797
798
799
800
801
802
803
804
805

807
808
809
810
811
812
813
814
815

IJudO 2.172
IJudO !
IJudO 2.180
—
IJudO 2.179
IJudO 2.205
IJudO 
IJudO !
IJudO 2.208
—
IJudO 2.219
—
IJudO 2.245
IJudO 2.244
IJudO 2.232
IJudO 2.233
IJudO 2.234
IJudO 
IJudO 2.235
IJudO 2.237
IJudO 2.238
IJudO 2.239
IJudO 2.240
IJudO 2.241
IJudO 2.231
IJudO 
—
IJudO 
IJudO 2.157
IJudO 2.151
IJudO 2.150
—
IJudO 3.Syr53
IJudO 3.Syr54
IJudO 3.Syr58
IJudO ;aZ
IJudO ;aZ
IJudO ;aZ
IJudO ;aZ
IJudO ;aZ
IJudO ;aZ
IJudO 3.Syr59
IJudO 3.Syr55
IJudO ;aZ
IJudO 3.Syr70

25




817
818
819
820
821
822
822n.
823
824
825

827
828a
828b
829
830
831
832
833
834
835

837
838
839
840
841
842
843
844
845

847
848
849
850
851
852
853
·
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IJudO ;aZ
IJudO ;aZ
IJudO 3.Syr57
IJudO ;aZ
IJudO 3.Syr49
IJudO 3.Syr44
IJudO ;aZ
IJudO 3.Syr47
IJudO 3.Syr45
IJudO 3.Syr48
IJudO 3.App22
IJudO 3.Syr83
IJudO 3.Syr82
IJudO 3.Syr85
IJudO 3.Syr84
IJudO ;aZ 
IJudO 3.Syr88
IJudO 3.Syr87
IJudO 3.Syr127
IJudO 3.Syr128
IJudO ;aZ!
IJudO 3.Syr98
IJudO 3.Syr97
IJudO 3.Syr100
IJudO 3.Syr100
IJudO 3.Syr102
IJudO 3.Syr105
IJudO 3.Syr103
IJudO 3.Syr104
IJudO 3.Syr94
IJudO 3.Syr130
IJudO 3.Syr91
IJudO 3.App13
IJudO 3.App14
IJudO 3.Syr41
IJudO X
IJudO X
IJudO X
IJudO 3.App15
IJudO 3.Syr35
—
IJudO 3.Syr34
IJudO 3.p.231
IJudO 3.Syr37
IJudO 3.Syr38


·
!
870
871
872
873
874
875

877
878
879
880
881
882
883–909
910
911–24
925
!·
931
932–53
954
955–90
991
992–1009
1010
1011
1012–23
1024
1025–1232
1233
1234–1413
1414
1415

1417
1418
1419
1420–23
1424
1425

1427

IJudO 3.App12
—
IJudO 3.Syr30
IJudO 3.Syr28
IJudO 3.Syr29
IJudO 3.Syr31
IJudO 3.Syr24
IJudO 3.Syr27
IJudO 3.Syr20
IJudO 3.p.24
IJudO 3.p.24
IJudO 3.Syr12
IJudO 3.Syr1
IJudO 3.Syr2
IJudO 3.p.1
IJudO 
—
IJudO 2.251
—
IJudO 2.250
—
IJudO 2.249
—
IJudO 2.4
—
IJudO 3.Syr5
—
IJudO 3.Syr51
IJudO 3.Syr52
—
IJudO 3.App1
—
IJudO 3.Syr22
—
IJudO 2.184
IJudO 3.Syr78
IJudO 3.Syr79
IJudO 3.Syr80
IJudO 3.Syr80
IJudO 3.App21
—
JIGRE 3
JIGRE 4
JIGRE 5
JIGRE 1



1428
1429
1430
1431
1432
1433
1434
1435

1437
1438
1439
1440
1441
1442
1443
1444
1445

1447
1448
1449
1450
1451
1452
1453
1454
1455

1457
1458
1459









!
1470
1471
1472
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JIGRE 2
JIGRE
JIGRE 7
JIGRE 8
JIGRE 13
JIGRE 9
JIGRE 14
JIGRE 127-128
JIGRE
JIGRE 17
JIGRE 15
JIGRE 21
JIGRE 22
JIGRE 24
JIGRE 25
JIGRE 27
JIGRE 28
JIGRE 135
JIGRE 19
JIGRE 20
JIGRE#IJudO 2.M5
JIGRE 125
JIGRE 129
JIGRE 29
JIGRE 41
JIGRE 42
JIGRE 43
JIGRE 44
JIGRE 45
JIGRE
JIGRE 47
JIGRE 48
JIGRE 49
JIGRE 50
JIGRE 51
JIGRE 52
JIGRE 53
JIGRE 54
JIGRE 55
JIGRE
JIGRE 57
JIGRE 58
JIGRE 59
JIGRE
JIGRE

1473
1474
1475

1477
1478
1479
1480
1481
1482
1483
1484
1485
 
1487
1488
1489
1490
1491
1492
1493
1494
1495
!
1497
1498
1499
1500
1501
1502
1503
1504
1505

1507
1508
1509
1510
1511
1512
1513
1514
1515

1517

JIGRE
JIGRE
JIGRE
JIGRE
JIGRE 130
JIGRE 137
JIGRE 138
JIGRE
JIGRE
JIGRE 107
JIGRE 108
JIGRE 109
JIGRE 110
JIGRE 111
JIGRE 112
JIGRE 113
JIGRE 114
JIGRE 30
JIGRE
JIGRE
JIGRE!
JIGRE 70
JIGRE 71
JIGRE 72
JIGRE 73
JIGRE 74
JIGRE 75
JIGRE
JIGRE 77
JIGRE 78
JIGRE 79
JIGRE 80
JIGRE 81
JIGRE 82
JIGRE 83
JIGRE 31
JIGRE 32
JIGRE 33
JIGRE 34
JIGRE 35
JIGRE
JIGRE 84
JIGRE 85
JIGRE 
JIGRE 87

27

28

1518
1519
1520
1521
1522
1523
1524
1525

1527
1528
1529
1530
1531
1532
1533
1534
1535

1537
1538
1539
1*–4*
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SOME COMMENTS ON MICAH BERDICHEVSKY’S
SAUL AND PAUL
Daniel R. Langton*

Abstract: Although Micah Berdichevsky (1865–1921), a giant of Hebrew literature, never completed
his book-length study of the apostle 8I]T, his literary executors ensured that Saul and Paul was
published in 1971. Like the better known study by Joseph Klausner, .ZWU2M[][\W Paul (1939),
Berdichevsky’s work was a Zionist perspective on the founder of Gentile Christianity, written in
Hebrew. Central to Saul and Paul is a mysterious document that Berdichevsky believed to be an
ancient Jewish account of the conversion and missionary success of Paul, namely, the tale of the
pagan priest, Abba Gulish. He went on to argue that Saul and Paul had been two different individuals,
the one Jewish, the other pagan, and that Christian tradition had amalgamated them. Attributing
historicity to a Hebrew legend rather than a Greek Christian one, Berdichevsky argued that Paulinism
_I[IVM[[MV\QITTaXIOIVXPQTW[WXPQKIT[a[\MU?PQTMUIVaJMNWZMIVLIN\MZPQU_W]TLÅVL\PM[MML[
of Christianity in the Jewish Paul’s adoption of non-Jewish, Hellenistic ideas, Berdichevsky went one
step further and denied Paul even a Jewish birth. In addition to a comparison of Klausner and
Berdichevsky’s views of Paul, this short article includes the Hebrew text and translation of the story of
Abba Gulish.

In a recent article entitled ‘Berdichevsky’s Saul and Paul: A Jewish Political Theology’ (2007),1
Yotam Hotam argues that the apostle Paul had been portrayed by the Hebrew literary
[KPWTIZI[\PM^QTTIQVW][KZMI\WZWN +PZQ[\QIVQ\a)KKWZLQVO\W*MZLQKPM^[Sa¼[ÅMZKMTaBQWVQ[\
critique, Christian religion was to be explained as a Hellenistically derived form of
‘spiritualism’ whose origins had had little or nothing to do with the ‘natural’ religion of
Judaism. In his concern to properly contextualize Berdichevsky’s complex study, Hotam
devotes only two pages to an overview of the work in question, and it seemed to the present
author that the creativity and ingenuity of Berdichevsky deserved a slightly fuller treatment.
A closer reading of the text of Shaul ve-Paul is also warranted since it is only available in
Hebrew; it is largely incomplete and a more critical analysis of its coherence (or lack of) is
KITTMLNWZ#IVL\PMUMLQM^IT[W]ZKM]XWV_PQKP*MZLQKPM^[Sa¼[\PMWZM\QKITMLQÅKMQ[NW]VLML
Q[TQ\\TMSVW_V.QVITTa_PQTM0W\IUJZQMÆaUMV\QWV[2W[MXP3TI][VMZ¼[JM\\MZSVW_V6M_
Testament scholarship (which was also originally written in Hebrew), the similarities and
differences between the two Zionist readings of Paul demand a few further observations.
This short essay, then, should be regarded as complementary to, and is offered in support of,
Hotam’s interpretation of Saul and Paul as a political theology. As such, it is part of a growing
body of studies that have sought to elucidate the ideological motivations that lie behind the
* Lecturer in Modern Jewish-Christian relations, Centre for Jewish Studies, University of Manchester. Email:
Daniel.Langton@manchester.ac.uk
1
Yotam Hotam, ‘Berdichevsky’s Saul and Paul: A Jewish Political Theology’, Journal of Modern Jewish Studies 6/1
(2007), 51–68.
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tradition of Jewish historical consideration of Christian origins that goes back to the
Wissenschaft des Judenthums (the historical study of Judaism), of which the best known example
is Susannah Heschel’s Abraham Geiger and the Jewish Jesus (1998).2
In order to understand just how radical an interpretation of Paul is offered by Berdichevsky,
let us begin with a short overview of the interpretation offered by Joseph Klausner (18741956), the Jewish historian and prominent Zionist whose approach to Paul was also
profoundly shaped by his nationalist ideology.3 Born near Vilna, Lithuania, Klausner studied
QV/MZUIVaIVLJMKIUMIKWUUQ\\MLBQWVQ[\I\\MVLQVO\PMÅZ[\BQWVQ[\+WVOZM[[QV*I[TM
in 1897. Following the Bolshevik Revolution (October 1917) he emigrated from Odessa,
Russia, to Palestine. From 1925 he taught Modern Hebrew Literature and the History of the
Second Temple Period at the Hebrew University. He became increasingly nationalist in his
views and was regarded as the ideologue of the Revisionist Party, which from the 1920s and
30s was the principal [2]opposition to Weizmann’s leadership. Not Orthodox, Klausner
_W]TLXZWJIJTaPI^MQLMV\QÅML_Q\P\PM+WV[MZ^I\Q^MUW^MUMV\QN Q\PILM`Q[\MLQVEretz
Yisrael at that time.4 His historical writings on Jesus and Christian beginnings were amongst
the earliest comprehensive treatments in Hebrew; in addition to Jesus of Nazareth (1922) he
wrote From Jesus to Paul (1939).5
3TI][VMZ¼[QV\MZM[\QVJW\P2M[][IVL8I]T[\MUUMLNZWUIKWVKMZV\WZMKTIQUQVÆ]MV\QIT
Jews for Jewish history or, more precisely, to utilize them in the Zionist project to construct a
strong nationalist identity. This involved contrasting Jewish and Christian worldviews, as
Klausner made clear in his conclusion.
My deepest conviction is this: Judaism will never become reconciled with Christianity (in the sense
of spiritual [religious and intellectual] compromise), nor will it be assimilated by Christianity; for
Judaism and Christianity are not only two different religions, but they were also two different worldviews. Judaism will never allow itself to reach even in theory the ethical extremeness characteristic
2
Susannah Heschel, Abraham Geiger and the Jewish Jesus (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998). A useful
introduction to the study of Jewish ideological approaches to the New Testament can be found in Jonathan
Brumberg-Kraus, ‘A Jewish Ideological Perspective on the Study of Christian Scripture’, Jewish Social Studies 4/1
!!·ITJMQ\\PI\\PQ[Q[ITQ\\TMLI\MLVW_1V\PM[XMKQÅKKI[MWN \PMIXW[\TM8I]TWVMUQOP\XWQV\\W"
Daniel R. Langton, ‘Modern Jewish Identity and the Apostle Paul: Pauline Studies as an Intra-Jewish Ideological
Battleground’, Journal for the Study of the New Testament 28/2 (2005), 217–258; Daniel R. Langton, ‘The Myth of the
“Traditional Jewish View of Paul” and the Role of the Apostle in Modern Jewish–Christian Polemics’, Journal for the
Study of the New Testament 28/1 (2005), 69–104; Pamela Eisenbaum, ‘Following in the Footnotes of the Apostle Paul’,
in Jose Ignacio Cabezón & Sheila Greeve Davaney, eds., Identity and the Politics of Scholarship in the Study of Religion
(London: Routledge, 2004), 77–97; Stefan Meissner, Die Heimholung des Ketzers: Studien zur jüdischen Auseinandersetzung
mit Paulus (Mohr: Tübingen, 1996); Nancy Fuchs-Kreimer, ‘The Essential Heresy: Paul’s View of the Law According
to Jewish Writers, 1886–1986’, PhD thesis, Temple University (May 1990); Donald A. Hagner, ‘Paul in Modern
Jewish Thought’, in Donald A. Hagner and Murray J. Harris, eds, Pauline Studies: Essays Presented to F.F. Bruce (Exeter:
Paternoster Press, 1980), 143–165; Halvor Ronning, ‘Some Jewish Views of Paul as Basis of a Consideration of
Jewish-Christian Relations’, Judaica 24 (1968), 82–97.
3
 <PQ[[PWZ\W^MZ^QM_WN 3TI][VMZ_I[ÅZ[\X]JTQ[PMLQV,IVQMT:4IVO\WV»5WLMZV2M_Q[P1LMV\Q\aIVL\PM
Apostle Paul: Pauline Studies as an Intra-Jewish Ideological Battleground’, Journal for the Study of the New Testament
28/2 (2005), 223–226.
4
Kling argued that, in matters of religion, Klausner was not an Orthodox Jew, and many of his friends were
secular Zionists, although he himself was observant of tradition. Simcha Kling, Joseph Klausner (Cranbury, NJ:
Thomas Yoseloff, 1970).
5
Joseph Klausner, Jesus of Nazareth: His Life, Times, and Teaching, trans. by Herbert Danby (London: Allen &
Unwin, 1925). Hebrew original Yeshu ha-Notsri ( Jerusalem: Shtibel, 1922); Joseph Klausner, From Jesus to Paul, trans.
by William F. Stinespring (London: Allen & Unwin, 1943). Hebrew original Mi-Yeshu ad Paulus (Tel Aviv: Mada,
1939).
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of Christianity; this extremeness has no place in the world of reality, and therefore is likely in
actual fact to be converted into its direct opposite – into brutality such as has been seen in the
Middle Ages and in our own time in any number of ‘Christian’ countries.6

The Zionist concern with the differences between Jewish and non-Jewish worldviews
provides the key to Klausner’s understanding of Paul. The apostle’s background had been
one of Hellenistic Judaism and paganism. Far from Eretz Yisrael, Paul had been ‘detached
from authentic, living Judaism, which was rooted in its own soil’.7 This accounted for his
message, ‘a whole new doctrine which was not Judaism, [but] which was in fact anti-Judaism,
the complete antithesis of Judaism’.8 ;XMKQÅKITTa Q\ IKKW]V\ML NWZ PQ[ \MIKPQVO[ ZMOIZLQVO
dying and rising gods.9 But Klausner was drawn to Paul for more than simply the opportunity
to hold him up as a representative of a hostile Christian religion or non-Jewish worldview. At
\PM[IUM\QUM\PMZM_I[ILM[QZM\WZMKTIQU8I]T\PM2M_I[I[QOVQÅKIV\XTIaMZQV_WZTL
history, to recognize even in the apostle to the Gentiles the genius and power of authentic
Judaism. Klausner was appreciative of certain of Paul’s ‘lofty and beautiful’ teachings,10 and
PMIKSVW_TMLOML\PI\\PMQVÆ]MV\QIT+PZQ[\QIV\PQVSMZ¼[LMXMVLMVKM]XWV<WZIPIVLM^MV
the oral law) had helped protect Judaism down through the centuries.11 In attempting to
have his cake and eat it, Klausner explained:
Intensive research over many years has brought the writer of the present book to a deep conviction
that there is nothing in the teaching of Paul – not even the most mystical elements in it – that did
not come to him from authentic Judaism. For all theories and hypotheses that Paul drew his
opinions directly from the Greek philosophical literature or the mystery religions of his time have
VW[]NÅKQMV\NW]VLI\QWV*]\Q\Q[INIK\\PI\UW[\WN \PMMTMUMV\[QVPQ[\MIKPQVO_PQKPKIUMNZWU
Judaism received unconsciously at his hands a non-Jewish coloringNZWUQVÆ]MVKMWN \PM0MTTMVQ[\QK
Jewish and pagan atmosphere with which Paul of Tarsus was surrounded during nearly all of his
life, except for the few years which he spent in Jerusalem. . .12

Klausner was prepared to accept that Paul had probably studied for a while under Gamaliel
in Jerusalem, his Pharisaic training evidenced by his use of scripture.13 While there, he had
possibly met Jesus and had [3]come to vigorously oppose him.14 A combination of Jesus’
KZ]KQÅ`QWVIVL;\MXPMV¼[UIZ\aZLWUPILXZW^WSMLIVMXQTMX\QKÅ\WZ^Q[QWV\PI\PILX]\8I]T
on a very different path, his guilt in opposing Jesus only being relieved by his devotion to the
risen Christ.15 Thereafter, Paul had devoted himself to the Gentiles, adopting a Realpolitik
approach which Klausner recognized as making possible the success of Christianity, the
contradictions he had introduced being both inevitable and necessary for that success.16 The
Klausner, From Jesus to Paul, 609.
Klausner, From Jesus to Paul, 465.
8
Klausner, From Jesus to Paul, 443.
9
Klausner, From Jesus to Paul, 344–45.
10
Klausner, From Jesus to Paul, 603.
11
Klausner, From Jesus to Paul, 606-609. The early Church Father Augustine portrayed the Jews as guardians of
[KZQX\]ZMIVLIZO]ML\PI\\PMa[PW]TLJMXZW\MK\ML[W\PI\\PMQZ4I__PQKP\PMaLQLVW\IKKMX\\M[\QÅML\W\PM\Z]\P
of Christianity, should not be forgotten. City of God 5 (414–25). Ironically, Klausner sees Paul in a similar role on
behalf of the Jews, unwittingly acting as their protector as a result of his dependence upon the Law.
12
Klausner, From Jesus to Paul, 466.
13
Klausner, From Jesus to Paul, 309–12, 606–609.
14
Klausner, From Jesus to Paul, 314–15.
15
Klausner, From Jesus to Paul, 325–30.
16
Klausner, From Jesus to Paul, 429–30.
6
7
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apostle’s talent for adaptability (‘a thorough-going opportunist . . . a clever politician’) had
allowed Paul to appeal to the Gentiles by teaching of the Jewish messiah without reference to
Jewish nationality.17 In that he believed that Jesus’ teaching would not have won over the nonJewish world, Klausner regarded Christianity as the creation of Paul, ‘who was much more
denationalized and divided in soul than was Jesus – the latter being a Jew of Palestine only,
IVLPMVKMVW\INNMK\MLJaNWZMQOVWZKWVÆQK\QVOQVÆ]MVKM[¼18 At the same time, he accepted
that, as far as Paul was concerned, his negation of the importance of Israel’s Torah that he
had taught and preached had not cut him off from the people of Israel.19
Klausner’s use of Paul as an object lesson, illustrating the opposing worldviews of Judaism
and Christianity, was fundamentally a Zionist critique. Paul’s inauthenticity was, he claimed,
rooted in his lack of intimacy with the Land. His creation of a world religion was made
possible only by de-nationalizing Judaism, something that neither the prophets nor Jesus had
sought to do. All the same, one is left in no doubt that any positive assessment of his
[QOVQÅKIVKM[PW]TLJM]VLMZ[\WWLQV\MZU[WN \PMQVÆ]MVKMWN I]\PMV\QK2]LIQ[U)N\MZITT
_I[[IQLIVLLWVM8I]T_I[I2M_IVLI[QOVQÅKIV\ÅO]ZMQV\PMVI\QWVITPQ[\WZaWN \PM2M_[
The unresolved tension accounts in part for Klausner’s somewhat confusing claim that Paul’s
new religion was ‘Judaism and non-Judaism at the same time’.20
Klausner’s historical study is undoubtedly the best known Jewish nationalist critique of
the co-founder of Christianity. Far fewer will have heard of the study of Paul by Micah
Joseph Berdichevsky (1865–1921) or Mikha Yosef Bin-Gorion as he preferred to call
himself.21 While both men clearly expressed a political agenda through their readings of
Paul, seeking to create a myth of Christianity for a Jewish audience, they did so in very
different ways. In contrast to the studies by Klausner, who engaged with the wider historical
scholarship of the day, Berdichevsky’s work was very much the product of an individual
novelist, journalist and folklorist, rather than an historian per se, with little interest paid to the
researches of others, and with a much freer reign granted to his imagination.
Born into a hasidic rabbinic family in Ukrainian Medzibezh, Berdichevsky’s traditional
yeshivah education was undermined by his surreptitious reading of Haskalah works. These
writings of the Jewish Enlightenment eventually resulted in rebellion and a life-long literary
obsession with the inner turmoil of those individuals torn between modern ideas and
traditional ways of life and thought. After leaving Russia he studied in both Switzerland and
Germany, where he settled; his compositions in Yiddish, German and Hebrew included
articles and stories, collections of Hebrew myths, and analyses of the origins of Judaism with
particular emphasis on the Samaritans. He has been described as one of the founding fathers
of secular Jewish nationalism, not least because his compilations of Jewish legends
championed a nationalistic, worldly alternative to the religiously normative view of Jewish
history.22 But [4]it is for his scholarly writings on Christianity that this giant of modern
Hebrew literature is of interest here. In addition to the posthumous Jesus Son of Hanan
Klausner, From Jesus to Paul, 312, 431, 446.
Klausner, From Jesus to Paul, 309–12, 590.
19
Klausner, From Jesus to Paul, 415–16.
20
Klausner, From Jesus to Paul, 465.
21
For both names there are many alternative spellings. Note that while ‘Berdichevsky’ is used in the text above,
the relevant alternative will be given when citing works published under a different name.
22
M.Y. Berdichevsky, Miriam and Other Stories, trans. by Avner Holtzman (New Milford: The Toby Press, 2004), 9.
17
18
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(1959)23 · _PQKP KWV\ZW^MZ[QITTa QLMV\QÅML 2M[][ WN  6IbIZM\P _Q\P \PM 2M[][ JMV 0IVIV
mentioned in Josephus and with the Actian character of the martyr Stephen – Berdichevsky
also wrote the equally incendiary Saul and Paul (1971). Both were probably originally written
in Berlin, shortly before the author’s death.24
Shaul ve-Paul represents one of the most striking interpretations of the apostle to the
Gentiles offered by any Jewish author, and one which ran entirely contrary to the traditional
Christian account of the Jewish Saul who converted to become the Christian Paul and
apostle to the Gentiles. The main idea appears to have been that Saul and Paul were two
different individuals whose distinct traditions had been amalgamated by the early Christians
QV\W\PMNIUQTQIZ6M_<M[\IUMV\VIZZI\Q^M1VLM^MTWXQVOPQ[\PMWZa*MZLQKPM^[SaQLMV\QÅML
the earliest version of Paul’s blinding and conversion as the mysterious Hebrew legend of
Abba Gulish, a non-Jewish pagan priest who converted to Judaism and spread his teaching
among the Gentiles of the Hellenistic world. Later, Berdichevsky suggested, the Gentile
NWTTW_MZ[WN 8I]TIVL\PM2M_Q[PNWTTW_MZ[WN 2M[][UMZOML\PQ[ÅO]ZM_Q\PIVW\PMZI2M_
KITTML ;I]T \W KZMI\M \PM KWUXW[Q\M ÅK\Q\QW][ ÅO]ZM WN  ;I]T8I]T _PW N]VK\QWVML I[ I
]VQNaQVO ÅO]ZM JM\_MMV \PM \_W OZW]X[ IVL I[ I JZQLOM JM\_MMV \PM 0MTTMVQ[\QK IVL \PM
Jewish elements of Christian thought.
As an uprooted, marginal thinker, capable of embracing logically contradictory positions
and emotions, the nature of Berdichevsky’s manuscript does not make for easy analysis.25 To
make matters worse, he failed to complete his study of Paul and it was left to his literary
executors to collate the material and publish it in fragmented form.26 His wife, Rachel Bin
Gorion, translated some of the book from the original German into Hebrew and his son,
1UUIVMT*QV/WZQWVÅVQ[PML\PM\ZIV[TI\QWVIZZIVOMLQ\IVLILLMLMLQ\WZQITKWUUMV\[
together with a short introduction, summary chapter and an endnote. Of Micah’s material,
\PMÅZ[\XIZ\_PQKP_I[MV\Q\TML+WV[MK]\Q^M+PIX\MZ[IVL_PQKP_I[ITUW[\KWUXTM\ML
includes the story of Abba Gulish and analyses the different versions of the accounts of
23
Micah Yosef Berdichevsky [Bin Gorion], Yeshu ben Hanan, ed. Immanuel Bin Gorion ( Jerusalem: Mosad HaRav Kuk, 1959).
24
Micah Yosef Bin Gorion, Shaul ve-Paul, ed. Immanuel Bin Gorion (Tel Aviv: Moreshet Micha Yosef, 1971).
<PMNZIOUMV\IZaVI\]ZMWN \PM_WZSUISM[LI\QVOLQNÅK]T\_Q\P[WUMXIZ\[[MTNM^QLMV\Ta_ZQ\\MVTWVOJMNWZM\PM
other parts.
25
For example, Berdichevsky’s primary interest in the parallels between Paul and Abba Gulish are undermined
JaPQ[[XMK]TI\Q^MQLMV\QÅKI\QWVWN 8I]T_Q\P[M^MZITW\PMZQVLQ^QL]IT[QVKT]LQVO)XWTTW[QV\PM6M_<M[\IUMV\IVL
possibly even rabbi Akiva in the Talmud: M.Y. Bin Gorion, Shaul ve-Paul!·5WZMLQNÅK]T\[\QTTQ[\PM
confusing interchangeability of the names Saul, Saulus, Paul, Paulus, Saul-Paul and Abba Gulish. It appears that
*MZLQKPM^[SaPILVW\MV\QZMTaLMKQLML]XWV\PM[\ZQK\LQ[\QVK\QWVJM\_MMV\PM2M_Q[PÅO]ZMWN ;I]TIVL\PM/MV\QTM
ÅO]ZMWN 8I]TWZ)JJI/]TQ[P?Q\PQV\PMÅZ[\XIZ\WN \PMJWWSPMKW]TL_ZQ\MNWZM`IUXTM»)VW\PMZLM\IQT_PQKP
may give proof of Abba Gulish and Abba Saul being identical: Paul the Apostle was also slandered against in that
he had embezzled funds meant for the poor’: M.Y. Bin Gorion, Shaul ve-Paul, 18. Within the Notes section, he
M`XTQKQ\Ta QLMV\QÅM[ )JJI /]TQ[P _Q\P JW\P )JJI ;I]T IVL 8I]T MO QJQL   IVL M`XTQKQ\Ta LQ[\QVO]Q[PM[
between Saul and Paul (e.g. ibid., 127, 128, 129). Nevertheless, Berdichevsky’s son and editor, Immanuel Bin Gorion,
understood the two-person theory to be his father’s main thesis, explaining, ‘The book was to be given the title Saul
and Paul in order to demonstrate from the start that, in the author’s opinion, these are two traditions; not necessarily
IKI[MWN ;I]T\PM2M_\]ZVQVOQV\W8I]T\PMIXW[\TM\W\PM/MV\QTM[J]\IKI[MWN \PMWZQOQVITÅO]ZMJMQVOWVMWN I
VWV2M_C7VTaTI\MZE_I[KZMI\ML\PI\QV\MZUMLQI\MÅO]ZM;I]TWN <IZ[][¼+WUUMV\[Ja1UUIV]MT*QV/WZQWV
in M.Y. Bin Gorion, Shaul ve-Paul, 7. See also ibid., 145. The two-person theory is also the reading adopted in, for
example, Yotam Hotam, ‘Berdichevsky’s Saul and Paul: A Jewish Political Theology’, Journal of Modern Jewish Studies
6/1 (March 2007), 51-68, and Jonathan D. Brumberg-Kraus, ‘A Jewish Ideological Perspective on the Study of
Christian Scripture’, Jewish Social Studies 4/1 (1997), 124.
26
Comments by Immanuel Bin Gorion in M.Y. Bin Gorion, Shaul ve-Paul, 7.
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Paul’s conversion, offers a commentary on a number of episodes in the book of Acts such as
Paul’s visits to Athens and Ephesus, and considers such themes as the distinction in Christian
tradition between the killed hero ( Jesus) and the escaped hero (Paul). The second part, which
was entitled Diverse Chapters, includes standalone studies of various Pauline topics such as
the purpose of Paul’s visit to Jerusalem, speeches in Paul’s defence, and his views on baptism.
It begins with a short introductory piece in which Berdichevsky [5]offers a critical reading of
Acts. The third part, which is entitled Notes, is a set of jottings from his work journal which
includes possible alternative versions. Berdichevsky had to both write another section that
QLMV\QÅML\ZIKM[WN 8I]TIVL8M\MZQV\PM_ZQ\QVO[WN 2W[MXP][IVLIT[WQVKT]LMIVIXXMVLQ`
devoted to the epistles attributed to Paul and demonstrating that ‘Pauline’ polemic had been
directed again the Samaritans (this being a favourite subject in Berdichevsky’s researches).
In terms of sources for the life of Paul, Berdichevsky’s interest in the New Testament is
limited. His use of Acts is focused primarily upon passages where the apostle is involved in
mission to the Gentiles and where he confronts Hellenistic worship and ritual. He is also
suspicious of the epistles, which are regarded merely as literary forms expressing the views
WN  I ÅK\QWVIT KPIZIK\MZ27 Nevertheless, he accepts that the New Testament does offer
evidence of a Jew called Saul, about which little is actually known, who was also mentioned
QV2M_Q[P[W]ZKM[)KKWZLQVO\W*MZLQKPM^[Sa\PMÅZ[\I]\PMV\QKZMNMZMVKM\W\PQ[;I]TQ[)K\[
13:2–3, where he is said to have been chosen by the Holy Spirit;28 R][\ I[ [QOVQÅKIV\Ta
Christian tradition held that he had received his divine calling from the risen Jesus.29 The
same character could also be found in Jewish literature. No doubt referring to a sage from
\PM UQ[PVIQK XMZQWL KITTML )JJI ;PI]T *MZLQKPM^[Sa [\I\ML »)JJI ;I]T Q[ I ÅO]ZM WN 
importance among the tannaim [sages]’.30 He also makes the unsubstantiated assertion that
‘[i]n modern Hebrew literature, Paul the apostle is sometimes called Abba Saul.’31 In
summary, the only thing known for sure about this Saul (from Berdichevsky’s point of view)
was that he was Jewish.32

27
 »5WZM\PIVWVKMQV\PMJWWS[WN \PM6M_<M[\IUMV\_MPI^MJMNWZM][IÅK\QWVITIXW[\TM¼[TM\\MZ¼"5A*QV
Gorion, Shaul ve-Paul, 102. According to Immanuel Bin Gorion, his father also searched for traces of Paul and his
teachings in Flavius Josephus, although with what success we do not know since he never wrote the chapter. He had
been particularly interested in the case of the unknown man on whose account the Jews were expelled from Rome
(Antiquities 13.3.5). Comments by Immanuel Bin Gorion in M.Y. Bin Gorion, Shaul ve-Paul, 7.
28
M.Y. Bin Gorion, Shaul ve-Paul, 126. In fact, according to Berdichevsky, the Saul of the New Testament is
himself a composite character. He regards the young man at whose feet Stephen’s executors laid their cloaks (Acts
\WJMILQ[\QVK\ÅO]ZMNZWU\PM;I]T_PWXMZ[MK]\ML\PMMIZTa+PZQ[\QIV[)T\PW]OP»TI\MZTMOMVLKWUJQVML\PMU
QV\WI[QVOTMÅO]ZM¼*MZLQKPM^[Sa _I[VW\KWV^QVKML\PI\»\PM[IUMaW]VOUIV_PWTWWSMLIN\MZ\PMOIZUMV\[
became the zealous persecutor of Stephen’s followers and the destroyer of the community’. M.Y. Bin Gorion, Shaul
ve-Paul, 32.
29
‘[Saul] had the privilege to be called, according to legend, by Jesus . . . Jesus appeared to him [‘Saul-Paul’]
after his [ Jesus’] death’. M.Y. Bin Gorion, Shaul ve-Paul, 127–128.
30
 »<IVVIQU¼ZMNMZ[\W\PM[IOM[TQ^QVOQV\PMÅZ[\\W[MKWVLKMV\]ZQM[_PW_MZMQV^WT^MLQV\PMKWUXQTI\QWVWN 
the Mishnah. For Abba Saul, see Niddah 24b and Avot 2:8: M.Y. Bin Gorion, Shaul ve-Paul, 18, 21–22. Later, he
asserts that the story of Paul (Abba Gulish), who had opposed pagan idols with the knowledge of the one true god,
PILQVÆ]MVKML\ITU]LQKIVLUQLZI[PQK\ITM[WN )JZIPIUI\\IKSQVO[\I\]M[WN QLWT[;]KPQVÆ]MVKM_I[[]OOM[\Q^M
to him of an early date for the story of Abba Gulish. M.Y. Bin Gorion, Shaul ve-Paul, 129.
31
M.Y. Bin Gorion, Shaul ve-Paul, 17.
32
As Immanuel Bin Gorion notes, ‘[W]e can only say with certainty about . . . the one called Saul, that he was
Jewish, which is obviously not the case with Paul’. Comments by Immanuel Bin Gorion in M.Y. Bin Gorion, Shaul
ve-Paul, 145.
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*MZLQKPM^[Sa¼[KWVKMQ\Q[\PI\WVMVMMLVW\QLMV\QNa\PM2M_Q[P;I]T_Q\P\PMÅO]ZMWN 8I]T
To learn more about Paul, one should rather turn to the tale of Abba Gulish. This apocryphal
story is valued very highly by Berdichevsky because he believes it to be derived from a
Hebrew tradition that was ancient enough to be taken seriously as an alternative to the New
Testament account(s) of Paul. Although the legend was discovered in a medieval manuscript,
he emphasises that it is ‘written in the Hebrew of the [6]Mishnaic and Talmudic period’,
that is, it possesses an ancient pedigree.33 Since it was not to be found in the talmudic
literature, he is also hopeful that it was relatively free from religious bias.34
In the story of Abba Gulish we have a Hebrew text about Saul-Paul and his path to the faith . . .
But it is no secondary [or derivative] text of Paul’s conversion as presented in Acts of the Apostles.
The story of Abba Gulish needs to be seen as a relic from an earlier time . . . [A] picture emerges
which is nearer the historical background than that presented in Acts.35

This story tells of a pagan priest called Abba Gulish who served as a priest in ‘an idolatrous
temple’ in Damascus and who used to pilfer the donations. Habitually calling upon his idol
for healing and receiving none, he one day called upon ‘the Sovereign of the Universe’ who
promptly cured him. Moving to Tiberias he converted to Judaism where ‘he ran after the
mitzvot [commandments]’ and began a new life as an administrator for the poor. Eventually
he was overcome by temptation and began embezzling money again – with the consequence
that he went blind. Returning to Damascus, he stood before the Gentiles (who believed that
he had lost his sight because he had scorned the idol) and delivered a public speech. Pointing
out that in all the time he had stolen from the temple donations the idol had never punished
him, he went on to confess that he had resumed his criminal activities in Tiberias until struck
down. He therefore attributed his condition not to the idol but to the One ‘whose eyes roam
the whole world and no misdeed is beyond Him to see [and punish]’, whereupon, having
witnessed to God’s power and judgement, his sight was miraculously restored. And ‘from the
nations thousands and tens of thousands . . . [found] shelter under the wings of the
shekhinah’, that is, converted to Judaism.36
According to Christian tradition Paul had been a Jewish convert to Christianity, while
Abba Gulish was a pagan who converted to Judaism. What, then, made Berdichevsky think
that Abba Gulish and Paul were one and the same person? His evidence was a string of
33
The story was included in a collection of aggadot in Moses Gaster, Sefer hama‘asiyot (‘The Book of Tales’,
Ramsgate: 1896), republished as Sefer hama‘asiyot: The Exempla of the Rabbis (London: 1924), which Gaster had printed
from a manuscript which he had dated variously from the ninth- to the thirteenth-centuries. Berdichevsky was
delighted to discover that the story was also to be found in the Midrash ha-Gadol (published as David Hoffman, Great
Midrash: ExodusC*MZTQV!EIKWUXQTI\QWVWN KWUUMV\IZQM[WV\PM<WZIPLI\QVO\WXMZPIX[\PMÅN\MMV\PKMV\]Za
which apparently drew upon a lost source that included the tale of Abba Gulish and whose text is identical to that
of the Sefer hama‘asiyot (except for its attribution). M.Y. Bin Gorion, Shaul ve-Paul, 11, 13, 15–16.
34
Berdichevsky explains his rationale: ‘It will not be surprising to say that Rabbinical texts, written in the
<ITU]LQKIVL5QLZI[PQKXMZQWLIZMKIXIJTMWN ZMÆMK\QVOIU]KPMIZTQMZXMZQWL)VKQMV\\PMUM[M`KT]LMLNZWU\PM
Holy Scriptures due to dogmatic or historical tendencies, have come up again and become preserved in Talmudic
literature, some in disguised and some in open fashion. In the body of religious tractates whose main aim is to
strengthen and exalt monotheistic faith, you occasionally come across idolatrous residues form the earlier days, and
these residues completely contradict the book’s intentions and morality’. M.Y. Bin Gorion, Shaul ve-Paul, 18.
35
M.Y. Bin Gorion, Shaul ve-Paul, 17. Rather confusingly, Berdichevsky says in this paragraph: ‘Abba Gulish is to
be read as Abba Saul.’ Since his main thesis is to distinguish between the Jewish Saul and the Gentile Abba Gulish or
Paul, this must be put down to a copying error or confusion or evidence of Berdichevsky’s experimentation with an
alternative theory.
36
See my appendix ‘The Story of Abbu Gulish in The Book of Tales’ for the Hebrew text and translation.
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intriguing parallels in the stories. He highlights the importance placed in both accounts
upon Damascus,37 and notes that both Paul and Abba Gulish had been treasurers38 associated
with accusations of embezzlement of funds meant for the poor.39 Both men are described as
zealous against idolatry,40 both became fully convinced of the new faith’s power and truth
having had their blindness miraculously healed,41 and both are responsible for the conversion
of many [7]gentiles.42 Pointing out that, as a convert, Abba Gulish would not have been
appointed administrator of poor money entrusted to the temple priest, Berdichevsky comes
to the conclusion that the text as it stands does not make sense, and that it must be referring
to ‘a new community whose members, who had just come to the faith, appointed him their
treasurer’.43 The conversion of Abba Gulish, he argues, had been from idolatry to an early
form of Christianity rather than to Judaism. Thus the story was in fact a Christian one, albeit
XZM[MZ^MLQVUWLQÅMLNWZUJaI2M_Q[P[W]ZKM1V*MZLQKPM^[Sa¼[UQVL\PMTMOMVLWN )JJI
Gulish represents an alternative but more authoritative version of the conversion of Paul.
He argues that the recognition of Paul’s pagan background also explains his success among
\PMU NWZ ZMIT QVÆ]MVKM W^MZ \PM /MV\QTM[ KW]TL WVTa PI^M JMMV M`MZ\ML Ja WVM _PW PIL
emerged from among them, and all the more so by a former priest.44 When properly
reconstructed, the story ran as follows.
[Paul] was an idolatrous priest in a temple in Damascus; and there appears to have been there a
small Christian community, which was persecuted by the idolatrous priests, and especially by
[Paul]. At a time of severe illness and inner distress, [Paul] appealed to the god of the Christians
and was healed; at that moment he became a Christian. On behalf of the Christian community
he was appointed as treasurer, became blind, went back to Damascus and could see again. Thanks
to the miracle, he succeeded in converting Damascenes to Christianity.45

The Hebrew version of the story might have been adapted by its editors so that the name
‘Jesus’ had been replaced by ‘Sovereign of the Universe’ but the essence of the story
remained the same: the hero was a pagan who became an emissary to the pagans on behalf
of a community of the faithful.46 Without explaining how there came to be an embryonic
+PZQ[\QIV KWUU]VQ\a QV ,IUI[K][ NWZ 8I]T WZ )JJI /]TQ[P \W RWQV QV \PM ÅZ[\ XTIKM
M.Y. Bin Gorion, Shaul ve-Paul, 126.
M.Y. Bin Gorion, Shaul ve-Paul, 126.
39
Berdichevsky infers this from 2 Corinthians 8:20–21 where Paul writes, ‘taking precaution so that no one will
discredit us in our administration of this generous gift’. M.Y. Bin Gorion, Shaul ve-Paul, 18.
40
Citing the Actian accounts of Paul’s speeches to the pagans in Athens (17:16–34) and in Ephesus (19:23–41),
*MZLQKPM^[SaXWQV\[W]\\PI\8I]T¼[\PMWTWOa[QUXTaNWK][M[WVQLWTI\ZaIVLQ[\PMZMNWZMITW\TM[[ZMÅVML\PIVQV
other speeches, implying greater authenticity. M.Y. Bin Gorion, Shaul ve-Paul, 126.
41
Saul’s three days of blindness are also compared to the Jewish tradition that Joseph held his brothers under
IZZM[\NWZ\PZMMLIa[IVL2WVIP¼[\PZMMLIa[WRW]ZVQV\PMJW_MT[WN \PMÅ[P"5A*QV/WZQWVShaul ve-Paul, 34.
42
Comments by Immanuel Bin Gorion in M.Y. Bin Gorion, Shaul ve-Paul, 149.
43
M.Y. Bin Gorion, Shaul ve-Paul, 18.
44
M.Y. Bin Gorion, Shaul ve-Paul, 126.
45
M.Y. Bin Gorion, Shaul ve-Paul, 126. This is one of several occasions when, rather confusingly, Berdichevsky
writes ‘Saul’ despite the fact that the logic of the two-person theory requires ‘Paul’. It may be a copying error or
ZMÆMK\ [WUM KWVN][QWV QV PQ[ \PW]OP\ 8W[[QJTa \PQ[ Q[ I LZIN\ QV _PQKP *MZLQKPM^[Sa _I[ M`XMZQUMV\QVO _Q\P IV
alternative theory in which Saul, Paul and Abba Gulish are one person. According to the two-person theory, he
cannot actually mean ‘Saul’, since he argues elsewhere that Saul was a distinct person, a Jew who is referred to in
the early part of Acts and (as Abba Shaul) in a few tractates in the Talmud. He cannot mean ‘Saul-Paul’ since he is
M`XTQKQ\MT[M_PMZM\PI\\PQ[KPIZIK\MZWN +PZQ[\QIV\ZILQ\QWVQ[IÅK\QWVITKWV[\Z]K\\PI\IUITOIUI\M[\PM2M_Q[P;I]T
with the Gentile Paul. In this quotation, then, ‘Saul’ has been replaced with ‘Paul.’
46
M.Y. Bin Gorion, Shaul ve-Paul, 126.
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Berdichevsky was nonetheless convinced that the former pagan priest was soon leading this
Gentile Christian group and, ultimately, should be held responsible for its spectacular
success.
Over time, Berdichevsky suggests, this new anti-idolatrous Gentile movement sought to
attach itself to the existing monotheistic tradition of Judaism.47 With the destruction of the
Temple, Judaism itself had become fragmented and it so happened that the form of Judaism
that the Gentile Paulinists found most conducive was the Jewish-Christian movement, that
is, the followers of Jesus.48 The Gentile known as Abba Gulish or Paul and the Jew Saul were
two different people, but, as a means by which to give Gentile Christianity greater credibility,
they were merged within Christian tradition. Berdichevsky argues that ‘only after the
characters of Saul and Paul were joined together was a story of conversion attributed to
Saul, also.’49 As he explains,
A religious movement became attached to Abba Gulish the convert. The circle of the followers of
Jesus . . . which converged after his death, was initially independent and developed separately.
4I\MZWV\PM\_WUW^MUMV\[UMZOML8I]T\PMOMV\QTMJMKIUMKWVVMK\ML_Q\P\PMÅO]ZMWN 
Saul since the latter had the privilege to be called by Jesus, according to legend.50

[8]The predominance of the miraculous conversion story within Christian tradition could
be explained psychologically in terms of the desire of many early Christians to sever their
oppressive ties to their past, ‘and Paul’s example served as a source of encouragement for
them.’51
*MZLQKPM^[Sa Q[ SMMV \W [\ZM[[ [M^MZIT SMa ÅVLQVO[ .QZ[\Ta +PZQ[\QIVQ\a¼[ ZWW\[ PIL JMMV
pagan, not Jewish. Secondly, Gentile Christianity’s ancient strategy to invest itself with
authority by associating with Judaism had now been revealed and discredited. Thirdly, the
universalist tendency of its founder, Paul, had been trumped by the Jewish nationalist spirit
for, according to Berdichevsky, the historical development had been from the notion of a
cosmic Christ to that of a Jewish messiah, and not vice versa, as many scholars would have it.
According to his own researches,
Gentile Christianity won ‘ordination’ from Judaism after the fact . . . Christianity did not reach
the Gentiles via Jewish Christianity. It stands more to reason that Christianity, which was Gentile
from its beginning, succeeded in gaining followers among the Jews. Accepted opinion indicates, of
KW]Z[M I ZM^MZ[M XZWKM[[" 2M_Q[P +PZQ[\QIVQ\a M`Q[\ML ÅZ[\ IVL \PMV I /MV\QTM +PZQ[\QIVQ\a _I[
ILLML\WQ\#\PM\_WKWUXM\MLIVLÅVITTa\PM/MV\QTM+PZQ[\QIVQ\a_WV*]\Q\Q[VMIZKMZ\IQV\PI\
things occurred in a different order. It appears that Christianity was born within Diaspora Jewry;
through the conversion of many Gentiles, new ideas and redemptive hopes arose. These general
ideas slowly took on a national form; thus it turned out that the saviour of humankind gradually
became the saviour of Israel . . . [T]he Jewish-national Christianity rose up against the
international ambitions which had preceded it.52
47
‘Paulinism and Islam are two religions which arose by themselves and only later sought to become tied to
Judaism’. M.Y. Bin Gorion, Shaul ve-Paul, 129.
48
M.Y. Bin Gorion, Shaul ve-Paul, 128.
49
M.Y. Bin Gorion, Shaul ve-Paul, 126–127.
50
M.Y. Bin Gorion, Shaul ve-Paul, 127, 128.
51
M.Y. Bin Gorion, Shaul ve-Paul, 37.
52
M.Y. Bin Gorion, Shaul ve-Paul <PQ[_I[ZMÆMK\MLQV\PM+PZQ[\QIVTQ\MZI\]ZM"»1V\PM)K\[WN \PM)XW[\TM[
\PMÅO]ZMWN 8I]TJMKIUM[MKWVLIZaQVQUXWZ\IVKMKWUXIZML\W\PMÅO]ZMWN ;I]T#QVW\PMZ_WZL[;I]TW^MZKIUM
Paul’. Ibid., 129.
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Both Klausner and Berdichevsky had sought to criticise Paul from a Zionist perspective. But
whereas Klausner had ultimately found fault with the Diaspora Pharisee in his lack of
nationalist feeling yet, at the same time, had been uncomfortable about disowning him
entirely, Berdichevsky’s critique was quite unambivalent. Attributing historicity to a Hebrew
legend rather than a Greek Christian one, Berdichevsky saw Paulinism as an essentially
XIOIVXPQTW[WXPQKIT[a[\MU*]\_PQTMUIVaJMNWZMIVLIN\MZPQU_W]TLÅVL\PM[MML[WN 
Christianity in the Jewish Paul’s adoption of non-Jewish, Hellenistic ideas, Berdichevsky
went one step further and denied Paul even a Jewish birth. In this way he refuted the idea
that Christianity was simply Judaism polluted by pagan thought; rather, by attributing its
emergence to a pagan priest, the Zionist scholar sought to demonstrate the fundamentally
non-Jewish, alien nature of Christianity.
1V PQ[ IZ\QKTM 0W\IU Q[ MUQVMV\Ta [MV[QJTM \W [\ZM[[ \PM QLMWTWOQKIT [QOVQÅKIVKM WN 
Berdichevsky’s incomplete work over the quality of the scholarship. Certainly there has been
VWQV\MZM[\IUWVO6M_<M[\IUMV\[KPWTIZ[QV\PM)JJ]/]TQ[P8I]T\PM[Q[[QVKMQ\_I[ÅZ[\
published in 1971. No doubt this is because it appears as a quaint throw-back to some kind
of nineteenth-century speculative scholarship, such as the Life-of-Jesus genre, whose authors
breathlessly asserted the conspiratorial links between Jesus and secret Jewish societies and
who proffered conspiracy theories for his death and resurrection. One might argue that a
similar fate has befallen Hyam Maccoby, whose own revisionist history of Paul as a gentileborn opportunist, The Mythmaker, was also dependent upon an ancient account of dubious
historical import.53 Fundamentally, however, the logic of Berdichevsky’s anti-Christian
polemic fails at an internal level, about which Hotam has nothing to say. Berdichevsky
assumed three concentric rings of Jewish authenticity in the ancient world (that is, Palestinian
2M_Za,QI[XWZI2M_ZaIVLKWV^MZ\[\W2]LIQ[UIVL[\ZM[[ML\PI\\PMÅZ[\\_WPILITZMILa
LQ^MZOMLKWV[QLMZIJTaQV\PMÅZ[\KMV\]Za1\_I[\PM\PQZLKQZKTM\PI\WN \PMXIOIVKWV^MZ\[
to Diaspora Judaism, he says, that had been the source of early [9]Christianity.54 It is
\PMZMNWZMLQNÅK]T\\W[MMPW_QN *MZLQKPM^[SaPILÅVQ[PMLPQ[JWWSPM_W]TLPI^MZMKWVKQTML
the claims that Paul converted to Christianity and that he was responsible for its pagan
origins. If the ‘small Christian community’ in Damascus which Abbu Gulish / Paul joined
was ‘Christian’ in any meaningful sense, then where did they get their ideas from if not from
a Jewish-Christian source? Why call them ‘Christians’ (notzrim) if they are understood to
have no connections to Jesus of Nazareth? If, on the other hand, these ‘Christians’ whom
Abba Gulish / Paul joined as a convert had been composed of pagan converts to Judaism
who had veered away to create a new universalist religion (a kind of proto-Christianity), why
VW\ [Ia [W IVL _Pa VW\ M`XTQKQ\Ta LMÅVM _PQKP WN  \PMQZ JMTQMN[ [PW]TL JM ZMOIZLML I[
foundational for Christianity?
Berdichevsky’s Saul and Paul is certainly a political theology of sorts, but it is also a useful
reminder of the power of rhetoric. The breathtaking audacity of the central claim is all the
53
In The Mythmaker: Paul and the Invention of Christianity (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1986) and Paul and
Hellenism (London: SCM, 1991), Maccoby augments the epistles and some of Acts with Epiphanius’ (315–403)
Refutations of Heretics, which records the accusations of the Ebionites (an early Jewish sect) against Paul. Maccoby
concludes that Paul had no Pharisaic background, had Gentile parents, converted to Judaism in Tarsus, worked for
the temple Police in Jerusalem and, having been disappointed in his advancement, founded a new religion in his
search for fame. Amy-Jill Levine has described the later work as ‘an assertive amalgam of insightful observation,
historical fancy, and inconsistent argument’. The Jewish Quarterly Review 86:1–2 (1995), 230.
54
M.Y. Bin Gorion, Shaul ve-Paul, 128.
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more effective because it is communicated by a world-class writer. Arguably, it is only because
it comes to us in an incomplete form that we are able to see so clearly how Berdichevsky’s
obsession with questions concerning Jewish authenticity coloured the study. The unresolved
tensions that proliferate throughout the work reveal the Zionist author’s primary concern,
namely, to preserve the Jewish land, religion and people from the charge that they had given
birth to Christianity; he could not tolerate the idea of Israel tainted by the link to the
Diaspora religion par excellence. Berdichevsky’s determination to rewrite the history of
Christian origins is shared in common with many other Jewish commentators on the New
Testament, including Klausner, but the extraordinary lengths he would go to achieve this
end, in distinguishing Saul and Paul, make him unique.

Appendix: The Story of Abbu Gulish in The Book of Tales55
Rabbi Pinchas said, There was a story in Damascus about an idolatrous temple there. It had
a priest whose name was Abba Gulish and he served before the idol many years. One time,
a spirit of distress came upon him, and he cried for help before the idol for many days but to
no avail. After that he went outside one night and said, ‘Sovereign of the Universe, hear my
prayer and redeem me from my distress.’ And he was cured. He stole away and came to
Tiberias and converted [to Judaism] and he ran after the mitzvot [commandments]. He was
appointed administrator for the poor [but as soon as] monies were entrusted to him, the
hands that had been accustomed to pilfer when they had been in the idolatrous temple,
began to pilfer the dedicated money [once more]. Immediately he felt [pain] in one of his
eyes and it became blind. Again, he reached out for the dedicated [funds] and felt [pain] in
the other one and it became blind. And those from his [previous life and] place would come
to Tiberias and see him blind and tell him, ‘Abba Gulish, what were you thinking, that you
scorned the idol and abandoned it so that it punished you so?’ And more and more others
[came and reproved him]. What did he do? He said to his wife, ‘Stand! Put all other business
on hold until we have been to Damascus.’ And she took hold of his hand and they set off. As
they arrived at the small towns within the environs of Damascus, people gathered about him
and said, ‘Here is Abba Gulish. The idol did right to you in that he made you blind.’ He said
to them, ‘I have not come [for any reason] other than to seek him and to make peace with
him, [and then] perhaps he will open my eyes for me!’ But he was scorning them [in saying
this] all the way to Damascus. Having entered [the city], the people of Damascus gathered
about him, and said to him, ‘Master Abba Gulish, what is the purpose of your visit?’ He said
to them, ‘What does it look like?’ They replied, ‘[If] you think you are scorning the idol, he
is scorning you more.’ And mocking them, he said, ‘I have come to make peace with him,
perhaps he will take pity on me. Only go and bring together all the people of the city.’ They
gathered crowds upon crowds on the roofs and on the ground and inside the temple to watch
Abba [10]Gulish [and what would happen] in the idolatrous temple. He told his wife to
stand him on the platform that he knew was there. He went and stood on it and said to them,
‘My brothers, people of Damascus, while I was a priest and serving this idol, people used to
55
Story 131 in M. Gaster, Sefer hama‘asiyot or The Book of Tales (Ramsgate: 1896), 90–91, reproduced in M.Y. Bin
Gorion, Shaul ve-Paul, 13. My thanks to Noam Livne for his help in translating this text and for his insightful
comments on my analysis of Berdichevsky in general.
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entrust me with deposits. And I was able to betray them, since the idol has no eyes to see, nor
ears to hear, so as to punish me. Now I have gone to [the One] whose eyes roam the whole
world and no misdeed is beyond Him to see [and punish]. And my hands wished to pilfer
and take [again], as I had been accustomed, but before I even had a chance to do it, he
punished me. Therefore He blinded my eyes.’ Rabbi Pinchas ha-Cohen ben Khama said, He
did not come down from the platform until the Holy One, blessed be He, restored his sight
IVLLW]JTMLPQ[PWVW]ZIVLI]\PWZQ\a_Q\P\PMXMWXTM[W\PI\0Q[6IUM_I[[IVK\QÅMLQV
the world. And there thousands and tens of thousands from the [Gentile] nations converted
C\W 2]LIQ[UE IVL \PMa I\\IQVML C\PM JTM[[QVOE WN  ÅVLQVO [PMT\MZ ]VLMZ \PM _QVO[ WN  \PM
Shekhinah through him.
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[1]

THE NATURE OF ULTRA-ORTHODOX
RESPONSES TO THE HOLOCAUST
Dan Garner*

Abstract: This study examines the religious response to the Shoah of Rabbi Kalonymous Shapira, a
Chasidic leader in the Warsaw Ghetto during the Second World War. The responses of the UltraOrthodox to the Holocaust have long been neglected and/or marginalized, only coming back into
considered focus in more recent years. These responses were often associated with the idea of
»X]VQ[PUMV\ NWZ [QV¼ QV ZMTI\QWV \W \PMWTWOQKIT R][\QÅKI\QWV WN  \PM 0WTWKI][\ AM\ ;PIXQZI¼[ ZM[XWV[M
contains surprising elements concerning his attempt to understand theologically the unfolding
sufferings through which he and his community lived (and died). These surprising tendencies can be
characterized as ‘atheodic’ and ‘antitheodic’ in nature in that they evidence the relinquishing of the
effort to justify and explain the suffering. Together these tendencies show Shapira’s response to be both
more complex and sensitive than Ultra-Orthodox thought has often been given credit for.

Introduction
Within the scholarly literature there has been much discussion of the variety of theological
responses to the Holocaust. However, for reasons that will be examined below, little interest
has been shown in responses emanating from within Ultra-Orthodox circles. It is only in
more recent years that the complexity and depth present within these charedi responses has
really started to be taken seriously.1 At the same time as these responses have become more
_QLMTa SVW_V \PM [KPWTIZ[PQX WN  0WTWKI][\ \PMWTWOa QV OMVMZIT PI[ JMMV [QOVQÅKIV\Ta
advanced by the work of Zachary Braiterman, who has provided an original and useful
IVITa[Q[ WN  \PM ÅMTL Ja LM^MTWXQVO \PM QLMI WN  »IV\Q\PMWLQKa¼ 1V \PQ[ XIXMZ 1 _QTT [MMS \W
develop further Braiterman’s analysis through a constructive criticism of his concept, and
then attempt to apply this new analysis to the Ultra-Orthodox response of Rabbi Kalonymos
Shapira, in order to uncover the complexity and depth present in this particular UltraOrthodox response. Key to this undertaking will be the recognition of a religious response to
suffering and evil that I will term ‘atheodicy’. The argument will be developed over three
main parts. Part one will examine the consensus view of the Ultra-Orthodox responses to
the Holocaust, part two will examine and critique Zachary Braiterman’s concept of
antitheodicy, and part three will explore Shapira’s response to the Holocaust, demonstrating
the antitheodic and atheodic content within it; consequently revealing the deep complexity
of Shapira’s Holocaust theology. In light of this it will be shown that the charedi responses
* PhD candidate, University of Manchester. Email: thebluetemple@yahoo.co.uk
1
For a comprehensive overview of Ultra-Orthodox responses to the Holocaust see part one of S. Katz, S. Bider
and G. Greenberg, eds., Wrestling With God: Jewish Responses During and After The Holocaust 6M_ AWZS" 7`NWZL
University Press, 2006).
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have not solely relied upon a one-dimensional theodicy to deal with the religious problems
raised by the Holocaust.
Common Views of the Ultra-Orthodox Response
It is only since the 1990s that scholars working within Holocaust theology have begun
seriously to focus on the variety of Ultra-Orthodox thought related to the Holocaust. There
are a number of possible reasons for this, but one of the primary reasons is that many of the
sources were until that time unavailable in English translation, being found only in Hebrew
WZAQLLQ[P)[_MTTI[\PQ[\PM[MZM[XWV[M[PI^MIT[WJMMVUIZOQVITQ[MLJaJMQVOKPIZIK\MZQbML
as relying on one-dimensional extremist theodical positions. The Ultra-Orthodox have often
been associated with promoting the idea that the Shoah was a punishment sent by God in
response to the Jewish sins of assimilation and/or Zionism. This broad characterization of
the Ultra-Orthodox views can be clearly seen when Zachary Braiterman states, “In our own
day, ultra-Orthodox Jews explain and accept the Holocaust as God’s response to the putative
sins of assimilation and Zionism.”2 Steven Katz has also stated that, “Satmar Hasidim and
other right-wing Orthodox Jews . . . continue to account for the Holocaust through recourse
to the doctrine of ‘for our sins we are punished’ ”.3
[2]There is in fact good reason for such a charge to be laid at the door of some of the
charedi rabbis who have attempted to deal theologically with the Holocaust. Most prominent
IVLKWV\ZW^MZ[QITWN \PM[MQ[:IJJQAWMT<MQ\MTJI]U ·!!WN \PM;I\UIZ+PI[QLQK
community. Despite being a survivor of the Shoah he still developed a theological response
to the suffering based primarily on the idea of punishment for sin. He stated, “It is because
of the Zionists that six million Jews were killed. The fact is that this is the bitter punishment
stipulated in the Talmud . . . (Tractate Ketuboth 111) which results in the payment of a
[XQZQ\]ITIVLXPa[QKITLMJ\NZWU\PM2M_Q[P8MWXTM)NÆQK\QWV[IVL\ZQJ]TI\QWV[WVTaIXXMIZQV
\PQ[_WZTLJMKI][MWN \PM_QKSMLIVL\PMX]VQ[PUMV\Q[UM\MLW]\ÅZ[\]XWV\PMZQOP\MW][º4
One leading scholar of charedi responses, Gershon Greenberg, further explains Teitelbaum’s
position: “the people of Israel were sworn not to rebel against the nations that ruled them in
exile, and they were not to hasten the end of history . . . by ascending to the land of Israel en
masse. The nations, conditional on these two oaths, were sworn not to overly oppress the
people of Israel.”5
However, to take Teitelbaum’s view as being wholly representative of the Ultra-Orthodox
responses would be grossly unfair. In more recent years the work of four scholars in particular
has begun to do a great deal to balance out this somewhat skewed view. Gershon Greenberg,6

Z. Braiterman, (God) After Auschwitz6M_2MZ[Ma"8ZQVKM\WV=VQ^MZ[Q\a8ZM[[!! 
 ;3I\b»<PM1[[]MWN +WVÅZUI\QWVIVL,Q[KWVÅZUI\QWVQV2M_Q[P<PW]OP\IN\MZ\PM;PWIP¼QV;3I\bML
The Impact of The Holocaust on Jewish Theology6M_AWZS"6M_AWZS=VQ^MZ[Q\a8ZM[[
4
 A<MQ\MTJI]UM`\ZIK\NZWU[MK\QWVWN VaYoel Moshe (1961), found in translation at www.jewsagainstzionism.
com.
5
G. Greenberg, ‘Ultra-Orthodox Jewish Thought about the Holocaust since World War II’, in S. Katz, The
Impact of The Holocaust on Jewish Theology, 134.
6
See Greenberg’s articles in S. Katz, The Impact of The Holocaust on Jewish Theology 6M_ AWZS" 6M_ AWZS
University Press, 2005), and part one of Katz et al, Wrestling With God.
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Nehemiah Polen, Eliezer Schweid and Pesach Schindler9 have all advanced the
understanding of the charedi reaction to the Shoah. Importantly, their work (in combination
with a number of the primary texts being published in English) has allowed a much deeper
and thoughtful analysis of these responses to take place. What becomes evident from contact
with the primary sources and through the work of these scholars is that Teitelbaum’s extreme
response is a symptom of the central Ultra-Orthodox concern of understanding everything
as coming from God and as consequently being good in nature.
Pesach Schindler has described the problem as follows: “All that emanates from God is hesed
(goodness, kindness), though it may be hidden (nistarNZWUUIV¼[ÅVQ\MXMZ[XMK\Q^M;]NNMZQVO
must therefore be accepted with love (kabbalah be’ahavah) and mesirat nefeshXMZ[WVIT[IKZQÅKM
on the basis of faith (emunah) and unquestioning trust (bitahon) in God’s ultimate justice.”10
Teitelbaum’s solution is one of the most simplistic and extreme ways to account for evil within
such a theological context, and it is this extremity which has drawn attention to his response.
It is not however the only possible solution, as will be seen below when we examine the
ZM[XWV[M WN  3ITWVaUW[ ;PIXQZI *MNWZM \PI\ M`IUQVI\QWV Q[ ]VLMZ\ISMV _M U][\ ÅZ[\ JM
familiar with the work of Zachary Braiterman, whose concept of antitheodicy will help shed
some light on the surprising nature of Ultra-Orthodox responses to the Holocaust.
A Constructive Critique of Braiterman’s Concept of ‘Anti-theodicy’
The scholar Zachary Braiterman has argued that there is a deep strain of what he calls
antitheodic thought in Holocaust theology. By this he means that as a discourse Holocaust
\PMWTWOa PI[ OMVMZITTa ZMN][ML \W R][\QNa /WL 0M LMÅVM[ IV\Q\PMWLQKa I[ ¹\PM ZMTQOQW][
refusal to “justify,” “explain,” or “accept” the [3]relationship between God and evil”.11 He
ÅVL[ \PQ[ ZMN][IT ITJMQ\ \W LQNNMZMV\ M`\MV\[ QV \PM _WZS WN  -TQMbMZ *MZSW^Q\[ :QKPIZL
Rubenstein and Emil Fackenheim, three of the most prominent post-Holocaust theologians
to write in this area. From his examination of these thinkers he concludes that Holocaust
theology has been largely antitheodic in nature. To fully understand this category of
IV\Q\PMWLQKa_MU][\ÅZ[\]VLMZ[\IVL\PMKI\MOWZaWN \PMWLQKaQ\[MTN
Theodicy is the attempt to account for evil and suffering by justifying their relationship to
God. Judaism has traditionally held that God is a divinity of goodness, power and knowledge,
a combination of attributes which, at face value at least, clash with the presence of evil and
suffering in the world. This clash has over time come to be known as the problem of evil.
This is a problem that has differing forms depending on which tradition is approaching the
issue. For example, from the perspective of the Western philosophical tradition the problem
WN M^QTQ[M[[MV\QITTaITWOQKIT\ZQTMUUI[\MUUQVONZWU\PMXMZKMQ^MLQVÅVQ\MVI\]ZMWN /WL¼[
attributes. Here, God becomes omnipotent, omniscient and all loving, and solving the
problem becomes an exercise in pure logic.

N. Polen, The Holy Fire: The Teachings Of Rabbi Kalonymus Kalman Shapira, The Rebbe of the Warsaw Ghetto (New
Jersey: Jason Aronson, 1994).
E. Schweid, Wrestling Until Day-break (Lanham: University Press Of America, 1994).
9
P. Schindler, Hasidic Responses to the Holocaust in the Light of Hasidic Thought (New Jersey: KTAV Publishing House
Inc, 1990).
10
Schindler, Hasidic Responses to the Holocaust in the light of Hasidic ThoughtQ`·`
11
Braiterman, (God) After Auschwitz, 20.
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For Jewish theology (unlike pure philosophy), this problem has to be worked out in a
theological manner based upon the written and oral traditions of the faith, rather than in
the strictly logical manner of the philosophical tradition. In Jewish tradition this theological
problem of evil is intimately bound up with the concept of the Covenant, because it is this
institution which binds the two parties, God and His people, together in an agreement which
sets out what is expected of the two participants. God commands the laws by which the
people should live and elaborates on what rewards can be expected if those laws are kept.
However the consequences of not observing the law are also made clear; God can punish
His people if they sin. We see here that the strictly logical problem of evil is not actually the
primary concern for Jewish theology; rather it is a secondary problem when compared to the
KMV\ZITQ[[]MWN \PM+W^MVIV\_PQKPLMÅVM[\PMKWV\M`\IVLKWV\W]Z[WN \PMXZWJTMU<PM
concept of the Covenant has generated one of the most prominent Jewish theodicies, which
Q[\PI\WN ZM\ZQJ]\QWVNWZ[QV<PQ[Q[IZM[XWV[M\PI\M`XTIQV[R][\QÅM[IVLIKKMX\[[]NNMZQVOI[
a punishment from God due to human failure to keep God’s laws, and as such it is a strongly
theodic response to suffering. Chapter 32 of Deuteronomy, which stresses the perfect justice
of God and the ubiquity of human sin in comparison, is one of the scriptural roots of such
a theodicy.
It is this kind of strong theodicy that Rabbi Teitelbaum utilizes in his response to the
Holocaust. He sees Zionism in particular as a sin against God’s law and as a result of this sin
the people were punished through the Holocaust. Of course this is not the only kind of
theodicy generated by Judaism. There have been a number of differing theodicies developed
through Jewish history, such as the rabbinic view of suffering which, particularly in the
thought of Rabbi Akiba, emphasised an attitude of submission to God in the light of
suffering.12 Rather than either seeing it as an occasion of strict punishment for sin, or
questioning God’s justice, Akiba sought to cultivate an attitude of submission which saw
suffering as a precious experience.13 Another prominent theodicy has been the appeal to
PMI^MVI[IÅVITR][\QÅKI\QWVWN \PMQVR][\QKMIVL[]NNMZQVOWN \PQ[_WZTL1V\PQ[ZM[XWV[M
_WZTLTaQVR][\QKMQ[]VLMZ[\WWLI[\MUXWZIZaQVR][\QKM_PQKP_QTTJMZMK\QÅMLQV\PM_WZTL\W
come, in which the innocent who have suffered will be redeemed.
What these theodicies have in common is that they all seek to justify and explain the
suffering in one way or another, and from this we can see what it is that Zachary Braiterman
Q[IZO]QVO_PMVPM[Ia[0WTWKI][\\PMWTWOaPI[JMMV[QOVQÅKIV\TaIV\Q\PMWLQKQVVI\]ZM0M
is suggesting that it has abandoned central Jewish theodicies like punishment for sin, in
favour of responses which refuse to understand or accept evil and suffering as theologically
R][\QÅML1V[\MIL\PMaUIaLMVa\PMXW[[QJQTQ\aWN \PMWLQKaIN\MZKI\I[\ZWXPQK[]NNMZQVOTQSM
the Holocaust, or seek to protest the relationship between God and the [4]suffering. Of
Holocaust theology Braiterman concludes, “They (the Holocaust theologians) deactivated
KMV\ZIT\ZWXM[TQSMZM\ZQJ]\QWV\PM_WZTL\WKWUMINÆQK\QWV[WN TW^MIVLXZWXPM\QKZMJ]SM
by moving them out into the margins of their thought. In the process, post-Holocaust
religious thought came to constitute a unique, antitheodic loop in the semiotic web of Jewish
tradition.”14 Braiterman has built upon the work of Anson Laytner who, in his book Arguing
12
13
14

A. Laytner, Arguing With God: A Jewish Tradition (New Jersey: Jason Aronson, 1990), 115.
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With God: a Jewish Tradition (1990),15QLMV\QÅMLIVL[\ZM[[MLITWVOPQ[\WZaWN 2M_Q[PXZW\M[\
argument with God in relation to human suffering. In this sense antitheodicy has long been
a part of Jewish tradition, albeit in a peripheral manner when compared to the dominant
\PMWLQK[\ZMIU*ZIQ\MZUIV¼[IVITa[Q[PI[U]KP\WKWUUMVLQ\IVLPQ[_WZSPI[[QOVQÅKIV\Ta
advanced the understanding of what has occurred in Holocaust theology, but his argument
does suffer from two problems, one being methodological, and the other being conceptual.
Firstly, Braiterman’s study is too narrow to justify the conclusion that Holocaust theology is
broadly antitheodic in nature. Secondly, the term antitheodicy is too broad a term to apply
to the variety of responses which abandon the dominant Jewish theodicies.
Braiterman reached his conclusions concerning Holocaust theology primarily through
the examination of the works of Berkovits, Rubenstein and Fackenheim and although these
are all key contributors to the post-Holocaust theological debate, they are not the only ones
to have helped construct the discourse. Important and original contributions have been
made by Ignaz Maybaum, David Blumenthal, Arthur Cohen, Irving Greenberg, Hans
Jonas, Melissa Raphael, not to mention the many charedi responses. Therefore Braiterman’s
thesis concerning the antitheodic nature of Holocaust theology needs to be applied to a
wider range of responses in order to judge whether Holocaust theology has been truly
antitheodic in character, and if so to what extent. But even if the general application of
antitheodicy to Holocaust theology is currently problematic, Braiterman’s concept has
VWVM\PMTM[[ JMMV ][MN]T [QVKM Q\ PI[ PMTXML QLMV\QNa I [QOVQÅKIV\ KPIZIK\MZQ[\QK WN  I\ TMI[\
[WUMWN \PMSMaKWV\ZQJ]\QWV[\W\PMÅMTLWN 0WTWKI][\\PMWTWOa
We have seen that Braiterman applies the term antitheodicy to responses which refuse to
‘justify, explain, or accept’ the relationship between God and evil. The problematic nature
of this application can be seen by contrasting two hypothetical responses, both of which are
[QOVQÅKIV\TaLQNNMZMV\aM\KW]TLJW\PJMTIJMTTMLI[IV\Q\PMWLQKOQ^MV*ZIQ\MZUIV¼[LMÅVQ\QWV
WN \PI\\MZU<PMÅZ[\PaXW\PM\QKITZM[XWV[MQ[WVM\PI\[MMS[VWR][\QÅKI\QWVWZM`XTIVI\QWV
of the suffering, but instead focuses on divine mystery, arguing that the nature of God’s
relationship to the Holocaust is beyond humankind’s limited comprehension. The second
hypothetical response is one that seeks to protest against the suffering; bringing the event to
God’s attention by following the long Jewish tradition of arguing with God over His ways
with creation, as in scripture when Abraham argues with God over the fate of Sodom and
/WUWZZIPQV/MVM[Q[ 
<PM[M\_WZM[XWV[M[IZMUIZSMLTaLQNNMZMV\QV\PMQZIXXZWIKPIVLVI\]ZM_Q\P\PMÅZ[\
ZMRMK\QVO QUUMLQI\M R][\QÅKI\QWV[ WZ M`XTIVI\QWV[ IVL \PM [MKWVL ZMN][QVO \W IKKMX\ \PM
suffering as just but instead recommending religious protest as a proper response to the
[Q\]I\QWV <PM ÅZ[\ Q[ I \PMWTWOQKIT ZM[XWV[M KMV\ZML WV LQ^QVM Ua[\MZa# \PM [MKWVL Q[ I
theological response of protest, yet both could constitute antitheodicy in Braiterman’s
scheme, since they reject or ignore the traditional theodic answers which seek to explain and
justify suffering. The concept of antitheodicy therefore becomes problematic because it
covers responses that are markedly different in nature. This can be remedied by giving the
\MZUIV\Q\PMWLQKaIUWZMIK]\MLMÅVQ\QWV_PQKPQ[VIZZW_MZQV\MZU[WN \PMSQVLWN ZM[XWV[M[
to which it can be applied. To this writer’s mind, antitheodicy as a term suggests a clear and
active denial or impassioned rejection of the general project of theodicy. Consequently this
15
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term could be applied strictly to the types of response which focus on religious protest, or
_PQKP LMVa \PI\ \PMWLQKa Q[ XW[[QJTM QV \PM ÅZ[\ XTIKM <PM[M SQVL[ WN  ZM[XWV[M[ MI[QTa Å\
within a category which suggests ideas of denial and rejection.
[5]0I^QVO OQ^MV IV\Q\PMWLQKa I [\ZQK\MZ LMÅVQ\QWV _M IZM TMN\ _Q\P \PM W\PMZ SQVL[ WN 
ZM[XWV[M[\PI\IZMVMQ\PMZ[\ZWVOTa\PMWLQKVWZIV\Q\PMWLQK<PM[M]VKTI[[QÅMLZM[XWV[M[IZM
VW_ QV VMML WN  KI\MOWZQbI\QWV <PM ÅZ[\ PaXW\PM\QKIT ZM[XWV[M M`IUQVML IJW^M _I[ WVM
which focussed on divine mystery. Such a response does not really involve the idea of being
passionately against the idea of theodicy, nor does it involve explaining or justifying the
suffering in a positive sense. Rather it appears as acquiescence in the face of the limits of
human cognition and comprehension. This kind of response may best be termed ‘atheodicy’.
This is a word which suggests a failure, relinquishing or relaxing of the traditional theodic
attempt to explain and justify suffering, yet does not strongly indicate a turn toward the
outright rejection of the possibility of theodicy, as is the case in antitheodicy. Neither does
this word suggest the idea of religious protest.
The appeal to mystery and the limit of human comprehension are not the only kinds of
response that could fall under this category of atheodicy. Any kind of response which seeks
to respond to suffering with a type of religious meaning that does not seek to explain or
justify the suffering could be counted as a form of atheodicy. For example, responses which
seek to focus on the idea of God suffering with His people and providing consolation at the
M`XMV[MWN M`XTIVI\QWVWZR][\QÅKI\QWVKW]TLJMLMMUMLI[I\PMWLQK;QUQTIZTaIXXMIT[\W
healing and restoration from suffering and evil can be seen as atheodic, particularly if these
responses focus on this activity in the absence of attempts at explaining or justifying the evil
and suffering. The emergence of the term atheodicy generates a concept which, when
applied to Holocaust theology, could help provide a more nuanced account of its character,
since it lets us see with greater acuity the variety of religious responses that have been offered
in response to the Shoah.
What emerges from this discussion of antitheodicy is a three-fold model of theological
responses to evil and suffering: theodic, atheodic and antitheodic responses. In this model,
\PM\PMWLQKZM[XWV[M[_W]TLKWV[Q[\WN MNNWZ\[\WWNNMZN]TTR][\QÅKI\QWV[IVLM`XTIVI\QWV[WN 
suffering, e.g. punishment for sin. The atheodic responses would consist of attempts to focus
on divine mystery/theological silence, the idea of healing from suffering, and the idea of
God suffering with His people. Antitheodic responses would consist of reactions which
advocated protest to God over the suffering, or responses which deny the possibility of any
theological meaning being found in suffering at all. With this in mind we may now turn to
the Ultra-Orthodox response of Kalonymous Shapira: our new category of atheodicy
KW]XTML_Q\P\PM[PIZXMZLMÅVQ\QWVWN IV\Q\PMWLQKa_QTTVW_UISMQ\XW[[QJTM\W[PW_\PM
complexity and depth of at least some of the Ultra-Orthodox thinking that has been
generated in response to the Holocaust.

Shapira’s Response
:IJJQ3ITWVaUW[3ITUQ[P;PIXQZI !·!_I[\PMTMILMZWN \PM8QIKMbVI+PI[QLQK
community in Poland and came to be imprisoned in the Warsaw Ghetto during the early
years of the Shoah. He suffered greatly during this time, not only through seeing many of
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his community perish, but also through losing a number of his closest family members
including his mother, his son and his daughter-in-law. He was himself eventually murdered
Ja\PM6IbQ[QV\PMI]\]UVWN !AM\QV\PMaMIZ[JMNWZMPQ[LMI\PPMUIVIOML\W_ZQ\M
regular religious responses to what was happening in the form of commentaries on the Sidra
(Portion of the Week). From 1939 to the summer of 1942 he produced the main body of his
text, which was eventually published posthumously under the title Esh Kodesh (Sacred Fire,
English translation 2004) after being found in a buried metal container during the post-war
reconstruction of Warsaw.16 Esh KodeshKPIZ\[PQ[ZM[XWV[MW^MZ\PMÅZ[\\PZMMaMIZ[WN \PM
war, and also contains additions made in late 1942 after the Warsaw Ghetto deportations. As
with many Chasidic thinkers, Shapira’s initial response was resolutely theodic in character.
He sought to square the Holocaustal experience with the strongly held Chasidic conviction
that God was the motivating force behind history and therefore the unfolding events must
have a divine purpose.
[6] In much the same way as Teitelbaum would do after the War, Shapira initially
constructed a response that viewed the suffering as punishments for Jewish sins, primarily
the sin of assimilation. Shapira scholar Nehemia Polen comments on Shapira’s initial stance:
¹<PMÅZ[\aMIZ¼[derashah is very much in the traditional mode, with a heavy emphasis on
religious failings and chastisement.” This can be seen in September 1939 when Shapira
wrote, “they strayed from the path, and in heaven there began the accusations against them.
The charges stated that because of the great capriciousness of the Jewish people, because
they were so steeped in their ignorance, they did not even acknowledge God’s sovereignty
. . . Consequently, they were banished from the palace of the King, to dwell among people
who torture them and cause them suffering.” God, here as the king, is chastising the Jews
for their sins. If Shapira’s response had been limited to this early formulation, his reaction
would have to be judged as essentially the same as Teitelbaum’s response, i.e. strongly
\PMWLQK XZW^QLQVO I N]TT M`XTIVI\QWV IVL R][\QÅKI\QWV WN  \PM ;PWIP *]\ ;PIXQZI LQL VW\
maintain this strongly theodic stance throughout the rest of his writings, and his attempt to
explain and justify the sufferings became noticeably uncertain and hesitant as time
progressed.
As the Nazi oppression grew in its severity, Shapira’s response began to evolve theologically
from its initially simplistic formulation of punishment for sin. This evolution in thought
makes his response considerably more complex in nature, since these changes occurred
whilst he was still trying to understand how the events carried divine meaning, something
which caused great strain on his thinking and forced him into dexterous theological
innovation. In Esh Kodesh Shapira was largely involved in what was essentially a theodic
endeavour in that he desperately wanted to explain and justify theologically what was
happening. Despite this strong theodic desire he began to generate various forms of atheodic
and even antitheodic arguments in the ongoing process of responding to the Holocaust. The
appearance of both atheodic and antitheodic elements ultimately makes clear the failure of
the strong theodic project when confronted with the extreme evil that was manifesting
around Shapira and his community.
16
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Before examining the antitheodic and atheodic content of Shapira’s response a brief
examination of his particular theodic arguments is necessary. Although we will see that his
response came to incorporate atheodic and antitheodic ideas, it would be wrong to conclude
that Shapira abandoned any attempt to explain what was happening in a theological sense.
The central theodic idea that appears persistently throughout his response concerns the
complex interrelationship between the mystical concepts of hesed (mercy) and gevurah/din
(power/judgement). These are two (amongst ten) attributes of the divine that function within
the mystical Godhead in the mystical tradition of the Kabbalah; a tradition of great
QVÆ]MVKMWV+PI[QLQ[U<QUMIVLIOIQV;PIXQZI\ZQM[\W_WZSW]\\PMMIZ\PTa[]NNMZQVOI[I
consequence of din obscuring hesed. Nehemia Polen expands on this aspect of Shapira’s
thought: “Rabbi Shapira no longer speaks of the enemy as the instrument of divine
punishment. Rather, the enemy’s words and actions are clearly labelled as evil. Nevertheless,
even at this point, he maintains the Chasidic view that evil is always a perversion of the
good, whose energetic spark it has captured and misdirects; but precisely because the
vivifying power of evil is a distorted form of the good, it can be transmuted and “sweetened”
back to its divine source.”19 Showing how this tension links back to the idea that all that
comes from God is good, Pesach Schindler further elaborates: “The apparent evil is merely
a lower form of good, or the outer shell for the good, which is transformed into absolute
good through man’s acts of goodness.”20 To the extent that Shapira had a theodicy (after his
rejection of the idea of punishment for sin), it developed along these lines. He tried to
understand all that was happening as being in someway a [7]hidden good, but this effort
became increasingly hard for him to maintain and the effort became supplemented and even
occasionally eclipsed by the presence of antitheodic and atheodic appeals.
The antitheodic content of Shapira’s response will now be examined. This category of
ZM[XWV[MPI[ITQUQ\MLJ]\[QOVQÅKIV\XZM[MVKMQVPQ[\PW]OP\21 — something which is quite
surprising given the Chasidic commitment to seeing all things as ultimately being from God
and therefore good. Interestingly, this presence also goes against Braiterman’s view of the
Ultra-Orthodox responses as being theodically one-dimensional, and ironically provides
evidence to strengthen Braiterman’s assertion that Holocaust theology is a discourse
composed of antitheodic stances and ideas.
Initially Shapira was against the idea of protesting or questioning God’s justice, as is seen
from his entry on 20 July 1940: “. . . they raise questions in their minds: How long will this
go on? Who knows whether we will be able to bear it? Etc. As a result of the doubts, fears
grow, the body is weakened, and the knees buckle. This is why it is most important to
strengthen our faith to reject the questions and the thoughts, and to believe in God”.22 Here
we see a rejection of antitheodicy in its form of protest, and instead the developing of a
position centred on unquestioning faith. The subsequent presence of antitheodicy shows the

Polen, The Holy Fire.
Schindler, Hasidic Responses to the Holocaust in the light of Hasidic Thought, 30.
21
 6MPMUQI8WTMV_I[\PMÅZ[\\WZMKWOVQbMXZWXMZTa\PM\PMUMWN ZMTQOQW][XZW\M[\QV;PIXQZI¼[\PQVSQVO\PW]OP
he did not put it in terms of antitheodicy, since Braiterman had not yet coined the term. Polen’s recognition of
protest in Shapira may be found in Polen, The Holy Fire.
22
Shapira, Sacred Fire, 116.
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M`\MV\\W_PQKP;PIXQZI_I[[\Z]OOTQVO\W]VLMZ[\IVL\PMM^MV\[_Q\PQV\PMKWVÅVM[WN \PM
idea that all which comes from God is good.
<PMÅZ[\ZMITM^QLMVKMWN IV\Q\PMWLQKaQV;PIXQZI¼[\PW]OP\IXXMIZ[QVPQ[MV\ZaWV 
September 1940: “But what can we do when they do not permit us to cry out, or even
congregate for prayer, and we are forced to pray in hidden places, and every Jewish heart
must lament this alone? At least in the depths of his heart, every Jew must shout out to God
about it.”23<PQ[VMML\W»[PW]\W]\¼QV\MV[QÅM[QV;PIXQZI¼[\PW]OP\WVTaI_MMSTI\MZ_PMV
on October 3 1940 he wrote: “The screams that come of our tremendous bitterness and
XIQV Q[ QVLQ[X]\IJTa W]Z W_V ^WQKM 0W_ KW]TL AW] JMIZ \W PMIZ W]Z XIQV IVL VW\ PI^M
mercy, God forbid?”24 This is a very clear example of antitheodicy in its protest form, issued
from within a perspective of faith. These two examples show that antitheodicy begins to
creep into Shapira’s response roughly a full year after the War began. This motif of religious
protest appears numerous times from this point on in Esh Kodesh.
Shapira develops rules of acceptability in relation to this phenomenon of religious protest.
In his entry for March 29 1941, he argued that religious protest was a valid option and not a
[QVN]T IK\Q^Q\a ?PQT[\ _ZQ\QVO IJW]\ -`WL][ "· _PMZM 5W[M[ I[S[ /WL _Pa 0M
mistreated His people, Shapira stated: “If Moses had sinned with his question, how did he
earn the privilege of this revelation of the name of God, YHVH?”25 Later in that year (1941)
WV · ,MKMUJMZ QV PQ[ _ZQ\QVO[ NWZ +PIV]SIP ;PIXQZI [M\ W]\ PW_ XZW\M[\ _I[
acceptable if done from within the context of prayer and faith. He exclaimed:
<PMaY]M[\QWV/WLI[SQVO¹?PaPI^MAW]NWZ[ISMV]['1N _MIZMJMQVO\WZ\]ZMLQVWZLMZ\W
bring us closer to Torah and worship,” they argue, “then why, on the contrary, is the Torah and
everything holy being destroyed?” Now if a Jew utters these words in a form of prayer or
supplication, as an outpouring out [8]of his heart before God, it is a good thing. But if, God
NWZJQLPMZMITTaQ[Y]M[\QWVQVO·M^MVQN VW\/WLLQZMK\TaJ]\PQ[QV\MZVITNIQ\P/WLNWZJQL·\PMV
may God protect us!26

Antitheodicy can, according to Shapira, have a sanctioned place even within Chasidic
theology, which generally attempts to see all things as being for the good and directed by
God.
In the form of religious protest antitheodicy does have a positive value for Shapira, as long
as it is done from a perspective of faith and prayer, which consequently gives the protest
legitimacy and acceptability. If done outside of these bounds the protest appears to become
a kind of blasphemy which is damaging to the person engaged in it. Antitheodicy begins to
feature particularly strongly toward the end of Esh Kodesh7V2]VM!QVWVMWN PQ[
last entries, Shapira writes with great emotion:
. . . it is a marvel how the world exists after so much screaming. When the Ten Rabbis martyred
by the Romans were suffering, the ministering angels cried out, “Is this Torah, and its reward?” A
voice from heaven responded, “If I hear one more cry I will turn the whole world back to water.”
AM\VW_QUUIK]TI\MKPQTLZMVX]ZM[\IVOMT[\WOM\PMZ_Q\P\PMOZMI\M[\PWTa2M_[IZMU]ZLMZML
Shapira, Sacred Fire, 124.
Shapira, Sacred Fire, 131.
25
Shapira, Sacred Fire, 164 note: It is unclear whether Shapira uses the Tetragrammaton in the original Hebrew
text since the original is currently unavailable to this author. Given the context of the quotation it is possible that he
did, but it is also possible that as a Chasidic rabbi he would have chosen not to do so due to its sacred nature.
26
Shapira, Sacred Fire·
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and butchered just because they are Jews . . . and the world does not turn back into water? It
remains standing, steadfast, as though God is untouched by events, God forbid?

All of this questioning and protest is still done from within a position of deep faith, but
whereas at the start of the War antitheodic protest was rejected outright as a damaging
practice, it has by the end of Esh Kodesh become assimilated into his response as a key
component of his faith which, if done under the right circumstances, is both legitimate and
positive in nature. Consequently his attempt to fully explain and justify the suffering endured
by his community is cast in a very uncertain light as he wrestled with how the events can be
OWWLIVLLQZMK\MLJa/WL_PMV\PMa_MZM[WPWZZQÅKQVVI\]ZM
)V\Q\PMWLQKaQ[VW\\PMWVTaLM^MTWXUMV\_PQKPKIVJMQLMV\QÅMLQV;PIXQZI¼[_ZQ\QVO[
The category of atheodicy is also to be found in his thinking. As we will now see, although
Shapira never abandons his faith, his position eventually evolves into a position which no
longer seeks to explain or justify the suffering, thus becoming essentially an atheodic response
QV Q\[ ÅVIT XPI[M[ ;PIXQZI¼[ ZM[XWV[M QV Esh Kodesh actually exhibits differing forms of
atheodicy; in particular appeals to divine mystery/silence, the idea of the suffering God, and
the idea of healing from the suffering are all found to varying extents. We will however
examine his response principally for the atheodic appeal to divine mystery and silence. This
is because the appeal to theological mystery is of primary importance for making a response
‘atheodic’ in nature. For instance, a response could conceivably feature a call for healing and
restoration yet still at the same time explain/justify the suffering theodically, e.g. the argument
could be laid out: ‘for our sins we have been punished, and now we must both repent and
heal.’ Appeals to the idea(s) of healing and/or divine suffering are not therefore necessarily
atheodic in nature. They are context-sensitive and only become atheodic when used in
conjunction with an appeal to mystery, or when the response focuses on healing/divine
suffering exclusively, making no attempt to account for the suffering. The use of divine
mystery by Shapira is therefore crucial to casting other aspects of his response in an atheodic
light. The importance of this appeal consequently demands primary attention when
examining Esh Kodesh for atheodic content.
;PIXQZI¼[IXXMIT\WUa[\MZaIVL[QTMVKMÅZ[\IXXMIZ[I[MIZTaI[,MKMUJMZ!!_PMV
he stressed silence in relation to the growing suffering whilst elaborating on Joseph’s dream
WN \PM[PMI^M[/MVM[Q[" As the months progressed his appeal to silence increased and
a year later on 21 December 1940 he wrote of God’s knowledge being greater than that of
P]UIVSVW_TMLOM0M_ZW\MWN I[]NNMZQVO¹_PW[MX]ZXW[MQ[QVKWUXZMPMV[QJTM\W][·\W
the contrary, it may appear purposeless”.29 In his entry of [9]26 July 1941, whilst appealing
to the idea that the times may indicate the birth pangs of the messiah, Shapira hints that
even if the birth pangs explain the ongoing suffering as being necessary, they can do so only,
“to the limits of our comprehension”,30_PQKP[QOVQÅM[\PI\\PMXZWKM[[Q[UWZMUa[\MZQW][
than humans can actually know or understand, thus leaving the suffering under-explained
IVL[QOVQÅKIV\TaUa[\MZQW][QVVI\]ZM
,]ZQVO\PM+PIV]SIPWN ·,MKMUJMZ!;PIXQZI[\ZM[[M[\PMTQUQ\[WN P]UIV
knowledge of divine matters, by contrasting it with our knowledge of mundane things. He


29
30

Shapira, Sacred Fire 
Shapira, Sacred Fire, 22.
Shapira, Sacred Fire, 160.
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writes: “How can we expect or hope to understand these, God’s actions, and then allow our
NIQ\P \W JM LIUIOML /WL NWZJQL ]XWV ÅVLQVO \PI\ _M KIVVW\ ]VLMZ[\IVL \PMU' 1N  WVM
blade of grass created by God is beyond our understanding, how much more unfathomable
is the soul . . . and how much less even than this can we understand the mind of God? How
could we possibly expect to grasp with our mind what God knows and understands?”31 We
ÅVL ;PIXQZI ZMQVNWZKQVO NIQ\P QV /WL Ja [\ZM[[QVO \PM TQUQ\ML P]UIV QV\MTTMK\ · I KTMIZ
example of atheodicy since it does not explain or justify the suffering but rather focuses on
the mystery of the divine and the narrow limits of human comprehension. Here, faith
without explanation is the focus of Shapira. He picks this idea up again in his entry of
5IZKP!_PMZM_PQT[\KWV[QLMZQVO\PM4I_WN \PM:ML0MQNMZIX]ZQÅKI\QWVTI_WN 
6]UJMZ[!"·PMLQ[K][[M[_PM\PMZ_MUIaI[SIJW]\\PMUMIVQVOWN IKWUUIVLUMV\
and stresses that this Law of the Red Heifer “is Torah at the level of ‘We will do and we will
listen’. We do not conceptualize or even ponder the meaning of this Torah.”32 This he uses
to urge his Chasidim to have a strong and un-questioning faith that all which is happening is
for the good. He states: “We learn from this that the underlying meaning of the Law of the
:ML0MQNMZQ[IZM\]ZV\W\PMTM^MTWN ¹?M_QTTLWIVL_M_QTTTQ[\MVº·VW\\WY]M[\QWV/WL
forbid; just to believe that since everything is from God, it is good. Faith such as this both
purges and atones, and advocates on behalf of the Jewish people.”33 This is to say that
sometimes there is no apparent explanation and in such cases the proper response is simply
to have faith that all is happening for the good. This is an argument for faith which neither
M`XTIQV[\PM[]NNMZQVOVWZR][\QÅM[Q\_Q\PZMI[WV1VNIK\Q\Q[\PMWXXW[Q\M#Q\Q[NIQ\P_Q\PW]\
understanding.
The fact that Shapira was stressing such a position during this time (early 1942) shows the
level of dissonance within his thought, since it was, as we saw above, only the previous
Chanukah that Shapira elaborated on the legitimacy of protesting to God over what was
happening, yet here he appears to be saying that the events cannot be questioned or
protested; rather they should be accepted. This highlights the tension in his thought as he
tries to maintain an unquestioning faith in God over what was happening to him and his
community. The atheodic content of his thought is seen in his faith that all must be good
even though he cannot explain how or why it is for the good, and, in combination with this,
the antitheodic elements appear to act as a means to vent his anguish at the ever unfolding
and incomprehensible suffering. In this sense the two may not be as contradictory as they
ÅZ[\[MMUJ]\VWVM\PMTM[[\PM[M\_WXWTM[WN NIQ\PIVLXZW\M[\IZMPITTUIZS[WN ILMMXTa
troubled and anguished response.
In one of the very last footnote additions to his manuscript, Shapira describes the
circumstances facing the remnants of the Warsaw Ghetto in late 1942. He wrote: “Those
individuals who survive, pitiful and few, are broken in slavery and Egyptian bondage,
LW_V\ZWLLMVIVL\MZZQÅMLNWZ\PMQZTQ^M[<PMZMM`Q[\VW_WZL[_Q\P_PQKP\WTIUMV\W]Z
woes.”340MZMQVWVMWN PQ[ÅVITILLQ\QWV[ITTI\\MUX\[I\I\PMWLQKa_PQKPM`XTIQV[IVL
R][\QÅM[\PM[]NNMZQVOIXXMIZ\WPI^MMVLML<PMZMQ[VW\ITSWN X]VQ[PUMV\NWZ[QVIVLVW
_WZL[WN M`XTIVI\QWVWZR][\QÅKI\QWV;PIXQZIQ[TMN\_Q\PWVTaINIQ\P\PI\ZMLMUX\QWV_QTT
31
32
33
34
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come, “in [10]the blink of an eye”.35 Remembering his initial theodic reaction to the
Holocaust, Shapira’s response can now be seen clearly to shift from a position of ‘punishment
NWZ [QV¼ _PQKP M`XTIQV[ IVL R][\QÅM[ \PM M^MV\[ \W I XW[Q\QWV WN  M`\ZMUM NIQ\P _PQKP
QVKWZXWZI\ML I TMOQ\QUQbML NWZU WN  ZMTQOQW][ XZW\M[\ IVL QV \PM ÅVIT IKKW]V\ VW TWVOMZ
[W]OP\ \W XZM[MV\ IV MNNMK\Q^M M`XTIVI\QWV WZ R][\QÅKI\QWV WN  \PM []NNMZQVO ;PIXQZI¼[ NIQ\P
remained throughout his whole writing, but his theodic response morphed over time into a
theology in which atheodic and antitheodic elements played increasingly important and
central roles.
Conclusion
What then can be concluded from this short examination? Shapira’s response proves one
thing conclusively: that Ultra-Orthodox thought is not as recidivistic as has often been
thought. In fact through Shapira’s response we see that Ultra-Orthodox thought did not
always respond to the Holocaust by appealing to a relatively uncomplicated theology of
punishment and sin. Although the idea of punishment for sin was appealed to by some
Chasidic thinkers this was certainly not the case for all, especially in the case of Shapira,
who abandoned such an explanation early on in the War. What this common stereotype of
the Chasidic responses really masks is a much deeper theology in which worldly events have
to be squared theologically with the idea that all things are from God and therefore ultimately
for the good. This challenge can manifest answers along the lines of punishment for sin, but
this is far from the only possibility. Shapira’s atheodic and antitheodic appeals, both of which
grow throughout Esh Kodesh, show that Shapira was able to develop other possibilities
(namely divine mystery and religious protest) within a Chasidic theological framework.
We have seen how divine mystery and religious protest become prominent features of his
thought, and these two are only some of the theological possibilities he develops. A
comprehensive and detailed analysis of his work would show that he developed other
important theological concepts which helped form his response, such as the idea of God’s
suffering and a focus on healing from the catastrophe. As indicated above, the theodical side
to his theology focussed on the idea of working out suffering in mystical terms of judgement
and mercy within the Kabbalistic understanding of the Godhead. All of these are of
importance and interest, and a testament to the complexity of Shapira’s theological response.
What we can conclude here however is that his theology shows that faith did not have to be
J]\\ZM[[ML Ja KWUXZMPMV[Q^M \PMWTWOQKIT M`XTIVI\QWV[ WZ R][\QÅKI\QWV[ _PMV Q\ KIUM \W
encounters with extreme evil and suffering.
;PIXQZI¼[ ZM[XWV[M UIa XZW^QLM M^QLMVKM \W KWVÅZU I KWVKT][QWV UILM Ja /MZ[PWV
Greenberg, who has observed that one of the main characteristics of Ultra-Orthodox
responses given from within the Shoah is that of an appeal to silence: “Concepts of the path
from the disastrous present to the salvational future differed according to the respective
thinkers’ time-space position. When the experience of tragedy was direct and the catastrophe
was simultaneously subjective and objective, the attempt to verbally express the path was

35
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abandoned.”36 Shapira’s response, which was given from within the Holocaust temporally
and spatially, clearly shows this abandonment of verbally expressing the way to a salvational
future from the darkness of the Holocaust, primarily in his atheodic appeal to divine mystery
which comes to largely replace the attempt to explain what is happening theologically and
how it relates to redemption.
Through these antitheodic and atheodic appeals Shapira was able to respond both
meaningfully and sensitively to the mass suffering of his community in a way that often
offered hope despite the communal agony. Particularly in his antitheodic innovations, he
developed a cathartic tool for expressing feelings of anger, uncertainty and fear over what
was happening. For Shapira, the concepts of atheodicy and [11]antitheodicy offer ways to
both understand and cope with suffering in ways that do not require full explanation or
R][\QÅKI\QWVWN \PMM^MV\[?PMZM\PM[\ZWVOTa\PMWLQKIV[_MZ[[]KPI[X]VQ[PUMV\NWZ[QV
seemingly fail for those who are living through episodes of catastrophic suffering, these two
theological options of atheodicy and antitheodicy provide ways of facing the problem
through a recognition of the divine mystery of things, and through a theological mechanism
of religious protest.
<PQ[Q[\PMÅZ[\\QUM\WUaSVW_TMLOM\PI\\PMN]TTaLMÅVMLKI\MOWZQM[WN IV\Q\PMWLQKa
and atheodicy have been applied to, and recognized within, Shapira’s response. Others may
have noticed Shapira’s use of religious protest (particularly Nehemia Polen), but not as an
M`IUXTM WN  \PM KI\MOWZa WN  IV\Q\PMWLQKa I[ LMÅVML Ja *ZIQ\MZUIV WZ I[ ZMÅVML QV \PQ[
article. Similarly the theme of divine mystery may have been recognized within Shapira’s
response (as with Gershon Greenberg’s observation of silence as being an important feature
of responses from within the Shoah) but not as an example of the category of atheodicy as
PMZMLMÅVML
In more broad terms we may conclude that the category of atheodicy helps in further
understanding the nature of Holocaust theology by providing a new analytical tool with
_PQKP \W IVITa[M \PM ZM[XWV[M[ _Q\PQV \PQ[ ÅMTL 1V KWUJQVI\QWV _Q\P \PMWLQKa IVL
antitheodicy, the category of atheodicy helps comprehend the character of a given response
by revealing the different strands which together form that particular theological response.
)[QV\PMKI[MWN ;PIXQZI\PMÅVMZLM\IQT[WN I\PMWTWOQIV¼[\PW]OP\KIVJMZM^MITMLITTW_QVO
for a deeper appreciation of his or her thinking, which in turn can help us to see how a body
of responses (in this case the Ultra-Orthodox) are more nuanced and complex than may
initially have been thought. To be sure, this is not the only way such results can be gained,
but it does provide a particularly clear taxonomy of responses from which to analyse a
\PMWTWOQKITZM[XWV[M?PMVIZM[XWV[MQ[LM^MTWXMLW^MZI[QOVQÅKIV\XMZQWLWN \QUMQ\Q[IT[W
possible, using the three-fold model given here, to see how a thinker’s theodic efforts may
\ZIV[NWZU IVL M^WT^M MQ\PMZ _Q\PQV \PMQZ W_V QV\MTTMK\]IT TQNM WZ QV ZM[XWV[M \W I [XMKQÅK
event they lived through or confronted. This allows the theological impact of events (such as
the Holocaust) upon Jewish thought to be seen with greater clarity and depth.

36
G. Greenberg, Introduction to Part 1 ‘Ultra-Orthodox Responses During And Following The War’ in Katz et
al, Wrestling With God, 23.
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<MQ\MTJI]U A M`\ZIK\ NZWU [MK\QWV  WN  VaYoel Moshe (1961), found in translation at www.
jewsagainstzionism.com

[1]

A SURREALIST READING: FORMLESSNESS AND
NONDIFFERENTIATION IN YITZHAK ORPAZ’S THE
HUNTING OF THE GAZELLE (TSEYD HA-TSVIYAH, 1966)
A CYCLE OF THREE STORIES*
Giulia F. Miller**

Abstract: This article offers a Surrealist reading of Yitzhak Orpaz’s The Hunting of the Gazelle. It emerges
NZWUITIZOMZXZWRMK\\PI\I\\MUX\[\WLMÅVM0MJZM_;]ZZMITQ[UIVL_PQKPLZI_[PMI^QTa]XWV\PM
_ZQ\QVO[WN 5MVI[PM4M^QV!·! IVLAQ\bPIS7ZMV! ·I[_MTTI[\PW[MWN 7ZXIb
<PMIXXIZMV\IJ[MVKMWN ;]ZZMITQ[UQV\PMPQ[\WZaWN 5WLMZV0MJZM_TQ\MZI\]ZMQTT][\ZI\M[_Pa4M^QV
7ZMVIVL7ZXIbIZM[WQUXWZ\IV\IVL_Pa\PMa[\IVLW]\NZWU\PMQZXMMZ[?PQTM7ZXIb¼[;]ZZMITQ[U
Q[ UIVQNM[\ QV PQ[ \PZMM VW^MTTI[ »<PM ,MI\P WN  4a[IVLI¼ ! »)V\[¼ !  IVL ») 6IZZW_ ;\MX¼
!\PMNIK\\PI\\PM[M\M`\[PI^MITZMILaZMKMQ^ML[WUMKZQ\QKITI\\MV\QWVPI[ITTW_ML\PMNWK][PMZM
\W ZMUIQV ]XWV \PM TM[[MZSVW_V \ZQTWOa WN  [PWZ\ [\WZQM[ The Hunting of the Gazelle <PQ[ \ZQTWOa Q[ I
]VQY]M M`IUXTM WN  ;]ZZMITQ[U JMKI][M Q\ ZMXZM[MV\[ \M`\]ITTa I [MV[M WN  NWZUTM[[VM[[ IVL
VWVLQNNMZMV\QI\QWVJM\_MMV[]JRMK\IVLWJRMK\.WTTW_QVOIKTW[MZMILQVO\PI\M`IUQVM[QVLM\IQT\PM
_Ia[QV_PQKP\PQ[[MV[MWN NWZUTM[[VM[[Q[IKPQM^MLZMNMZMVKM_QTTJMUILM\WIVQV\MZ^QM_ZMKWZLML
_Q\P7ZXIbQV_PQKPPMLM[KZQJM[\PMUM\PWL[][ML\W_ZQ\M\PM\ZQTWOa<PM[M_ZQ\QVOUM\PWL[IZM
ZMUQVQ[KMV\ WN  I]\WUI\Q[U I \MKPVQY]M XZIK\Q[ML IVL ZMKWUUMVLML Ja \PM XQWVMMZQVO .ZMVKP
;]ZZMITQ[\[ WN  \PM \_MV\QM[ IVL \PQZ\QM[ 1V \PM QV\MZ^QM_ 7ZXIb ^MPMUMV\Ta ZMRMK\ML \PM VW\QWV WN 
»I]\WUI\Q[U¼QVPQ[_ZQ\QVOXZMNMZZQVO\WLM[KZQJMQ\I[»KWV\ZWTTMLMK[\I[a¼0MZMQ\_QTTJMIZO]ML\PI\
7ZXIb¼[ »KWV\ZWTTML MK[\I[a¼ Q[ VM^MZ\PMTM[[ I \aXM WN  I]\WUI\Q[U <PM KWVKT][QWV _QTT [PW_ \PI\ I
;]ZZMITQ[\ ZMILQVO WN  7ZXIb¼[ \ZQTWOa UISM[ I ][MN]T KWV\ZQJ]\QWV \W I[KMZ\IQVQVO \PM VI\]ZM IVL
N]VK\QWVWN 0MJZM_;]ZZMITQ[U

Introduction
<PM ZM[MIZKP NWZ \PQ[ XIXMZ _I[ QVQ\QI\ML Ja \PM NWTTW_QVO Y]M[\QWV" ?Pa Q[ Q\ \PI\ I^IV\
OIZLM¼[TQ\MZIZa\ZMVL[[]KPI[.]\]ZQ[UIVL-`XZM[[QWVQ[UPI^MJMMVM^QLMV\TaQVKWZXWZI\ML
QV\W 5WLMZV 0MJZM_ XWM\Za IVL XZW[M · ITWVO[QLM LM\IQTML IVL KWUXZMPMV[Q^M KZQ\QKIT
LQ[KW]Z[MZMOIZLQVO\PQ[QVKWZXWZI\QWV·_PMZMI[\PM[IUMKIVVW\JM[IQLWN ;]ZZMITQ[U'
<PMZM Q[ VW WNÅKQIT 0MJZM_ WZ 1[ZIMTQ ;]ZZMITQ[\ UW^MUMV\ WZ M`\MV[Q^M KZQ\QKIT [\]La WN 
 <PM [\aTM [a[\MU PMZM ][ML LMZQ^M[ NZWU \PM 5WLMZV 0]UIVQ\QM[ :M[MIZKP )[[WKQI\QWV ;\aTM /]QLM" ;MM
MHRA: A Handbook for Authors, Editors and Writers of Theses (Modern Humanities Research Association, London:
 )TT \Q\TM[ WN  _WZS[ QV 0MJZM_ · JW\P ÅK\QWV IVL VWVÅK\QWV · IZM MV\MZML QV -VOTQ[P M`KMX\ QV \PM ÅZ[\
QV[\IVKM_PMZM\PM0MJZM_\ZIV[TQ\MZI\QWVQ[OQ^MV;QUQTIZTaITT\Q\TM[WN _WZS[QV.ZMVKPIZMQV-VOTQ[PM`KMX\QV
\PMÅZ[\QV[\IVKM+WVKMX\[IVL\MZU[QV0MJZM_IZMIT[WOQ^MVQV-VOTQ[PM`KMX\QV\PMÅZ[\QV[\IVKM0W_M^MZQV
\PM JQJTQWOZIXPa ITT \Q\TM[ IZM KQ\ML QV \PMQZ WZQOQVIT TIVO]IOM 6IUM[ WN  1[ZIMTQ I]\PWZ[ IVL KPIZIK\MZ[ IZM VW\
\ZIV[TQ\MZI\ML<ZIV[TQ\MZI\QWVNWTTW_[\PMZ]TM[[M\Ja\PM»)KILMUaWN \PM0MJZM_4IVO]IOM¼IT\PW]OP\PM»MI[a¼
[a[\MUQ[MUXTWaMLI[WXXW[ML\W\PM»XZMKQ[M¼WVM<P][NWZM`IUXTMI[QVOTMIXW[\ZWXPMQ[][ML\WQVLQKI\M\PM
XZM[MVKMWN IV)TMN WZIV)aQVZI\PMZ\PIV\_WLQ[\QVK\[QOV[
 8W[\LWK\WZIT.MTTW_,MXIZ\UMV\WN 2M_Q[P;\]LQM[8MVV;\I\M=VQ^MZ[Q\a-UIQT"ONU(X[]ML]
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0MJZM_;]ZZMITQ[UMQ\PMZQVTQ\MZI\]ZMWZQV\PM^Q[]ITIZ\[IVL·I[1[PITTLMUWV[\ZI\M·\PQ[
XIZ\QK]TIZIJ[MVKMQ[\Z]MQVWVTaINM_W\PMZKW]V\ZQM[IVLKWV[MY]MV\Ta1[ZIMT[\IVL[W]\QV
being one of these countries.1<PMY]M[\QWV\P][ZIQ[ML\_WKWVKMZV["\PMÅZ[\_PQKPKIVVW\
JMLMVQMLQ[\PMKWUXTM\MIJ[MVKMWN IKWTTMK\Q^MVI\QWVIT1[ZIMTQINÅTQI\QWV_Q\P;]ZZMITQ[U
IVL \PM [MKWVL _PQKP Q[ UWZM XZWJTMUI\QK Q[ \PM [MMUQVO TIKS WN  I ;]ZZMITQ[\ QVÆ]MVKM
]XWV 5WLMZV 0MJZM_ TQ\MZI\]ZM <PM TI\\MZ KWVKMZV Q[ VW\ I[ ZMTM^IV\ \W W\PMZ VI\QWVIT
TQ\MZI\]ZM[[QUXTaJMKI][M[WUIVaKW]V\ZQM[PI^MWZPI^MPILVI\QWVITTaINÅTQI\ML;]ZZMITQ[\
UW^MUMV\[_PQKPQV\]ZV[]OOM[\[IVQUXIK\<PMNIK\\PI\\PMZMPI[VM^MZJMMVI0MJZM_
WZ1[ZIMTQMY]Q^ITMV\ZMVLMZ[\PMKWVKMZVUWZMXMZ\QVMV\5aY]M[\QWV\PMVLM^MTWXMLQV\W
[WUM\PQVO WN  I UWZM PQ[\WZQKQ[\ VI\]ZM" Q[ Q\ XW[[QJTM \PI\ \PMZM IZM QV[\IVKM[ WN  0MJZM_
;]ZZMITQ[U _Q\PQV TQ\MZI\]ZM \PI\ IZM \PM ZM[]T\ WN  IV QVVMZ XWM\QK VMML ZI\PMZ \PIV IVa
KWV[KQW][ INÅTQI\QWV _Q\P \PM UW^MUMV\' 1N  [W PW_ _W]TL _M LMÅVM \PQ[ XIZ\QK]TIZ
;]ZZMITQ[UIVL_PI\_W]TLQ\[QOVQNa'
5aZM[XWV[M\W\PM[MY]M[\QWV[_I[WZQOQVITTa\_WNWTL"ÅZ[\1IVITa[MLI[MTMK\QWVWN TQ\\TM
SVW_V5WLMZV0MJZM_\M`\[NZWU\PMVQVM\MMV\PQZ\QM[\PI\LW[]ZXZQ[QVOTa[]OOM[\ILQZMK\
QVÆ]MVKMJa\PM.ZMVKP;]ZZMITQ[\UW^MUMV\QVXIZ\QK]TIZWV5WLMZV0MJZM_TQ\MZI\]ZM
<PM I]\PWZ WN  \PM[M \M`\[ 5MVI[PM 4M^QV !·  _PW _I[ WVM WN  \PM XZQVKQXIT
\ZIV[TI\WZ[WN .ZMVKPTQ\MZI\]ZMQV\W0MJZM_VW\WVTaMUXTWaML;]ZZMITQ[\UM\IXPWZ[IVL
similes in his short stories but also translated Rimbaud’s [2]Illuminations (Les Illuminations·I
KWTTMK\QWVWN XZW[MXWMU[ÅZ[\X]JTQ[PMLQV \PI\_MZMOZMI\TaILUQZMLJa\PM.ZMVKP
Surrealists and are considered to form part of the second historical stage of Surrealism
ITWVO[QLM\PM_ZQ\QVO[WN +WU\MLM4I]\ZuIUWV\·JMNWZMXZWL]KQVOPQ[W_VXZW[MXWM\ZaI
OMVZM\PI\_I[M`\ZMUMTaZIZMI\\PM\QUM 1V[XQ\MWN \PQ[NIK\4M^QVPI[JMMVOQ^MV^MZa
TQ\\TMKZQ\QKITI\\MV\QWV,IV5QZWVIVL6]ZQ\/MZ\bIZMM`KMX\QWV[J]\IT\PW]OP\PMTI\\MZ
LWM[ KWVKMLM I KMZ\IQV QVÆ]MVKM WN  .ZMVKP ;]ZZMITQ[U WV 4M^QV¼[ _WZS PMZ IVITa[M[ IZM
UQVQUIT_PQT[\5QZWVI[[MZ\[\PI\4M^QV¼[_ZQ\QVOQ[LMKQLMLTaIV\Q;]ZZMITQ[\ Although I do
KPITTMVOM\PQ[ZMILQVOMT[M_PMZM1[PITTVW\LQ[K][[4M^QVQV\PQ[XIZ\QK]TIZXIXMZ
;MKWVL1PWXML\WQLMV\QNa\PW[M\M`\[_PQKPXW[[M[[KPIZIK\MZQ[\QK[\PI\IZMZMUQVQ[KMV\
WN  ;]ZZMITQ[U J]\ _PQKP PI^M JMMV KZMI\ML QV I 0MJZM_ IVL 1[ZIMTQ KWV\M`\ \PI\ Q[
QVLMXMVLMV\WN \PMUW^MUMV\<PQ[Q[VMKM[[IZQTaKWUXTM`[QVKMQ\QUXTQM[IVINÅVQ\a_Q\P
1
 <PMMUQVMV\;]ZZMITQ[U[KPWTIZIVL\PMWZQ[\2IKY]MTQVM+PuVQM]`/MVLZWVIZO]M["»C<EPMZMIZMPIZLTaIVa
KW]V\ZQM[ QV _PQKP [WUM [WZ\ WN  OZW]X TIaQVO KTIQU \W ;]ZZMITQ[U PI[ VW\ IZQ[MV¼ ;MM 2IKY]MTQVM +PuVQM]`
Gendron, Surrealism +WT]UJQI=VQ^MZ[Q\a8ZM[[6M_AWZS!! ;QUQTIZTa8MVMTWXM:W[MUWV\¼[QV\MZVI\QWVIT
IV\PWTWOaNMI\]ZM[;]ZZMITQ[\[NZWUITTW^MZ-]ZWXM6WZ\PIVL;W]\P)UMZQKI)[QI)NZQKI)][\ZITI[QIIVL\PM
Middle East but not Israel. See Penelope Rosemont, ed., Surrealist Women: An Anthology (The Athlone Press, London,
!! 

 <PQ[IZ\QKTMNWK][M[]XWV;]ZZMITQ[UZI\PMZ\PIVQ\[XZMK]Z[WZ,ILI1V^QM_WN \PMNIK\\PI\WVMWN ,ILI¼[
UIQV XZWXWVMV\[ <ZQ[\IV <bIZI J ;IUQ :W[MV[\WKS I]\PWZ WN  [M^MV UIVQNM[\WM[ _I[ 2M_Q[P Q\ _W]TL JM
QV\MZM[\QVO\WKWV[QLMZ\PMMNNMK\WN ,ILI]XWV5WLMZV0MJZM_TQ\MZI\]ZMM[XMKQITTaXWM\Za1VLMML\PQ[Q[I^MZa
]VLMZM`XTWZML\WXQK0W_M^MZ1_W]TLIZO]M\PI\\PM\_WUW^MUMV\[IZMN]VLIUMV\ITTaLQNNMZMV\_PQKPQ[_Pa1
_W]TLIL^WKI\MI[MXIZI\M[\]La+MZ\IQVTaQV!\PM,ILIIZKPQ\MK\IVLXIQV\MZ5IZKMT2IVKWQUUQOZI\ML\W
1[ZIMT IVL NW]VLML \PM IZ\Q[\[¼ SQJJ]\b -QV 0WL 0Q[ []J[MY]MV\ QVÆ]MVKM ]XWV 1[ZIMTQ ^Q[]IT IZ\ · ZI\PMZ \PIV
TQ\MZI\]ZM·Q[IT[WI\WXQK_WZ\PaWN N]Z\PMZM`XTWZI\QWV

 ,IV5QZWV»<PM8WM\ZaWN 5MVI[PM4M^QV·\PM8I\P<PI\0IL6W\AM\*MMV<ISMV¼»;PQZI\5MVI[PM4M^QV
·0I,MZMSP[PMTW6Q\[¼ILIP¼QV5MVI[PM4M^QVNight Time Overture (Ptih.ah Le-Laylah) ed. Dan Miron (Hotsa’at
9M[PM^1[ZIMT!

 5QZWV»)N\MZ_WZL¼QV5MVI[PM4M^QV¼[The Flying Danseuse (Ha-Raqdanit Ha-Me’ofefet)5W[IL*QITQY2MZ][ITMU
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IVITZMILaM[\IJTQ[PMLOZW]XaM\\PQ[INÅVQ\aQ[ITTMOMLTa]VQV\MV\QWVITIVLQV[M^MZITZM[XMK\[
LQ[[QUQTIZ)[NWZ\PMÅZ[\KPIZIK\MZQ[\QK\PMWZQOQVIT.ZMVKP;]ZZMITQ[\UW^MUMV\PI[IT_Ia[
IKSVW_TMLOML ;]ZZMITQ[\ »XZMK]Z[WZ[¼ []OOM[\QVO \PI\ I _WZS UIa JM ]VQV\MV\QWVITTa
;]ZZMITQ[\7V\PMW\PMZPIVLIVITa[M[WN ;]ZZMITQ[U\MVL\WNWK][]XWVIK\Q^MTaQV\MV\QWVIT
;]ZZMITQ[\ IK\Q^Q\a IVL KWV[KQW][ XIZ\QKQXI\QWV _Q\P \PM UW^MUMV\ I[ I KWTTMK\Q^M QM ^QI
[XMKQITQ[\RW]ZVIT[WZM`PQJQ\QWV[WZQLMV\QÅKI\QWV_Q\PIXIZ\QK]TIZVI\QWVIT;]ZZMITQ[UQM
.ZMVKP*MTOQIV:WUIVQIV2IXIVM[M5<PQ[XIXMZPW_M^MZI[[]UM[\PMXZMUQ[M\PI\Q\Q[
XW[[QJTM \W JM »]VQV\MV\QWVITTa¼ ;]ZZMITQ[\ +WVKMZVQVO \PM [MKWVL KPIZIK\MZQ[\QK AQ\bPIS
7ZXIb¼[ 0MJZM_ ;]ZZMITQ[U Q[ ZWW\ML _Q\PQV 0MJZM_ IVL 1[ZIMTQ TQ\MZIZa K]T\]ZIT [W]ZKM[
IVLPI[[MMUQVOTaMUMZOMLI[IZM[XWV[M\WIVQVVMZXWM\QKVMMLZI\PMZ\PIVI[IKWV[KQW][
INÅTQI\QWV\WIVQV\MZVI\QWVITUW^MUMV\
The purpose of this paper is to offer a Surrealist reading of Orpaz’s The Hunting of the
Gazelle\ZQTWOaI[MZQM[WN ZMTI\Q^MTa]VSVW_V\M`\[\PI\PI^MVM^MZJMNWZMJMMVIVITa[MLNZWU
I ;]ZZMITQ[\ XMZ[XMK\Q^M6 )T\PW]OP \PMZM Q[ KWV[QLMZIJTM KZQ\QKQ[U WN  7ZXIb¼[ _ZQ\QVO I[ I
_PWTM\PMZMQ[JIZMTaIVa\PQVO_ZQ\\MVWV\PQ[\ZQTWOa)[1[PITTUISMKTMIZI\ITI\MZ[\IOM
7ZXIbQV[Q[\[\PI\;]ZZMITQ[UPI[QVÆ]MVKMLVMQ\PMZPQ[_ZQ\QVOUM\PWL[VWZPQ[_ZQ\QVOIVL
KWV[MY]MV\TaU]KPWN PQ[_WZS·IVLQVXIZ\QK]TIZ\PM[M\PZMM[PWZ\[\WZQM[·M`MUXTQÅM[IV
WZOIVQK0MJZM_;]ZZMITQ[U\PI\PI[JMMVKZMI\MLQVIV1[ZIMTQKWV\M`\IVLaM\[\QTTJMIZ[
[QOVQÅKIV\ZM[MUJTIVKM\W\PMUW^MUMV\1VILLQ\QWV\W\PQ[I[_M[PITTTI\MZ[MM7ZXIb¼[
_ZQ\QVO UM\PWL[ IZM IT[W ^MZa M^WKI\Q^M WN  \PW[M ZMKWUUMVLML IVL XZIK\Q[ML Ja \PM
pioneering French Surrealists.
The Absence of Surrealism in Modern Hebrew Literature
;]ZZMITQ[U_PQKPWNÅKQITTaJMOIVQV8IZQ[QV!_Q\P\PMX]JTQKI\QWVWN )VLZu*ZM\WV¼[
Manifesto of Surrealism (Manifeste du Surréalisme PIL Ja \PM VQVM\MMV \PQZ\QM[ JMKWUM I
[QOVQÅKIV\QV\MZVI\QWVITUW^MUMV\ZMIKPQVOUW[\WN ?M[\MZVIVL-I[\MZV-]ZWXM6WZ\P
IVL;W]\P)UMZQKI\PM?M[\1VLQM[)NZQKIIVL2IXIV1VMIKPWN \PM[MXTIKM[\PMQVÆ]MVKM
WN  .ZMVKP ;]ZZMITQ[U M^WT^ML IVL LM^MTWXML [3]LQNNMZMV\Ta QV\W I _QLM ZIVOM WN  LQ^MZ[M
strands and manifestations. -IKPUIVQNM[\I\QWV_I[NWZUMLQVZMTI\QWV\WQ\[W_V[XMKQÅK
PQ[\WZQKIT IVL XWTQ\QKIT KQZK]U[\IVKM[ ;WUM [\ZIVL[ _MZM UWZM XWTQ\QKITTa UW\Q^I\ML \PIV
W\PMZ[ J]\ \PM KWUUWV \PMUM _I[ \PM JZMIS NZWU \PM I]\PWZQ\a WN  \PM XI[\ <PQ[ JZMIS
UILMQ\[MTN M^QLMV\^QIIUW^MI_IaNZWUZMITQ[U1VTQ\MZI\]ZM\PM;]ZZMITQ[\[¼XZMNMZZML
5
 <PQ[XIZILW`Q[ZMÆMK\MLQV\PM_ZQ\QVO[WN )VLZu*ZM\WVNW]VLMZWN \PM.ZMVKP;]ZZMITQ[\UW^MUMV\1VPQ[
!5IVQNM[\WPM_PWTMPMIZ\MLTaIKSVW_TMLOM[;]ZZMITQ[\XZMK]Z[WZ[aM\QV)XZQT!PMLMKTIZM["»<PMquality of
JMQVO[]ZZMITQ[\ZMUIQV[[IVK\QWVMLQV\PMMVLVW\WVTaJa[]KPXWM\QKIVLIZ\Q[\QK»\ITMV\¼J]\JaZMNMZMVKM\WI
XZMKQ[MKWTTMK\Q^MIK\Q^M¼/ZW]X¼IK\Q^Q\aQ[M[[MV\QITVW\WVTa\W\PMTQNMWN []ZZMITQ[UJ]\\WQ\[[XMKQÅKQ\a¼;MM
»)OIQV[\\PM4QY]QLI\WZ[¼QV.ZIVSTQV:W[MUWV\MLAndré Breton: What is Surrealism? Selected Writings8I\PÅVLMZ6M_
AWZS
6
 AQ\bPIS7ZXIb»<PM0]V\QVOWN \PM/IbMTTM¼<[MaL0I<[^QaIPQVCity With No Refuge (Ir She-Eyn bah Mistor)
(Ha-Qibuts Ha-Me’uh.IL!·

 :WJMZ\ ;PWZ\ »,ILI IVL ;]ZZMITQ[U¼ QV 5ITKWTU *ZILJ]Za IVL 2IUM[ 5K.IZTIVM ML[ Modernism: 1890–
1930 8MVO]QV*WWS[4WVLWV!!
 ?Q\PZMOIZL\W\PM5QLLTM-I[\MZVKWV\M`\\PM-OaX\QIV;]ZZMITQ[\UW^MUMV\_I[NWZUMLQV\PMUQL![
IVL\PM+IQZWOZW]X_I[WVMWN \PMUW[\IK\Q^M;MM»1V\ZWL]K\QWV¼QV.ZIVSTQV:W[MUWV\MLAndré Breton: What is
Surrealism? op. cit!
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UWLM_I[XWM\ZaIT\PW]OP·I[1[PITTLQ[K][[I\ITI\MZ[\IOM·VW^MT[\PI\KWV\IQVML\PM
»UIZ^MTTW][¼_MZMIT[WMVKW]ZIOML9.ZMVKP;]ZZMITQ[U¼[QV\MZVI\QWVITQVÆ]MVKMKWV\QV]ML
M^MVL]ZQVO\PMVQVM\MMVNWZ\QM[_PMV6IbQUQTQ\IZaWKK]XI\QWVJIVVML;]ZZMITQ[\IK\Q^Q\a1\
ÆW]ZQ[PMLJW\P]VLMZOZW]VLI[_MTTI[QVM`QTMIVLQVLMML6IbQZM[\ZQK\QWV[XZWUX\MLM^MV
UWZM NMZ^MV\ IK\Q^Q\a QV \PW[M XTIKM[ _PMZM Q\ PIL VW\ JMMV JIVVML []KP I[ -VOTIVL
5IZ\QVQY]M0IQ\QIVL-OaX\4QSM_Q[ML]ZQVO\PMVQVM\MMVÅN\QM[+WTL?IZXMZQWL_PMV
\PM ;]ZZMITQ[\ UW^MUMV\ _I[ I\ Q\[ UW[\ XZMKIZQW][ VM_ OZW]X[ · +IVILI )ZOMV\QVI
)][\ZQI·[\QTTKWV\QV]ML\WNWZU*a\PMMIZTaVQVM\MMV[M^MV\QM[_PMV\PM)ZIJ;]ZZMITQ[\
5W^MUMV\QV-`QTMJMOIV·_Q\PUMUJMZ[NZWU1ZIY)TOMZQI4MJIVWVIVL;aZQI·\PMZM
_MZMWVTaI^MZaNM_KW]V\ZQM[_PMZM.ZMVKP;]ZZMITQ[UPILVW\UILM[WUMQUXIK\IVL
1[ZIMTQ[WVMWN \PM[MKW]V\ZQM[-^MV\WLIa\PMZMQ[I_MIT\PWN IK\Q^MQV\MZVI\QWVIT;]ZZMITQ[\
UW^MUMV\[#UWZMW^MZ[KPWTIZ[PQXWV;]ZZMITQ[UIVLQ\[TMOIKQM[Q[IJ]VLIV\
1VWZLMZ\WIXXZMKQI\MN]TTa\PM[QOVQÅKIVKMWN 7ZXIb¼[W_V0MJZM_;]ZZMITQ[UQ\Q[_WZ\P
KWV[QLMZQVOQN WVTaJZQMÆa\PMZMTM^IVKMWN \PQ[IJ[MVKM\W\PM0MJZM_KWV\M`\.QZ[\WN ITT
\PM NIK\ \PI\ \PM ;]ZZMITQ[\ UW^MUMV\ UILM TQ\\TM QUXIK\ ]XWV 5WLMZV 0MJZM_ TQ\MZI\]ZM
XZWL]KMLQV8ITM[\QVML]ZQVO\PMTI\M\_MV\QM[IVL\PQZ\QM[Q[IK]ZQW][WVMNWZ\_WZMI[WV["I
L]ZQVO\PMTI\MVQVM\MMV\_MV\QM[IVLMIZTaVQVM\MMV\PQZ\QM[_PMV;]ZZMITQ[U¼[UIQVKMV\ZM
_I[.ZIVKM\PMZMQ[M^QLMVKM\PI\[]OOM[\[[QOVQÅKIV\SVW_TMLOMWN .ZMVKPK]T\]ZM_Q\PQV\PM
0MJZM_ZMILQVOX]JTQKWN KWV\MUXWZIZa8ITM[\QVM#JL]ZQVO\PQ[^MZa[IUMXMZQWL\PMZMIZM
V]UMZW][M`IUXTM[WN UWLMZVQ[\QKNWZU[WN _ZQ\QVOJa0MJZM_I]\PWZ[QV8ITM[\QVM
I <PM .ZMVKP TQ\MZIZa IVL IZ\Q[\QK UW^MUMV\[ WN  \PM QV\MZ_IZ XMZQWL _MZM KMZ\IQVTa
SVW_V\W\PM0MJZM_ZMILQVOX]JTQKQVKWV\MUXWZIZa8ITM[\QVM1VUIQV[\ZMIUVM_[XIXMZ[
such as Ha-Arets \PMZMIZMZMNMZMVKM[\W.ZMVKPIZ\"NWZM`IUXTMQV!\PMZMQ[IVIZ\QKTMJa
;WVQI/ZMMVJMZOWV\PM»-`PQJQ\QWVWN .ZMVKP)Z\·!¼\PI\_I[PMTLI\\PM:WaIT
)KILMUa WN  )Z\[ QV 4WVLWV IVL NMI\]ZML inter alia UIRWZ 1UXZM[[QWVQ[\ _WZS[ Ja +TI]LM
Monet, Edgar Degas and Edouard Manet.111\_I[QV!\PI\\PM<MT)^Q^5][M]UWN )Z\
_I[WXMVML\W\PMX]JTQKIVLQ\[KWTTMK\QWVWN UWLMZVIVLKWV\MUXWZIZaIZ\PILITZMILa
JMMVNW]VLMLI[MIZTaI[!;QUQTIZTaQV[XMKQITQ[MLTQ\MZIZaRW]ZVIT[[]KPI[Texts (Ketuvim,
!·IVLColumns (`Urim!·!\PMZMIZMV]UMZW][[]Z^Ma[WN \PMK]T\]ZIT[KMVMQV
.ZIVKMUWZM[XMKQÅKITTa8IZQ[NZWUIZ\\WU][QK<PMIJ[MVKMWN IZ\QKTM[WV\PMLM^MTWXUMV\
WN .ZMVKP;]ZZMITQ[UQ[I[\ZQSQVOWVMM[XMKQITTaJMKI][MWVMKIVÅVLQVTexts,NWZM`IUXTM
M[[Ia[WV:QUJI]LIVL>MZTIQVMI[_MTTI[IZ\QKTM[WVLZMIU[IVL\PM]VKWV[KQW][ It is
KMZ\IQVTaZMUIZSIJTM\PI\[]JRMK\[[]KPI[LZMIUQVOIVL\PM]VKWV[KQW][_MZMLQ[K][[MLQV
OZMI\LMX\PITWVO[QLMTMVO\PaKZQ\QY]M[WN KWV\MUXWZIZa.ZMVKPK]T\]ZMIVLaM\\PM\MZU
»;]ZZMITQ[\¼[MMU[KWUXTM\MTaIJ[MV\
0W_M^MZ \PQ[ Q[ VW\ \W [Ia \PI\ \PM UMUJMZ[ WN  \PM .ZMVKP ;]ZZMITQ[\ UW^MUMV\ _MZM
KWUXTM\MTa]VSVW_V1V!AQ\bPIS6WZUIV_ZW\MI[QOVQÅKIV\XQMKMNWZTexts on Paul
>ITuZa QV _PQKP PM UMV\QWV[ 4W]Q[ )ZIOWV )VLZu *ZM\WV IVL 8PQTQXXM ;W]XI]T\ I[
JMTWVOQVO \W \PM »,ILI /ZW]X¼ _PQKP Ja \PMV _I[ IV QVIKK]ZI\M TIJMTTQVO 1V ! >
9
 ;MM )VLZu *ZM\WV »5IVQNM[\W WN  ;]ZZMITQ[U¼ QV Manifestoes of Surrealism =VQ^MZ[Q\a WN  5QKPQOIV 8ZM[[
5QKPQOIV!1[PITTM`XTIQV\PM»UIZ^MTTW][¼QVUa[MK\QWVWV7ZXIb¼[\PZMMVW^MTTI[

Penelope Rosemont, International!·
11
Ha-Arets.MJZ]IZa!

Texts<MT)^Q^!·Q[[]M[LI\ML!IVL!

Texts, >WT, Q[[]MLI\M!
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4QKP\MZ_ZW\MIVIZ\QKTMNWZTextsWVKWV\MUXWZIZaIZ\\PI\[4]UMV\QWV[M`XMZQUMV\IT.ZMVKP
UW^MUMV\[QVKT]LQVO,ILIQ[U;QUQTIZTaQV\PMRW]ZVIT\PI\NWTTW_MLColumnsQ\Q[WJ^QW][
\PI\\PMZM_I[IKWV[QLMZIJTMI_IZMVM[[WN UWLMZVQ[UIVL\PMI^IV\OIZLM#\PMZMQ[ITIZOM
M[[IaLM^W\ML\W-`XZM[[QWVQ[U#\PMZMIZMM^MVZMNMZMVKM[\W4MWV<ZW\[Sa¼[\PMWZQM[WVIZ\
IVLXPQTW[WXPaI[_MTTI[IJZQMN UMV\QWVWN 2MIV+WK\MI]JW\PWN _PWUIZMZMTI\MLQV
^IZQW][ _Ia[ \W \PM .ZMVKP ;]ZZMITQ[\[15 <P][ \PMZM _I[ IV QV\MZM[\ QV UWLMZVQ[\QK
LM^MTWXUMV\[\ISQVOXTIKMQV.ZIVKMJ]\NWZKMZ\IQVZMI[WV[I[aM\]VSVW_V\PW[MRW]ZVITQ[\[
ZMXWZ\QVONZWU8IZQ[VMOTMK\ML\WMTIJWZI\M]XWV\PMIK\Q^Q\aWN ;]ZZMITQ[\_ZQ\MZ[IVL^Q[]IT
IZ\Q[\[<PMZM_MZMM^MVQLMWTWOQKIT[QUQTIZQ\QM[JM\_MMVKMZ\IQV_ZQ\MZ[IVLMLQ\WZ[I\Columns
IVL\PM.ZMVKP;]ZZMITQ[\[QVI[U]KPI[\PMa_MZMIV\QVI\QWVITQ[\<PMTI\\MZ_MZMWXXW[ML
\W BQWVQ[U I[ \PMa _MZM \W ITT NWZU[ WN  VI\QWVITQ[U16 5MIV_PQTM ;PTWV[Sa _ZW\M IV
QVÆ]MV\QITIZ\QKTMMV\Q\TML»,WVW\SQTT¼4W<QZ\[IP.QV_PQKPPMI\\IKSMLVW\WVTa-]ZWXMIV
XI\ZQW\Q[UJ]\IT[W\PM8ITM[\QVQIV:M^Q[QWVQ[\8IZ\aIVL\PM?WZSMZ[5W^MUMV\I[ITTJMQVO
UIVQNM[\I\QWV[WN M`\ZMUMVI\QWVITQ[U
J,]ZQVO\PMTI\M\_MV\QM[IVLMIZTa\PQZ\QM[QV8ITM[\QVM·IKWUXTM`XMZQWLWN XZQUIZQTa
TWKIT VI\QWVITQ[\QK TQ\MZI\]ZM ZMXZM[MV\ML Ja I]\PWZ[ []KP I[ 1[ZIMT BIZKPQ AMP]LI AIIZQ
AQ\bPIS;PMVPIZ·I[UITTaM\[QOVQÅKIV\V]UJMZWN 0MJZM_I]\PWZ[_MZMM`XMZQUMV\QVO
_Q\P VM_ UWLMZVQ[\QK · IVL UWZM [XMKQÅKITTa I^IV\OIZLM · [KPWWT[ WN  _ZQ\QVO []KP I[
-`XZM[[QWVQ[UIVL.]\]ZQ[U<PM[M_MZMX]JTQ[PMLQV\PM[XMKQITQ[\TQ\MZIZaRW]ZVIT[Texts
and later Columns8ZW[M_ZQ\MZ[[]KPI[6I\PIV*Q[\ZQ\[SQIVL0IQU0IbIbIZMKWV[QLMZML
\PM NW]VLMZ[ IVL SMa XZWXWVMV\[ WN  5WLMZV 0MJZM_ -`XZM[[QWVQ[U · \PQ[ Q[ VW\M_WZ\Pa
[QVKM \PM TI\\MZ TQ^ML QV 8IZQ[ NZWU !· aM\ PQ[ _ZQ\QVO KTMIZTa QVKWZXWZI\M[ /MZUIV
ZI\PMZ\PIV.ZMVKPQVÆ]MVKM[·_PQT[\XWM\)^ZIPIU;PTWV[SaQ[SVW_VNWZPQ[MUJZIKMWN 
.]\]ZQ[UI[ZM^MITMLJaPQ[M`\MV[Q^M][MWN VMWTWOQ[U[PQ[ZMRMK\QWVWN \ZILQ\QWVIT0MJZM_
XWM\QKNWZU[IVLPQ[ZPM\WZQKWN VM_VM[["VM_ZPaUQVO[KPMUM[VM_UM\MZ[VM_QUIOM[ITT
NWZ\PMVM_PWUMTIVL ?Q\P\PMM`KMX\QWVWN \PMINWZMUMV\QWVML5MVI[PM4M^QVVWVMWN 
\PM[MI]\PWZ[NI^W]ZML.ZMVKPUWLMZVQ[UW^MZ/MZUIV)][\ZQIVWZ:][[QIV19
<PMZMIZMKMZ\IQVTaXW[[QJTMM`XTIVI\QWV[I[\W_PaW\PMZUWLMZVQ[\NWZU[WN _ZQ\QVO[]KP
I[.]\]ZQ[UIVL-`XZM[[QWVQ[UNW]VLNI^W]ZW^MZ;]ZZMITQ[UL]ZQVO\PQ[XIZ\QK]TIZXMZQWL
1\ Q[ XIZ\Ta PIXXMV[\IVKM# IN\MZ ITT Q\ Q[ [QUXTa VW\ XW[[QJTM \W PI^M I [\ZIQOP\NWZ_IZL
ILIX\I\QWV WN  OMVZM[ NZWU -]ZWXMIV TQ\MZI\]ZM QV\W 5WLMZV 0MJZM_ ;XMKQÅK XMZQWL[ QV
-]ZWXMIV TQ\MZI\]ZM []KP I[ \PM -VTQOP\MVUMV\ WZ :WUIV\QKQ[U LW VW\ Z]V XIZITTMT _Q\P
\PMQZ0MJZM_MY]Q^ITMV\[IVL\PMZMQ[VW[\ZIQOP\NWZ_IZLW^MZTIXXQVOJM\_MMV\PM\_W<PM
Ibid>WTQ[[]MLI\M!!
Columns, <MT)^Q^Q[[]M[LI\ML!!IVL!ZM[XMK\Q^MTa
16
 <PQ[ WXXW[Q\QWV PW_M^MZ _I[ UW[\Ta LMUWV[\ZI\ML \PZW]OP QVLQNNMZMVKM# I \PWZW]OP [\]La WN  XWTQ\QKIT
;]ZZMITQ[\ _ZQ\QVO ZM^MIT[ WVTa WVM IZ\QKTM WV \PM []JRMK\ <PQ[ IZ\QKTM Q[ MV\Q\TML »8IUXPTM\ IOIQV[\ 2MZ][ITMU¼
»8IUXPTM\ KWV\ZM 2uZ][ITMU¼ 1\ _I[ _ZQ\\MV QV ! Ja :WJMZ\ ,M[VW[ _PW _I[ \PM WVTa XZWUQVMV\ 2M_Q[P
UMUJMZ WN  \PM .ZMVKP ;]ZZMITQ[\ UW^MUMV\ · QV Q\ PM M`XZM[[M[ WXXW[Q\QWV \W_IZL[ \PM BQWVQ[\ UW^MUMV\ ;MM
:WJMZ\,M[VW[»8IUXPTM\KWV\ZM2uZ][ITMU¼QVLa Révolution Surréaliste4QJZIQZQM/ITTQUIZL8IZQ[1[[]M6W
)XZQT!

 )^ZIPIU;PTWV[Sa»4W<QZ\[IP. ’, in Columns !

 .WZN]Z\PMZLQ[K][[QWVWV;PTWV[Sa[MM5QKPIMT/T]bUIVThe Politics of Canonicity: Lines of Resistance in Modernist
Hebrew Poetry;\IVNWZL=VQ^MZ[Q\a8ZM[[;\IVNWZL+ITQNWZVQI
19
 1\Q[IT[W_WZ\PUMV\QWVQVOI\\PQ[[\IOM\PI\5MVI[PM4M^QV¼[_QLW_5I[PI4M^QV\WTLUM\PI\QVNIK\PMZ
P][JIVLPIL\ZIV[TI\MLM`\ZIK\[WN *ZM\WV¼[ManifestoQV\W0MJZM_1V\MZ^QM__Q\P5I[PI4M^QVZMKWZLML<MT)^Q^
)]O][\
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LM^MTWXUMV\WN 5WLMZV0MJZM_TQ\MZI\]ZMLWM[VW\WKK]ZQVIKTMIZKPZWVWTWOQKITUIVVMZ
IVLWVMOMVZMLWM[VW\[QUXTaNWTTW_IVW\PMZQV\PM[IUM_Ia\PI\;]ZZMITQ[UNWZM`IUXTM
NWTTW_ML,ILI:I\PMZOMVZM[IVL[KPWWT[WN _ZQ\QVOQV5WLMZV0MJZM_WKK]ZI\^IZQW][
\QUM[QVIR]UJTML_Ia<PQ[Q[XIZ\QK]TIZTa\PMKI[M_Q\PUWLMZVQ[UIVL_Q\P]VIUJQO]W][
[KPWWT[WN _ZQ\QVO[]KPI[;]ZZMITQ[U1UXZM[[QWVQ[U.]\]ZQ[UIVL-`XZM[[QWVQ[UI^IV\
OIZLMUW^MUMV\[\PI\IZMMI[a\WLQ[\QVO]Q[PQV-]ZWXMIVTQ\MZI\]ZMJMKI][M\PMaIZMÅZUTa
MUJMLLML QV [XMKQÅK IVL WN\MV [PWZ\TQ^ML [5]PQ[\WZQKITXWTQ\QKIT[WKQIT KQZK]U[\IVKM[
_PQKP[QUXTaLWVW\KWZZM[XWVL_Q\P_PI\_I[PIXXMVQVOQV8ITM[\QVM
<PMPIXPIbIZLVI\]ZMWN KPWW[QVOWVMI^IV\OIZLM[\aTMW^MZIVW\PMZQ[[]XXWZ\MLJaI
N]Z\PMZKWV[QLMZI\QWV"[QVKM\PMXZMKQ[MXPa[QKITIK\WN _ZQ\QVO5WLMZV0MJZM_TQ\MZI\]ZM
_I[IBQWVQ[\IK\IVL\P][ZILQKITJaLMÅVQ\QWV\PMVI\]ZMWN 0MJZM_TQ\MZIZaUWLMZVQ[UQ[
VMKM[[IZQTa LQNNMZMV\ \W \PI\ WN  Q\[ -]ZWXMIV KW]V\MZXIZ\ 1\[ QUXTQKQ\ ZMTI\QWV \W BQWVQ[U
ZMVLMZ[ \PM KWVKMX\ WN  0MJZM_ UWLMZVQ[U I[ I »ZM^WT]\QWVIZa¼ ZM[XWV[M \W IV M`Q[\QVO
0MJZM_TQ\MZIZaKIVWVKWUXTM`IVLU]T\QNIKM\ML-IZTa0MJZM_UWLMZVQ[\_ZQ\QVOXZWL]KML
QV 8ITM[\QVM L]ZQVO \PM QV\MZ_IZ aMIZ[ N]TÅTTML \PM N]VK\QWV WN  I VI\QWVJ]QTLQVO \WWT QV
M`IK\Ta\PM[IUM_IaI[0MJZM_VWVUWLMZVQ[\_ZQ\QVOLQL5WLMZVQ[\WZVW\ITT5WLMZV
0MJZM_\M`\[_MZMKWV[QLMZMLIVMVZQKPUMV\IVLIJ]QTLQVOJTWKSQV\PMLM^MTWXUMV\WN 
\PMVM_K]T\]ZMWN \PMVM_VI\QWV<WXZWL]KMIV-`XZM[[QWVQ[\QKWZ.]\]ZQ[\QK_WZS_I[I
XW[Q\Q^MIK\\PI\QUXTQKQ\TaIVLM`XTQKQ\Ta[]XXWZ\ML\PMKZMI\QWVWN IVM_VI\QWVITTQ\MZI\]ZM
<PM[M_WZS[_MZMVM^MZQV\MVLML\WLM[\IJQTQ[M\PMY]M[\NWZI2M_Q[P;\I\MWZUWZMXZMKQ[MTa
\PMa _MZM VM^MZ QV\MVLML \W LM[\ZWa BQWVQ[U 5WLMZVQ[QVO \PM 0MJZM_ TIVO]IOM NWZ \PM
X]ZXW[M WN  TQ\MZIZa M`XZM[[QWV[ · QM \PZW]OP IJIVLWVQVO *QJTQKIT NWZU[ WZ QV\ZWL]KQVO
VMWTWOQ[U[WZVM_[aV\IK\QKITUWLMT[·_MZMKWV[\Z]K\Q^MZI\PMZ\PIVLM[\Z]K\Q^M1VW\PMZ
_WZL[ I]\PWZ[ []KP I[ -TQMbIZ ;\MQVUIV 0IQU 0IbIb IVL M^MV 5MVI[PM 4M^QV _PW
MUXTWaML-]ZWXMIVUWLMT[WN UWLMZVQ[\TQ\MZI\]ZM_MZMIJW^MITTJMQVOZILQKITQVI[U]KP
I[\PMaQV\ZWL]KML[]KP[\aTM[\W5WLMZV0MJZM_TQ\MZI\]ZMI\I\QUM_PMV\PMZMPILJMMV
no precedent to refer to.
<PMZM^WT]\QWVIZaVI\]ZMWN UWLMZVQ[UQ[KWUXTM\MTaLQNNMZMV\QV\PM-]ZWXMIVKWV\M`\
JMKI][M\PMZMJMTTQWVLQLVW\WKK]ZQV\PMIK\]ITXZWKM[[WN _ZQ\QVOJ]\ZI\PMZQV\PMNWZU
IVLKWV\MV\WN \PM\M`\\PI\_I[_ZQ\\MV1N _MIZM\WNWK][UWZM[XMKQÅKITTaWV\PM.ZMVKP
KWV\M`\IVLWV\PMZWW\[WN ;]ZZMITQ[U_MKIV[MM\PI\.ZIVKM_I[ITZMILaIVM[\IJTQ[PML
IVL OMWOZIXPQKITTa Å`ML VI\QWV _Q\P IV M[\IJTQ[PML TIVO]IOM IVL K]T\]ZM IVL \PMZMNWZM
XW[[M[[ML\PMXZQ^QTMOMWN JMQVOIJTM\WNWK][WVZ]X\]ZMIVLLM[\Z]K\QWV<PMZMTI\QWV[PQX
JM\_MMV\PW]OP\IVLTIVO]IOM_I[UWZMVI\]ZITIVLÆ]MV\QV\PM.ZMVKPI]\PWZJMKI][MPM
_I[_ZQ\QVOIVLM`XZM[[QVOPQU[MTN QVPQ[VI\Q^MTIVO]IOMIVLQ\_I[XZMKQ[MTa\PQ[Æ]MVKa
\PI\\PM.ZMVKP;]ZZMITQ[\[I\\MUX\ML\WKPITTMVOMIVLLM[\IJQTQ[M^QII]\WUI\Q[UM[XMKQITTa
I]\WUI\QK _ZQ\QVO The Manifesto of Surrealism X]JTQ[PML QV ! WNNMZ[ I KWUXZMPMV[Q^M
LMÅVQ\QWVWN ;]ZZMITQ[U"
;]ZZMITQ[UV8[aKPQKI]\WUI\Q[UQVQ\[X]ZM[\I\MJa_PQKPWVMXZWXW[M[\WM`XZM[[·^MZJITTa
Ja UMIV[ WN  \PM _ZQ\\MV _WZL WZ QV IVa W\PMZ UIVVMZ · \PM IK\]IT N]VK\QWVQVO WN  \PW]OP\
,QK\I\MLJa\PW]OP\QV\PMIJ[MVKMWN IVaKWV\ZWTM`MZKQ[MLJaZMI[WVM`MUX\NZWUIVaIM[\PM\QK
or moral concern.

Gershon Shaked, Hebrew Narrative Fiction 1880–1980 (Ha-Siporet Ha-Ivrit 1880–1980) (Ha-Qibuts Ha-Me’uh.ad
IVL3M\MZ8]JTQ[PQVO0W][M!! 
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)T\PW]OP I]\WUI\Q[U IVL XIZ\QK]TIZTa _ZQ\\MV I]\WUI\Q[U Y]QKSTa JMKIUM I KWV\MV\QW][
Q[[]M·XIZ\TaJMKI][MI]\WUI\QK\M`\[_MZMKWUXTM\MTa]VZMILIJTMJ]\UW[\TaJMKI][MQ\_I[
]VLMZ[\WWL\PI\I]\WUI\QK_ZQ\QVO_I[\PMWZM\QKITTaQUXW[[QJTM·Q\_I[XZIK\Q[ML_Q\POZMI\
LQTQOMVKML]ZQVO\PMMIZTaaMIZ[WN \PMUW^MUMV\+MZ\IQV\MKPVQY]M[IVLZQ\]IT[\PI\PMTXML
JZQVOIJW]\\PMZMY]QZMLUMV\IT[\I\MNWZI]\WUI\QK_ZQ\QVOJMKIUM\PM[]JRMK\WN V]UMZW][
XI[[QWVI\MLQ[KW]Z[M[<PMMIZTa.ZMVKP;]ZZMITQ[\[\ZQMLIVLXMZNMK\ML[M^MZITUM\PWL[_Q\P
_PQKP\WQVL]KM\PMUW[\I]\PMV\QK_ZQ\\MVI]\WUI\Q[U
7VMKW]TLIZO]M\PI\\PMKWUXTM`TQ\MZIZaPMZQ\IOMWN \PMMIZTa0MJZM_UWLMZVQ[\[IVL
\PM NIK\ \PI\ VWVM WN  \PMU [XWSM 0MJZM_ I[ \PMQZ UW\PMZ \WVO]M UMIV\ \PI\ _ZQ\\MV
I]\WUI\Q[U_W]TLPI^MJMMVLQNÅK]T\\WIKPQM^M5MIV_PQTMW\PMZUWLMZVQ[\UW^MUMV\[
[]KPI[.]\]ZQ[UWZ;aUJWTQ[U\PI\LQLVW\QV[Q[\WVI]\WUI\Q[U_W]TLPI^MJMMVUWZM
IXXMITQVO\W\PMMIZTa0MJZM_UWLMZVQ[\[+MZ\IQVTa-`XZM[[QWVQ[UKITTMLNWZ[XWV\IVMQ\a
J]\Q\_I[VW\I[M`\ZMUMIVLQ\LQLVW\ZMY]QZMIKK]ZI\MTaIVLLM^W]\Ta_ZQ\QVOLW_V\PM
_WZL[\PI\QUUMLQI\MTa[XZ]VO\WUQVL
[6] <PMIJ[MVKMWN ;]ZZMITQ[UQV5WLMZV0MJZM_TQ\MZI\]ZMQ[XMZPIX[M^MVTM[[[]ZXZQ[QVO
QV\PMTI\MVQVM\MMV\PQZ\QM[IVLVQVM\MMVNWZ\QM[JMKI][MWN \PMXZM^QW][TaITT]LML\W6IbQ
ZM[\ZQK\QWV[QUXW[ML]XWV;]ZZMITQ[\IK\Q^Q\aI\\PM\QUM.W]VLQVOUMUJMZ)VLZu*ZM\WV
_I[QVM`QTMQV\PM=VQ\ML;\I\M[IVLIT\PW]OP\PMW\PMZSMaUMUJMZ[ZMUIQVMLQV.ZIVKM
\PMaX]JTQ[PML^MZaTQ\\TMIVLLQL[W]VLMZX[M]LWVaU[1VILLQ\QWVJa\PMTI\MVQVM\MMV
\PQZ\QM[\PMXWTQ\QKIT[Q\]I\QWVQV8ITM[\QVM·\PMKWV[WTQLI\QWVWN \PM2M_Q[PXWX]TI\QWVPIL
TML\WIZMVM_ML[]ZOMWN )ZIJXWTQ\QKITIK\Q^Q\a·IVLMT[M_PMZM_I[[]KP\PI\-]ZWXMIV
UWLMZVQ[U IVL I^IV\OIZLQ[U _I[ LMMUML TM[[ IVL TM[[ ZMTM^IV\ \W 5WLMZV 0MJZM_
culture.+MZ\IQVTaQV\PMKI[MWN 5MVI[PM4M^QVPQ[M`XMZQUMV\IT_ZQ\QVO_I[XMZKMQ^MLI[
\ZQ^QITIVLM^MVQZZM[XWV[QJTMQV\PMTQOP\WN TWKITIVLQV\MZVI\QWVITINNIQZ[
) N]Z\PMZ ZMI[WV I[ \W _Pa -]ZWXMIV UWLMZVQ[U IVL Ja M`\MV[QWV ;]ZZMITQ[U PIL
JMKWUM M^MV UWZM QZZMTM^IV\ Q[ XMZPIX[ ZMTI\ML \W \PM Q[[]M WN  ]XZWW\ML QLMV\Q\a IVL Q\[
QUXIK\WV»WXMV¼IVLM`XMZQUMV\IT_ZQ\QVO?PMZMI[\PMUIRWZQ\aWN 0MJZM__ZQ\MZ[WN \PM
\_MV\QM[IVL\PQZ\QM[PILIZZQ^MLQV8ITM[\QVMNZWU-I[\MZV-]ZWXMWN\MV^QI?M[\MZV-]ZWXM
WZ\PM=VQ\ML;\I\M[UW[\WN \PM_ZQ\MZ[X]JTQ[PQVOQV\PMTI\M\PQZ\QM[IVLMIZTaNWZ\QM[PIL
JMMVJWZVIVLZIQ[MLQV8ITM[\QVMIVLQV[\QTTML_Q\P\PMBQWVQ[\QLMIT[WN \PMQZXIZMV\[<PM
_ZQ\MZ[ WN  \PQ[ OMVMZI\QWV _MZM [QOVQÅKIV\Ta QVÆ]MVKML Ja ;W^QM\ [WKQITQ[\ ZMITQ[U IVL
NI^W]ZML\PQ[[\aTMWN _ZQ\QVOW^MZ\PM)VOTW)UMZQKIVWZ?M[\MZV-]ZWXMIVQLMIT[\W_PQKP
\PMa_MZMIT[WM`XW[ML1V!5W[PM;PIUQZX]JTQ[PMLIUIVQNM[\WMV\Q\TML»?Q\PUa
/MVMZI\QWV¼»1U*VMa,WZQ¼_PMZMPMLMKZQM[?M[\MZVUWLMZVQ[UIVLLMKTIZM[\PI\Q\Q[
degenerate. This manifesto argues that the function of literature lies not in its aesthetic
Y]ITQ\QM[J]\QVQ\[QUXIK\WVPQ[\WZaIVL[WKQM\a

 2IKY]MTQVM+PuVQM]`/MVLZWVSurrealism· 
 6M^MZ\PMTM[[I[1PI^MITZMILaUMV\QWVMLQVIXZM^QW][NWW\VW\M-OaX\QIV;]ZZMITQ[U_I[IK\Q^ML]ZQVO\PM
nineteen thirties.

 ,IV5QZWV»)N\MZ_WZL¼QV5MVI[PM4M^QV¼[The Flying Danseuse 

 /MZ[PWV;PISML».QZ[\8MZ[WV8T]ZIT"4Q\MZI\]ZMWN \PM! /MVMZI\QWV¼The Shadows Within: Essays on Modern
Jewish Writers<PM2M_Q[P8]JTQKI\QWV;WKQM\a8PQTILMTXPQI6M_AWZSIVL2MZ][ITMU! ·

 5W[PM;PIUQZ»?Q\P5a/MVMZI\QWV¼»1U*VMa,WZQ¼QVAnthology of Friends (Yalkut Ha-Re’im) eds. Shlomo
<IVIQIVL5W[PM;PIUQZ5W[IL*QITQY2MZ][ITMU!!·
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<PMM\PW[MVKIX[]TI\MLQV\PQ[UIVQNM[\W_I[\PMXZMLWUQVIV\WVMI\\PQ[\QUMIVLQ\Q[
VW\ []ZXZQ[QVO \PI\ I\\MUX\[ I\ UWLMZVQ[\QK XZW[M IVL XWM\Za [MMUML UQVQUIT 1 [Ia
»[MMUML¼JMKI][MQ\_I[L]ZQVO\PQ[XMZQWL\PI\\PM1[ZIMTQTQ\MZIZaKIVWVJMOIV\WNWZUIVL
I[_Q\PIVaKIVWVV]UMZW][_WZS[IZMVMKM[[IZQTaM`KT]LML5WZMW^MZQN .ZMVKP;]ZZMITQ[U
_I[Q\[MTN ITTMOMLTaJWZVMW]\WN IVW^MZTaZWW\MLIVLM[\IJTQ[PMLQLMV\Q\aIZMIK\QWV\WIV
M`\ZMUMTaTMVO\PaIVLMV\ZMVKPMLXMZQWLWN ZMITQ[UIVLVI\]ZITQ[U_Pa_W]TLVI\Q^MJWZV
0MJZM_ _ZQ\MZ[ JM TM[[ XZWVM \W M`XMZQUMV\IT _ZQ\QVO' <PM IV[_MZ Q[ \PI\ \PMa XZWJIJTa
_MZMVW\TM[[XZWVMIVLQ\ZMNMZ[JIKS\W\PMQLMIWN IKWV\ZQ^MLKIVWV"QV\PMNWZOQVOIVL
KZMI\QVOWN IVM_VI\QWVITQLMV\Q\aQ\Q[»TWOQKIT¼\WJMOQV_Q\PIUQUM\QKUWLM1\Q[WVTaWVKM
\PQ[UQUM\QKUWLMPI[KWUXTM\MTaZ]VQ\[KW]Z[M\PI\\PMZM[PW]TLJMIVMML\WLM^QI\M7N 
KW]Z[M \PQ[ »TWOQK¼ Q[ M`\ZMUMTa XZM[KZQX\Q^M IVL IZ\QÅKQIT <PMZM Q[ VW ZMI[WV _Pa I VM_
national literature should be mimetic other than as a means of constructing a particular
TQ\MZIZa QUIOM 5WZMW^MZ \PM MUMZOMVKM WN  .ZMVKP ;]ZZMITQ[U IT[W JMTWVO[ \W I [XMKQÅK
.ZMVKPVIZZI\Q^MIVL\WIZO]M\PI\VW[]KP_ZQ\QVOM`Q[\MLJMNWZM\PQ[MUMZOMVKM_W]TLJM
\WWNIKQTM6M^MZ\PMTM[[\PMXZMLWUQVIV\^MZ[QWVWN \PM1[ZIMTQTQ\MZIZaKIVWVJMOQV[_Q\P
ZMITQ[U IVL \PQ[ KWV\QV]ML \PZW]OPW]\ \PM VQVM\MMV ÅN\QM[ _Q\P LM^QIV\ I]\PWZ[ []KP I[
AQ\bPIS 7ZMV ! · · _PW LMIT\ _Q\P KWV\MV\QW][ Q[[]M[ []KP I[ ZMXZM[[ML 2M_Q[P
[M`]IT^QWTMVKM\W_IZL[\PM)ZIJ·JMQVOKTMIZTaUIZOQVITQ[MLQVNI^W]ZWN PQ[UWZM_MTT
SVW_VXMMZ[)PIZWV5MOOMLIVL5W[PM;PIUQZ
<PMaMIZ!_I[ISMaXWQV\QV\PMPQ[\WZaWN ;]ZZMITQ[U#NWTTW_QVOIXMZQWLWN ZMTI\Q^M
QVIK\Q^Q\a \PM .ZMVKP UW^MUMV\ MVRWaML I ZM[]ZOMVKM \PI\ LW^M\IQTML VMI\Ta _Q\P \PM
MUMZOMVKM WN  [Q`\QM[ ZILQKITQ[U ) [7]XZWTQNMZI\QWV WN  ;]ZZMITQ[\ OZW]X[ NWZUML ITT W^MZ
.ZIVKMIVLX]JTQKI\QWVWN TQ\MZIZa_WZS[\ZIK\[IVLLMKTIZI\QWV[_I[QUUMV[M#\PMZM_I[I
[QOVQÅKIV\QVKZMI[MQV\PMV]UJMZWN ;]ZZMITQ[\M`PQJQ\QWV[IVL[PW_[\PI\_MZM\ISQVOXTIKM
IZW]VL \PM KW]V\Za! 1VLMML [Q`\QM[ ZILQKITQ[U PMTXML \W ZM[][KQ\I\M QV\MZM[\ QV .ZMVKP
;]ZZMITQ[UIVLMVLW_ML\PMTI\\MZ_Q\PIZMVM_ML[WKQIT[QOVQÅKIVKM<PQ[QV\]ZVQV[XQZML
IV QV\MZVI\QWVIT ZMI_ISMVQVO WN  \PM UW^MUMV\ <PZW]OPW]\ \PM [Q`\QM[ VM_ OZW]X[ _MZM
NWZUMLIVLUIRWZQV\MZVI\QWVITM`PQJQ\QWV[_MZMPMTLQV8IZQ[6M_AWZS5QTIV;rW8I]TW
8ZIO]M IVL +PQKIOW _Q\P IZ\Q[\[ KWV\ZQJ]\QVO NZWU I\ TMI[\ \PQZ\a LQNNMZMV\ KW]V\ZQM[
.]Z\PMZUWZMQV[XQ\MWN \PMNIK\\PI\JW\P*ZM\WV¼[LMI\PQV!IVL\PM8IZQ[[\]LMV\ZQW\[
WN  !  [QOVQÅKIV\Ta LM[\IJQTQ[ML \PM .ZMVKP UW^MUMV\¼[ PQ\PMZ\W [\ZWVO QLMV\Q\a \PQ[
LM[\IJQTQ[QVO_I[VW\NMT\QV\PMQV\MZVI\QWVITIZMVI_PMZMM^MVUWZMOZW]X[KWV\QV]ML\W
XZWTQNMZI\M_MTTQV\W\PMVQVM\MMV[M^MV\QM[
1\ Q[ KTMIZ \PI\ \PM IL^MV\ WN  -]ZWXMIV [Q`\QM[ ZILQKITQ[U KIVVW\ JM \ZIV[NMZZML \W IV
MY]Q^ITMV\1[ZIMTQKWV\M`\#PW_M^MZQ\Q[NIQZ\WI[[MZ\\PI\5WLMZV0MJZM_ÅK\QWVL]ZQVO\PQ[
XMZQWL _I[ JMOQVVQVO \W JZWILMV KWV[QLMZIJTa IVL _I[ JMKWUQVO UWZM WXMV \W VWV
KWV^MV\QWVITVWVUQUM\QKNWZU[WN TQ\MZI\]ZM)T\PW]OP\PMZMQ[VWM^QLMVKMWN \ZIV[TI\QWV[
WN ;]ZZMITQ[\_WZS[QV\W0MJZM_L]ZQVO\PQ[XMZQWLQ\Q[KMZ\IQV\PI\W\PMZUWLMZVQ[\_WZS[
_MZMIKKM[[QJTM\WI0MJZM_ZMILMZ.WZQV[\IVKM.ZIVb3INSI¼[ America_I[X]JTQ[PMLQV
 <PQ[UIVQNM[\WQ[KWUXZWUQ[MLJa\PMNIK\\PI\Q\Q[\WWNIKQTM\WI[[MZ\\PI\UWLMZVQ[UQ[[WKQITTaQZZMTM^IV\
 1\ Q[ XMZPIX[ _WZ\P VW\QVO \PI\ QV \PM MIZTa VQVM\MMV ÅN\QM[ 8MOOa /]OOMVPMQU LWVI\ML PMZ KWTTMK\QWV WN 
)J[\ZIK\IVL;]ZZMITQ[\IZ\\W\PM<MT)^Q^5][M]U+WV[MY]MV\Ta;]ZZMITQ[\^Q[]ITIZ\_I[LMÅVQ\MTaIKKM[[QJTM\W
\PW[M_PWUQOP\PI^MJMMVQV\MZM[\ML
!
Rosemont, International 

Ibid 
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0MJZM_ QV ! _PQT[\ \PM0MJZM_ MLQ\QWVWN  The Castle _I[ X]JTQ[PML QV ! In this
[MV[MAQ\bPIS7ZXIbLWM[VW\LQNNMZZILQKITTaNZWUPQ[KWV\MUXWZIZQM[QV\PM[IUM_Ia\PI\
4M^QVIVL7ZMVLQL<M`\[[]KPI[)*AMPW[P]I¼[The Death of the Old Man (Mot Ha-Zaqen,
!IVL)UW[7b¼[Where the Jackals Howl (Artsot Ha-Tan!_PQKPJW\PM`MUXTQNaI
LM^QI\QWV NZWU \PM UQUM\QK ZM[\ZQK\QWV[ WN  \PM NWZ\QM[ IVL ÅN\QM[ JW\P XZMKMLML 7ZXIb¼[
;]ZZMITQ[\_WZS[1VLMMLI]\PWZ[[]KPI[7bAMPW[P]IIVL7ZXIbIZMNZMY]MV\TaZMNMZZML
\WI[\PM»6M_?I^M¼OMVMZI\QWV6M^MZ\PMTM[[1_W]TLIZO]M\PI\7ZXIb¼[\M`\[IZMNIZUWZM
ZMUQVQ[KMV\ WN  \PM \ZILQ\QWVIT ;]ZZMITQ[\ UW^MUMV\ \PIV \PW[M WN  7b IVL AMPW[P]I IVL
KWV^MaI[XQZQ\\PI\Q[\Z]MZ\W;]ZZMITQ[U\PIV\PI\WN PQ[·UWZMXWX]TIZ·XMMZ[
Yitzhak Orpaz’s Hebrew Surrealism
AQ\bPIS7ZXIb¼[ÅZ[\KWTTMK\QWVWN [\WZQM[MV\Q\TML Wild Grass»Esev Pere!!_I[XWQV\MLTa
realist. 0Q[ TI\MZ _WZS[ PW_M^MZ · UWZM [XMKQÅKITTa PQ[ \PZMM VW^MTTI[ ‘ The Death of
4a[IVLI¼ »5W\4Q[IVLIP¼, !»)V\[¼»6MUITQU¼! IVL ‘)6IZZW_;\MX¼»5ILZMOIP
<[IZI¼!·PI^MJMMVLM[KZQJMLI[;]ZZMITQ[\1_W]TLIT[WQVKT]LM »<PM0]V\QVOWN \PM
Gazelle’ »<[MaL0I<[^QaIP¼ 1966), as belonging to this Surrealistic series. In spite of this
TIJMTTQVO7ZXIbPI[VM^MZM`XZM[[MLIVaINÅVQ\a_Q\P;]ZZMITQ[UIVLWVMKW]TLIZO]M\PI\
PQ[\MVLMVKQM[\W_IZL[;]ZZMITQ[UIZMQVLQKI\Q^MWN I\ZMVL\PI\MUMZOMLNZWU_Q\PQV\PM
\ZILQ\QWV[WN 0MJZM_TQ\MZI\]ZM
7ZXIb¼[;]ZZMITQ[UUIVQNM[\[Q\[MTN QV\_WLQ[\QVK\NWZU[\PM[MKWVLWN _PQKPNWZU[\PM
UIQVNWK][WN \PQ[XIXMZ"\PMÅZ[\UIaJM[MMVQV\PMINWZMUMV\QWVML\PZMMVW^MTTI[»<PM
,MI\P WN  4a[IVLI¼ »)V\[¼ IVL ») 6IZZW_ ;\MX¼ <PM[M VW^MTTI[ LMUWV[\ZI\M \PM [WKQIT
QUXTQKI\QWV[WN ;]ZZMITQ[U^QIIXTW\\PI\Q[[]NN][ML_Q\PKZ]MTLQ[XTIa[WN IVIZKPa[]J^MZ[Q^M
ZMXZM[MV\I\QWV[WN ZMTQOQWVUWZMXZMKQ[MTa2]LIQ[UXZW^WKI\Q^M[KMVM[\PI\\ZIV[OZM[[[WKQIT
^IT]M[[]KPI[QUXTQMLXIMLWXPQTQIIVLNZMY]MV\LM[KZQX\QWV[WN NMUITM[M`]ITQ\aKW]XTML
_Q\P\PMOZW\M[Y]M
[8])[ 1 QVLQKI\ML QV \PM QV\ZWL]K\QWV \PM ;]ZZMITQ[\[¼ XZMNMZZML UWLM WN  _ZQ\QVO _I[
XWM\Za _PQKP \PMa KWV[QLMZML []XMZQWZ \W \PM VW^MT <PM WVM M`KMX\QWV _I[ QN  \PM VW^MT
KWV\IQVML \PM ;]ZZMITQ[\ UIZ^MTTW][ 1VLMML JW\P »)V\[¼ IVL ») 6IZZW_ ;\MX¼ KWV\IQV
M`IUXTM[WN \PM;]ZZMITQ[\UIZ^MTTW][ <PM;]ZZMITQ[\UIZ^MTTW][Q[KTW[MTaQV\MZ\_QVML_Q\P
;]ZZMITQ[U¼[ VW\QWV WN  XMZKMX\QWV <PI\ Q[ ;]ZZMITQ[U ^QM_[ UIV I[ ITQMV NZWU PQ[
[]ZZW]VLQVO[#\PM[M[]ZZW]VLQVO[IZM[MV[MTM[[IVLIZJQ\ZIZa)VaWZLMZ\PI\Q[XMZKMQ^MLQV
\PM M`\MZVIT _WZTL []KP I[ \PI\ M`XW]VLML Ja Å`ML KI\MOWZQM[ []KP I[ ZI\QWVITQ[U WZ
XW[Q\Q^Q[UKWUMNZWUUIVITWVMIVLQ[\PMZMNWZMQV[]NÅKQMV\ For instance, the Surrealists
I[[MZ\\PI\\PMLQ^Q[QWVWN M`XMZQMVKMQV\WW]\MZIVLQVVMZIVLJaM`\MV[QWVQV\WLZMIUWZ
 0IVVIV0M^MZFiction That Is Written Here (Ha-Sifrut She Nikhtevet Mi-Kan0MUML*WWS[<MT)^Q^!!! 
 )*AMPW[P]IThe Death of the Old Man (Mot Ha-Zaqen) (Ha-Qibuts Ha-Me’uh.IL<MT)^Q^!#)UW[7b
Where the Jackals Howl (Artsot Ha-Tan5I[ILIP<MT)^Q^!

Yitzhak Orpaz, Wild Grass (Esev Pere5IKPJIZW\4M[QNZ]\<MT)^Q^!!

 /MZ[PWV;PISML»<PM;]ZZMITQ[\;\WZQM[¼»0I;QX]ZQU0I;]ZM¼ITQ[I\.QaQU¼QVHebrew Narrative Fiction·


 <PM;]ZZMITQ[\UIZ^MTTW][[PW]TLVW\JMKWVN][ML_Q\P\ZILQ\QWVITXZM;]ZZMITQ[ULMÅVQ\QWV[WN \PMUIZ^MTTW][
[]KPI[\PW[MLMÅVMLJa<b^M\IV<WLWZW^WZ+PZQ[\QVM*ZWWSM:W[M

 ?QTTQIU8TIVSSartre and Surrealism =51:M[MIZKP8ZM[[)VV)ZJWZ! 
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_ISMN]T KWV[KQW][VM[[ Q[ MV\QZMTa []XMZÅKQIT <PM _WZTL WN  LZMIU[ ÆW_[ QV\W \PI\ WN 
_ISMN]TVM[[IVL^QKM^MZ[I·\PMJW]VLIZQM[[MXIZI\QVO\PM\_WIZMIZ\QÅKQITIVLXMZUMIJTM
IVL[QUXTaKWV[\Q\]\MUIV¼[QVIKK]ZI\MXMZKMX\QWVWN \PM]VQ^MZ[M;]ZZMITQ[UJMTQM^M[\PI\
\PZW]OP ;]ZZMITQ[\ IK\Q^Q\a QM \PM I_ISMVQVO WN  KMZ\IQV UMV\IT NIK]T\QM[ \PQ[ QVIKK]ZI\M
XMZKMQ^MLWZLMZUQOP\JMJZWSMVLW_V[W\PI\UIVQ[ÅVITTa]VQÅML_Q\PPQ[[]ZZW]VLQVO[
7VKM \PQ[ XMZKMQ^ML WZLMZ Q[ JZWSMV LW_V \PMV UIV _QTT ÅVITTa M`XMZQMVKM I PMQOP\MVML
ZMITQ\aWZUWZMXZMKQ[MTaI»;]ZZMITQ\a¼<PMJZMISQVOLW_VWN XMZKMQ^MLWZLMZKIVUIVQNM[\
Q\[MTN QV[M^MZITLQNNMZMV\_Ia["\PM[\ZIQOP\NWZ_IZLLQ[UIV\TQVOWN KMZ\IQV[WKQITIVLZMTQOQW][
[\Z]K\]ZM[ WZ \PM UWZM M`\ZMUM LQ[UIV\TQVO WN  \PM QVLQ^QL]IT¼[ XMZKMX\QWV WN  NWZU IVL
[\Z]K\]ZMQMJM\_MMV[]JRMK\IVLWJRMK\\QUMIVL[XIKM
)KKWZLQVO\W\PMIJW^MLMÅVQ\QWV[Q\[MMU[NIQZ\WI[[MZ\\PI\Q\Q[IK\]ITTaQUXW[[QJTM\W
QUIOQVM;]ZZMITQ\a<WMV^Q[IOMIVM`XMZQMVKMWN \PM_WZTL\PI\Q[]VMVK]UJMZMLJaTWOQK
ZI\QWVITQ[UNWZUWZ[\Z]K\]ZMQ[IK\]ITTa]VIKPQM^IJTM+WV[MY]MV\TaWVMUQOP\IZO]M\PI\
\PMQVLQ^QL]ITKIVWVTaKI\KPOTQUX[M[WN ;]ZZMITQ\a<P][Q\Q[VW\[]ZXZQ[QVO\PI\*ZM\WV
WNNMZML I UM\PWL _Q\P _PQKP \W WJ\IQV []KP OTQUX[M[ <PQ[ UM\PWL Q[ \PM Y]M[\ NWZ IVL
INÅZUI\QWV WN \PM UIZ^MTTW][ <PM UIZ^MTTW][ UIa JM TWW[MTa LMÅVML I[ I VMKM[[IZQTa
\MUXWZIZaXZW^WKI\QWVWZLQ[Z]X\QWVWN IXW[Q\Q^Q[\WZZI\QWVITQ[\_IaWN \PQVSQVO1\Q[IV
QUIOM\PI\INNMK\[P]UIV[MV[QJQTQ\a1\KWUXZQ[M[IUWUMV\IZaI_IZMVM[[WN \PMQVVI\M
QV\MZZMTI\QWV[PQXJM\_MMVLZMIUIVL_ISQVOTQNMJM\_MMV\PM]VKWV[KQW][IVL\PMKWV[KQW][
JM\_MMV\PMM^MZaLIaIVL\PMXWM\QK<PM;]ZZMITQ[\M`XMZQMVKMWN \PMUIZ^MTTW][_PQKP
KIVWVTaM^MZJMJZQMNMVL[ITQMVI\QWVIVL\ZIV[NWZU[\PM_WZTLQV\WIVIL^MV\]ZM_PMZMJa
\PMZMM`Q[\[IKI][ITQ\a[W\PI\M^MZa\PQVOQ[[]LLMVTaQUJ]ML_Q\PUMIVQVOIVL[QOVQÅKIVKM
It is not per se I _WZTL _PMZM [\ZIVOM \PQVO[ PIXXMV J]\ ZI\PMZ I _WZTL \PI\ WV WKKI[QWV
IXXMIZ[IOTW__Q\PI[\ZIVOMY]ITQ\a
<M`\[\PI\LM[KZQJM[]KPUWUMV\[WN \PM;]ZZMITQ[\UIZ^MTTW][·KTI[[QKITM`IUXTM[QVKT]LM
Louis Aragon’s Paris Peasant (Le Paysan de Paris!IVL*ZM\WV¼[Nadja! ·IZMVMIZTa
IT_Ia[ VIZZI\ML QV \PM ÅZ[\XMZ[WV IVL LM[KZQJM LIaLZMIU[ ^Q[QWV[ PITT]KQVI\QWV[
ZM^MTI\QWV[ QV []KP I _Ia \PI\ \PM []ZZW]VLQVO UI\MZQIT ZMITQ\a Q[ MVPIVKML ZI\PMZ \PIV
undermined.  <PM XW[Q\QWV WN  \PM ZMILMZ Q[ QUUMLQI\MTa WVM WN  JMTQMN  ZI\PMZ \PIV WN 
PM[Q\I\QWV#\PMZMQ[IV]VLMZ[\IVLQVO\PI\\PMVIZZI\WZQ[\Z]\PN]TTaLM[KZQJQVOPQ[M`XMZQMVKM
WN ZMITQ\a
*W\P»)V\[¼IVL»)6IZZW_;\MX¼KWV\IQVM`IUXTM[WN \PM;]ZZMITQ[\UIZ^MTTW][IVLJW\P
IZM TWKI\ML _Q\PQV [XMKQÅKITTa 1[ZIMTQ IVL 2M_Q[P KWV\M`\[ 1V JW\P VW^MTTI[ \PM ZMITQ\a
LM[KZQJML Q[ NIUQTQIZ \W JW\P ZMILMZ IVL XZW\IOWVQ[\# \PMZM IZM VW []XMZVI\]ZIT MTMUMV\[
0W_M^MZ\PQ[NIUQTQIZQ\aQ[X][PML\WQ\[M`\ZMUMTQUQ\[I\\PMWV[M\WN QV^I[Q^MMTMUMV\[[]KP
I[\PMIV\[WZ;IJQ\PMOZW\M[Y]ML_IZN5WZMW^MZ\PMXZW\IOWVQ[\VIZZI\WZ[LM[KZQJM\PM[M
QV^I[QWV[I[\PW]OP\PMaIZMKTW[MTaQV\MZ\_QVML_Q\P\PMQZW_V]VKWV[KQW][VMML[IVLNMIZ[
.WZ M`IUXTM QV ») 6IZZW_ ;\MX¼ ;IJQ \PM UQ[[PIXMV L_IZN  [TaTa MV\MZ[ \PM W\PMZ_Q[M
VWZUITTQ^M[WN \PM\_WXZW\IOWVQ[\[5QZQIVLAMZ]PIU_PWQ[\PMVIZZI\WZ)\ÅZ[\;IJQ¼[
XZM[MVKMQ[QVVWK]W][J]\[WWVQ\Q[IXXIZMV\\PI\PMVW\WVTaXW[M[I\PZMI\J]\\PI\PMPI[
IJQTQ\QM[ \PI\ []OOM[\ \PM []XMZVI\]ZIT 6M^MZ\PMTM[[ PM Q[ XZM[MV\ML QV []KP I _Ia \PI\
neither the reader nor the [9]XZW\IOWVQ[\[LW]J\PQ[»ZMITVM[[¼+TW[MZIVITa[Q[WN \PML_IZN 



 *ZM\WV»5IVQNM[\W¼
See Louis Aragon, Paris Peasant8QKILWZ8IZQ[!IVL)VLZM*ZM\WVNadja 8MVO]QV*WWS[4WVLWV!!!
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[]OOM[\[ \PI\ PQ[ IZZQ^IT ]VLMZUQVM[ 5QZQ IVL AMZ]PIU¼[ X]\I\Q^M JW]ZOMWQ[ KWV\MV\UMV\
IVLKWZZM[XWVL[]VKIVVQTa_Q\P\PMQZ]VKWV[KQW][LM[QZM[\WJZMISNZMMNZWU\PQ[KWV\MV\UMV\
1V\PQ[[MV[M\PMQZMVKW]V\MZ_Q\PPQUQ[QVNIK\IVMVKW]V\MZ_Q\P\PMU[MT^M[
<PM[MKWVL_IaQV_PQKP7ZXIb¼[;]ZZMITQ[UUIVQNM[\[Q\[MTN Q[\PMNWK][WN \PQ[XIXMZ
IVLQ[M`MUXTQÅMLQVThe Hunting of the Gazelle.1_W]TLIZO]M\PI\\PQ[\aXMWN ;]ZZMITQ[UQ[
]VQY]M1\LWM[VW\KWV\IQVM`IUXTM[WN \PMUIZ^MTTW][J]\ZI\PMZZMKITT[\PMUWZM\ZILQ\QWVIT
;]ZZMITQ[\X]Z[]Q\WN I]\WUI\QK_ZQ\QVO1KPWW[M\PM_WZL»ZMKITT¼_Q\PKI]\QWV#_MTTSVW_V
M`IUXTM[WN I]\WUI\QK_ZQ\QVO[]KPI[*ZM\WV¼[»;WT]JTM.Q[P¼»8WQ[[WV;WT]JTM¼!IZM
LMV[MTaXWX]TI\ML_Q\PKWUXTM`;]ZZMITQ[\QUIOMZaIVLIT_Ia[IXXMIZVWV[MV[QKITI\ÅZ[\
glance.!1\Q[WVTaIN\MZIKWVKMZ\MLMNNWZ\\WLMKQXPMZ\PQ[QUIOMZa\PI\\PMVIZZI\Q^MJMKWUM[
KWUXZMPMV[QJTM<PQ[Q[VW\\Z]MWN 7ZXIb¼[\ZQTWOa#VM^MZ\PMTM[[7ZXIb¼[XIZ\QK]TIZ][MWN 
TIVO]IOM · ][M WN  ZMXM\Q\QWV IUJQO]Q\a WN  []JRMK\WJRMK\ ZMTI\QWV[ IUJQO]Q\a WN  \QUM
[MY]MVKM[JT]ZZQVOWN LM[KZQX\QWV[WN []JRMK\IVLTIVL[KIXM·M^WSMIZM[\ZIQVMLI]\WUI\Q[U
1V\MZM[\QVOTa MVW]OP 7ZXIb _PQT[\ ZM[WT]\MTa LMVaQVO IVa QVÆ]MVKM WN  ;]ZZMITQ[U IVL
ZMRMK\QVO\PMTIJMT»;]ZZMITQ[\¼MUXTWa[IUM\PWLWN _ZQ\QVO^MZa[QUQTIZ\W\PI\XZWXW[MLJa
the French Surrealists.
7ZXIbM`XTIQVML\PI\\PM\ZQTWOa_I[_ZQ\\MVL]ZQVO\PMPW\\M[\UWV\P[WN \PM[]UUMZQV
ecstatic, dream-like circumstances. .WZ M`IUXTM L]ZQVO \PQ[ XMZQWL PM _W]TL NITT I[TMMX
IVLLZMIU\PI\\PM[MI_I[ZQ[QVO^MZaPQOPIVL\PMV[TW_TaLM[KMVLQVOI[QN \W[_ITTW_PQU
]X1V[\MILWN JMQVOINZIQL7ZXIb_W]TLM`XMZQMVKMI_WVLMZN]T[_MM\VM[[IVL\PMV_ISM
]XR][\JMNWZMJMQVOMVO]TNML;\QTTLIbMLNZWUPQ[IXWKITaX\QKZM^MZQM[PM_W]TLTMIXW]\WN 
JMLR]UXWV\WPQ[KPIQZIVLLZQVSIK]XWN PW\\MI;MUQVISML_ZIXXMLQVI[QVOTM[PMM\
IVL[_MI\QVONZWU\PMXZWN][MPMI\PM_W]TL\PMVJMOQV\W_ZQ\M.]Z\PMZUWZMM^MVQN PM
KW]TLVW\ZMUMUJMZ_PI\PMPIL_ZQ\\MV\PMXZM^QW][LIaPM_W]TLVM^MZ\PMTM[[KIZZaWV
_ZQ\QVO 7ZXIb _W]TL \ZIV[TI\M \PQ[ QV\MV[Q\a QV\W _WZL[ IVL QV NIK\ UW[\ WN  \PM LZMIU[
LM[KZQJMLQVPQ[[\WZQM[IZMJI[MLWVPQ[W_VLZMIU[WZUMUWZQM[WN LZMIU[QVKT]LQVO\PI\
WN \PMZQ[QVO[MIIVQUIOM\PI\WKK]Z[I[ITMQ\UW\QN QV[M^MZITWN \PMKQ\ML_WZS[1VILLQ\QWV
7ZXIbLM[KZQJMLPW_L]ZQVO\PM[MMK[\I\QKXMZQWL[WN KZMI\Q^Q\aPM_W]TLTQ[\MV\W2WPIVV
;MJI[\QIV*IKPIVL/][\I^5IPTMZIVL\PI\QV\PMKI[MWN »<PM0]V\QVOWN \PM/IbMTTM¼\PM
ÅZ[\NM_XIZIOZIXP[IZM]VQV\MV\QWVITTaZMUQVQ[KMV\WN IN]O]M
0W_M^MZ7ZXIbQV[Q[\[\PI\\PQ[\aXMWN _ZQ\QVOLWM[VW\KWV[\Q\]\MI]\WUI\Q[UJ]\ZI\PMZ
I»KWV\ZWTTMLMK[\I[a¼"
1\Q[\PMUWUMV\QV_PQKPMK[\I[aQV\MZVIT[XWV\IVMQ\aIVLKWV\ZWTTMLQUIOQVI\QWVKWUM\WOM\PMZ#
IJTIbQVOJ]\KWV\ZWTTMLQUIOQVI\QWV\PI\Q[ITZMILa[M\\W[\IVbI[VW\M[IVLN]O]M[

)T\PW]OP7ZXIbZMRMK\[\PM\MZU»I]\WUI\Q[U¼QVNI^W]ZWN »KWV\ZWTTMLMK[\I[a¼WVMKIVVW\
LMVa \PI\ PQ[ QV\MV[Q^M UM\PWL WN  _ZQ\QVO Q[ [\QTT ZMUQVQ[KMV\ WN  \PI\ XZWXW]VLML Ja \PM
.ZMVKP;]ZZMITQ[\[_PWIT[WNI^W]ZMLKMZ\IQVMK[\I\QKKWVLQ\QWV[QV_PQKP\WKZMI\M#XMZPIX[
PW_M^MZQ\Q[UWZMISQV\W4W]Q[)ZIOWV¼[UM\PWL[WN _ZQ\QVO\PIV\W)VLZu*ZM\WV¼[<PI\
Q[*ZM\WVIZO]ML\PI\I]\WUI\Q[U[PW]TLZMUIQVI[KTW[MI[XW[[QJTM\W\PI\XIZ\QK]TIZJTQVL
[W]ZKM_PQKPQV[XQZMLQ\#)ZIOWVWV\PMW\PMZPIVLKTIQUML\PI\\PQ[JTQVL[W]ZKMUMZMTa

 *ZM\WV»;WT]JTM.Q[P¼QVManifesto!
 8MZ[WVITQV\MZ^QM__Q\P7ZXIbZMKWZLMLQV<MT)^Q^)]O][\

Ibid.
!
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[]OOM[\ML I ZPa\PU WZ IV QUIOM _PQKP QV \]ZV _I[ LM^MTWXML QV KWVR]VK\QWV _Q\P N]TT
consciousness.
1 [PITT LQ[K][[ 7ZXIb¼[ ZMRMK\QWV WN  \PM »I]\WUI\Q[U¼ TIJMT QV Ua KWVKT][QWV J]\ ÅZ[\ 1
_W]TLTQSM\WKWV[QLMZPW_\PMMNNMK\WN I]\WUI\Q[UQ[IKPQM^ML_Q\PQV\PM\ZQTWOa1_W]TL
suggest that it is the sense of formlessness and nondifferentiation that creates the impression
· NIT[M WZ W\PMZ_Q[M · \PI\ \PM \M`\ _I[ _ZQ\\MV X]ZMTa QV ZM[XWV[M \W IV QVVMZ ZPa\PU WZ
^WQKM<PQ[NWZUTM[[VM[[UIVQNM[\[Q\[MTN QV^IZQW][_Ia["ÅZ[\JM\_MMV\PM[]JRMK\[_Q\PQV
\PM VIZZI\Q^M _PW IZM LM[KZQJML QV []KP I _Ia \PI\ \PMa IXXMIZ \W UMZOM [10]into one
IVW\PMZ# [MKWVL QV \PM LM[KZQX\QWV WN  []JRMK\[ _PW [MMU \W ZMXMI\MLTa N][M _Q\P \PM
[]ZZW]VLQVOTIVL[KIXMI[QN \PMa_MZMWVMIVL\PM[IUM#\PQZL^QI\PMLM[KZQX\QWVWN \PM
[]JRMK\[¼ ZMTI\QWV[PQX _Q\P \PM WJRMK\[ IZW]VL \PMU# NW]Z\P \PM [MMUQVO LQ[QV\MOZI\QWV WN 
\QUM# ÅN\P \PM JT]ZZML [aVKPZWVQKQ\a JM\_MMV \PM \PZMM [\WZQM[ \PI\ KZMI\M \PM QUXZM[[QWV
\PMaIZMWVMIVL\PM[IUM\M`\.]Z\PMZUWZMI[1[PITTLMUWV[\ZI\M\PQ[NWZUTM[[VM[[IT[W
M`Q[\[I\IU]KPLMMXMZTM^MTJM\_MMVTIVO]IOMIVLZMITQ\a
Brief Outline of the Three Stories: ‘The Hunting of the Gazelle’,
‘The Expulsion’ (‘Ha-Gerush’) and ‘The Bus Stop’ (‘Ha-Tah.anah’)
8ZQWZ\WIVIVITa[Q[Q\[MMU[IXXZWXZQI\M\WOQ^MI[PWZ\[]UUIZaWN MIKP[\WZa<PMÅZ[\
[\WZa»<PM0]V\QVOWN \PM/IbMTTM¼\ISM[XTIKMI\IV]V[XMKQÅML\QUMXZWJIJTa[WUM_PMZM
in the South of Israel.1V\PQ[[\WZa\PM\PZMMVIUMTM[[XZW\IOWVQ[\[IUIVI_WUIVIVLI
UITMLZQ^MZIZM\ZI^MTTQVOQVIRMMXTWWSQVONWZOIbMTTM[\WP]V\IVLSQTT<PMÅZ[\\QUM\PI\
\PMUIV[PWW\[PMUQ[[M[IVL\PMOIbMTTMM[KIXM[<PQ[WKK]Z[I[MKWVL\QUMI[_MTT<PM
\PQZLIKKW]V\Q[TM[[KTMIZIVL\PMNW]Z\PQ[IZMXM\Q\QWVWN \PMÅZ[\\_W1VJM\_MMV\PM[MNW]Z
IKKW]V\[\PM[\WZaKWV[Q[\[WN ILM[KZQX\QWVWN \PMUIV¼[\PW]OP\[ZMOIZLQVOPQ[XZMaIVL
^IZQW][WJ[MZ^I\QWV[PMUISM[WN PQ[NMUITMKWUXIVQWVIVL\PMLZQ^MZI[_MTTI[LM[KZQX\QWV[
WN \PMTIVL[KIXM5WZMW^MZMIKPWN \PM[MLM[KZQX\QWV[Q[ZMXMI\MLIVL\PMZM[]T\Q[ITMVO\Pa
IVL[MMUQVOTa[\IOVIV\\M`\
‘The Expulsion’
)UIVVIUML)LIUIVLIVIUMTM[[_WUIVOWNWZI_ITSQV\PM/WTIVI\IV]V[XMKQÅML
time.)LIUQ[TMILQVO\PM_WUIVIVLM^MZa\PQVO\PI\PMLWM[[]KPI[[Q\LW_VWZLZQVS
[PMLWM[\WW<PMaZMIKPIVQVÆWZM[KMVKM_PQKPKW^MZ[\PMUTQSMI[\ZIVOM_MLLQVOKIVWXa
IVLI[\PMa_ITSZMML[_W]VL\PMQZNMM\1\Q[M^QLMV\\PI\\PMaIZMOWQVO\WIXIZ\QK]TIZIVL
[QOVQÅKIV\LM[\QVI\QWV)\WVMXWQV\)LIU[Q\[LW_VWVIPQTTIVL[]LLMVTaPMIZ[I^WQKM
KITTQVOPQU0MM`XMZQMVKM[_PI\IXXMIZ[\WJMIZM^MTI\QWV"IJZQOP\\ZIV[XIZMV\OWJTM\QV
\PMPMI^MV[]X\]ZVMLIVLWXMVI\JW\PMVL[0MNITT[\W\PMOZW]VLIVLTW]LTaLMKTIZM[\PI\
he can at last see.
 2IKY]MTQVM+PuVQM]`/MVLZWVSurrealism
 7ZXIb»<PM0]V\QVOWN \PM/IbMTTM¼QVCity with No Refuge·

 7ZXIb»<PM-`X]T[QWV¼QVCity, !·
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5MIV_PQTM \PM _WUIV ZMUW^M[ PMZ KTW\PM[ IVL \PZW_[ PMZ[MTN  QV\W I [\ZMIU ;PM
[]LLMVTa [\IVL[]XIVLÅVL[IXMJJTMQV\PM_I\MZ;PM\PMVZ]J[\PMXMJJTMW^MZPMZJZMI[\[
IVL\PQOP[QVIKTMIZTa[M`]IT_Ia.WTTW_QVO\PQ[[PMKWQT[PMZ[MTN IZW]VLIVIVKQMV\\ZMM
\Z]VS<PMUIVKW^MZ[PMZVISMLJWLaIVLQ[\PMVW^MZKWUMJaIVQVKZMLQJTMP]VOMZ#PM
MI\[IVIXXTM0M\PMVZMITQbM[\PI\\PMTQOP\_QTTVM^MZZM\]ZV\WPQUIVL\PI\PMPI[JMMV
K]Z[MLNWZM\MZVQ\a0MQ[LM[KZQJMLI[WVM_PWPI[JMMVJIVQ[PML\WWINZIQL\W\]ZVIVL
TWWSI\_PI\PMPI[TMN\JMPQVL
)\ \PM MVL WN  \PM [\WZa )LIU TMI^M[ PQ[ _QNM IVL KPQTLZMV IVL LWVVQVO \PM KZW_V WN 
\PWZV[WVPQ[PMILPMTQM[_PMZM\PMÅZ[\IVKQMV\LMILUIVTIa·VIUMTa\PMWZQOQVIT)LIU
· IVL KWV\QV]M[ \PM ZQ\]IT AM\ \PM ZM[]ZZMK\QWV LWM[ VW\ ZMITTa WKK]Z J]\ WVTa [MMU[ \W
JMKI][MWN \PM_IaQV_PQKP\PMTQOP\QTT]UQVI\M[\PMPMILWN \PMLMIL
‘The Bus Stop’
<PM\PQZL[\WZa»<PM*][;\WX¼Q[M^MVUWZMKWUXTM`1\KWV[Q[\[WN IXXZW`QUI\MTaNW]Z
[KMVM[\PI\IZMZMXMI\ML\PZW]OPW]\\PM\M`\_Q\P[TQOP\KPIVOM[QVLM\IQTMIKP\QUM)[_M
shall see, these minute [11]KPIVOM[XMZNWZU[XMKQÅKN]VK\QWV[_Q\PQV\PMVIZZI\Q^M<PMÅZ[\
[KMVMQ[ILM[KZQX\QWVWN _PI\\PMVIZZI\WZKIV[MMNZWUPQ[[MI\VIUMTaIJ][[\WX0MKIV
IT[WPMIZ\PM[W]VLWN \PM[MIJ]\PMLWM[VW\SVW__PMZM\PQ[[W]VLKWUM[NZWU
<PM[MKWVL[KMVMQ[ILM[KZQX\QWVWN \PMJ][IZZQ^QVOI\\PMJ][[\WXIVLWN IVWTL[MML
[MTTMZ _PW Q[ [Q\\QVO VMIZJa AW]VO XMWXTM \PMV MUMZOM NZWU \PM KWZVMZ WN  \PM [\ZMM\ IVL
[]ZZW]VLPQU1V\PM\PQZL[KMVMI[WTLQMZIVLIaW]VOOQZTIXXMIZNZWU\PMKWZVMZWN IV
ITTMa_IaPIVL[MV\_QVML<PMNWK][\PMVZM\]ZV[\W\PMWTL[MML[MTTMZ_PWQ[[Q\\QVO_Q\PPQ[
MaM[[P]\P]OOQVOPQ[JW`WN [MML[1V\PMNW]Z\P[KMVM\PMaW]VOXMWXTM\I]V\\PMWTL[MML
[MTTMZIVLIKKQLMV\ITTa[\]UJTMQV\WIXZIU_Q\PITQ\\TMOQZTQVQ\<PMVIZZI\WZQUIOQVM[\PI\
PMQ[[MKZM\TaKWUU]VQKI\QVO_Q\P\PMTQ\\TMOQZT<PMZMQ[\PMVI[_Q\KPNZWUÅZ[\XMZ[WV\W
[MKWVLXMZ[WV_PQKPQ[MV\QZMTaLQNNMZMV\QVKWV\MV\\W\PMZM[\WN \PM\M`\IVL[MMU[ITUW[\
TQSMIUWUMV\IZaTIX[MWZZM^MZQM;KMVM[\PI\IZMNWZ\PMUW[\XIZ\^IZQI\QWV[WN \PMÅZ[\
NW]ZNWTTW_\PQ[TQ\MZIZaTIX[M
The Merging of Subjects
1V\PM[\WZa»<PM0]V\QVOWN \PM/IbMTTM¼\PQ[\MKPVQY]MQ[M^QLMV\.QZ[\\PM\PZMM[]JRMK\[
IZM VIUMTM[[ <PM NIK\ \PI\ \PMa IZM VIUMTM[[ UISM[ \PMU TM[[ MI[a \W QLMV\QNa IVL Q\ Q[
KMZ\IQVTa^MZaMI[aNWZ\PMZMILMZ\WJT]Z\PMIK\QWV[WN »\PMUIV¼_Q\P\PW[MWN »\PMLZQ^MZ¼
>MZaTQ\\TMQVNWZUI\QWVQ[OQ^MV\WLQNNMZMV\QI\M\PM\PZMMKPIZIK\MZ[?MSVW_NWZM`IUXTM
\PI\ITT\PZMMIZM_MIZQVO[IVLIT[?MIT[WSVW_\PI\\PMaLZQVS\PMQZK]X[WN _I\MZLQNNMZMV\Ta"
QMWVM[XZIa[\PM_I\MZW]\QVIRM\\PMW\PMZMUX\QM[\PMK]XQVWVMO]TXIVL\PMW\PMZ
LZQVS[[TW_TaQVTIZOMO]TX[7\PMZ_Q[M^MZaTQ\\TMQ[SVW_V1\Q[I[\PW]OP\PMaKIVWVTaJM
LMÅVMLJaPW_\PMaLQNNMZNZWUMIKPW\PMZIVL\PM[MLQNNMZMVKM[IZM[W[TQOP\\PI\\PMW^MZITT
 7ZXIb»<PM*][;\WX¼QVCity, ·!
 7ZXIb»<PM0]V\QVOWN \PM/IbMTTM¼QVCity,
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QUXZM[[QWV Q[ WVM WN  ^IO]MVM[[ <PMa IZM ]VÅVQ[PML [SM\KPM[ _PW[M TQVM[ W^MZTIX ZI\PMZ
\PIV[WTQL\IVOQJTMXMZ[WVITQ\QM[<PMIK\QWV[WN MIKPWN \PMKPIZIK\MZ[IZMIT[WM`\ZMUMTa
[]J\TM_PQKPUISM[\PMUPIZLMZ\W\MTTIXIZ\#NWZM`IUXTM\PMLZQ^MZ\]ZV[PQ[PMILWVTa
[TQOP\TaIVLI\WVMXWQV\\PMVIZZI\WZ[Ia[\PI\_Q\P\PMRWT\QVOWN \PMRMMXQ\IXXMIZ[I[QN 
there are three heads shaking and jumping.?MZMQ\\PZMM»XMWXTM¼ZI\PMZ\PIV\PZMM»PMIL[¼
\PM ZMILMZ _W]TL ]VLMZ[\IVL \PI\ \PMZM IZM \PZMM KWUXTM\MTa LQNNMZMV\ QVLQ^QL]IT[ \PZMM
[]JRMK\[<PZMM»PMIL[¼KWUXW]VL[\PM[MV[M\PI\\PMUIV\PMLZQ^MZIVL\PM_WUIVIZM
JIZMTa QVLQ[\QVO]Q[PIJTM IVL \ZIV[NWZU[ \PMU QV\W WJRMK\[ <PQ[ Q[ UIZSMLTa LQNNMZMV\ \W
7ZXIb¼[XZW\IOWVQ[\[QV\PM\PZMMXZM^QW][TaUMV\QWVMLVW^MTTI[MIKPWN _PWUIZMOQ^MV
VIUM[·AMZ]PIU5QZQ2IKWJ:IKPMT6IXP\ITQ·IVLKTMIZLQ[\QVO]Q[PQVO\ZIQ\[[]KPI[
RWJ[LM[QZM[NMIZ[IXI[\M\K<PMaIZMKTMIZ[]JRMK\[_Q\PQV\PMVIZZI\Q^M_PMZMI[\PM[\I\][
WN []JRMK\Q^Q\aQV»<PM0]V\QVOWN \PM/IbMTTM¼Q[IUJQO]W][IVLQVKWV[\IV\Æ]`
1\Q[KMZ\IQVTaVWKWQVKQLMVKM\PI\\PQ[MVLTM[[Æ]`WN []JRMK\Q^Q\a[PW]TLJMX]VK\]I\MLJa
[\aTM[ WN  LZQVSQVO _I\MZ ?I\MZ Q[ VW\ WVTa I SMa TMQ\UW\QN  QV 7ZXIb¼[ \ZQTWOa J]\ Q\ IT[W
KWZZM[XWVL[_Q\P\PMÆ]QLQ\aIVLNWZUTM[[VM[[WN MIKPWN \PM\M`\[1V»<PM0]V\QVOWN \PM
/IbMTTM¼NWZM`IUXTM\PM^IO]MVM[[WN \PMVIZZI\QWVQ[TWW[MTaJW]VL\WOM\PMZJa\PM_I\MZ
UW\QN?I\MZVW\WVTaLQ[\QVO]Q[PM[\PM\PZMMKPIZIK\MZ[J]\QV[WUMQV[\IVKM[Q\KWVVMK\[
\PMU.WZM`IUXTMQV\PMNWTTW_QVOXI[[IOM_PQKPQ[ZMXMI\ML\_QKMUWZMQV\PM\M`\\PM
LM[KZQX\QWV[WN _I\MZ[TW_TaJ]\[]ZMTa[]JUMZOM\PM\_WKPIZIK\MZ[[W\PI\\PMaNMMTQLMV\QKIT
XPa[QKIT[MV[I\QWV["
[12]<PQ[_I[\PMUWUMV\_PMV\PMLZQ^MZWN \PMRMMX\WTLPMZ[WUM\PQVO\PI\PILPIXXMVML\W
PQ[Å[PMZUIVNZQMVL_PWKI]OP\I_WUIV_Q\PPQ[PIZXWWV6W_\PM\_WWN \PMUTI]OPMLIVL
NMT\\PM_I\MZ¼[KIZM[[]XWV\PMQZ[SQV
<PQ[_I[\PMUWUMV\_PMV\PMLZQ^MZWN \PMRMMX\WTLPMZIJW]\PQ[Å[PMZUIVNZQMVL_PWKI]OP\
I_I\MZUIQLMV_Q\PPQ[PIZXWWV)VL\PMaNMT\\PMR]JQTI\QWVWN \PM_I\MZ]XWV\PMQZ[SQV
<PQ[_I[\PMUWUMV\_PMV\PMLZQ^MZWN \PMRMMX\WTLPMZIJW]\PQ[Å[PMZUIVNZQMVL_PWKI]OP\
I_WUIV_Q\PPQ[PIZXWWV\PQ[_I[\PMUWUMV\_PMV\PM_WUIVIVL\PMLZQ^MZWN \PMRMMX
JW\PTI]OPMLIVL[I_TW\[WN Å[PIVLPMIZL\PMJ]ZJTQVOWN TW\[WN _I\MZQV\PMQZMIZ[

1V\PM[M\PZMM^IZQI\QWV[\PMZMQ[IOZIL]ITKZM[KMVLWWN KWTTMK\Q^M[MV[WZaM`XMZQMVKMNZWU
IUMZM»KIZM[[¼\W»TW\[WN Å[P¼IVL\PM[MV[I\QWVWN JMQVO[W[]JUMZOML\PI\\PMaKIVJW\P
NMMT_I\MZQV\PMQZMIZ[<PMUM\IXPWZQKTIVO]IOMMUXTWaMLUIVQNM[\[Q\[MTN QV\WI[PIZML
ZMITQ\a_PQKPQV\]ZVKWUXTQKI\M[\PMZWTMWN QUIOQVI\QWV1N Q\_MZM[QUXTa\PI\\PMM^WKI\Q^M
XW_MZ WN  _WZL[ QV[XQZML \PM QUIOQVI\QWV WN  \PM LZQ^MZ IVL \PM _WUIV \PMV []ZMTa \PMa
_W]TLQUIOQVM\PQVO[LQNNMZMV\Ta<PMNIK\\PI\\PMaM`XMZQMVKMQLMV\QKIT[MV[I\QWV[[]OOM[\[
M^MVUWZM[\ZWVOTa\PI\\PMZMQ[VWLQNNMZMV\QI\QWVJM\_MMVTIVO]IOMIVLZMITQ\a<PM[QOVQÅMZ
»_I\MZ¼LWM[VW\[QUXTaZMNMZ\W\PM[QOVQÅMLQ\IT[W[]UUWV[Q\QV\WJMQVO#\P][PMIZQVO\PM
[\WZaQ[\PM[IUMI[M`XMZQMVKQVOQ\
<PQ[ ZM^Q\ITQ[QVO WN  \PM ZMTI\QWV[PQX JM\_MMV TIVO]IOM IVL \PM _WZTL Q[ I SMa KWVKMZV
_Q\PQV \ZILQ\QWVIT ;]ZZMITQ[\ XPQTW[WXPa <PI\ Q[ I[ _M PI^M ITZMILa M[\IJTQ[PML \PM
;]ZZMITQ[\[IZO]M\PI\UIVKIVWVTaJMKWUXTM\MTa]VQÅML_Q\PPQ[[]ZZW]VLQVO[\PZW]OP\PM
JZMISQVOLW_VWN XMZKMQ^MLWZLMZ4IVO]IOMQ[XIZ\WN \PQ[XMZKMQ^MLWZLMZIVLMUXTWaQVO



Ibid
Ibid IVLZM[XMK\Q^MTa
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\PQ[TIVO]IOMTQUQ\[\PMQVLQ^QL]IT\WWVTaM`XMZQMVKQVO\PMXMZKMX\QWVQV\ZQV[QK_Q\PQV\PI\
TIVO]IOM)KKWZLQVO\W\PM;]ZZMITQ[\[Q\Q[UM\IXPWZQVXIZ\QK]TIZ\PI\ITTW_[\PMQVLQ^QL]IT
\W JM TQJMZI\ML NZWU \PM[M KWVÅVMUMV\[ WN  XMZKMX\QWV IVL \P][ Q\ KWV\ZQJ]\M[ \W \PQ[
ZM^Q\ITQ[QVO WN  \PM ZMTI\QWV[PQX JM\_MMV TIVO]IOM IVL \PM _WZTL! According to the
;]ZZMITQ[\[UM\IXPWZQ[ VW\[QUXTaI_Ia WN KWUXIZQVOWVM\PQVO\WIVW\PMZ#Q\Q[ IT[WI
UMIV[WN KZMI\QVO[WUM\PQVOKWUXTM\MTaVM_1VLMMLU]KP;]ZZMITQ[\_ZQ\QVOIVLKZQ\QKQ[U
LM[KZQJM[\PMUM\IXPWZQV\MZU[WN ITKPMUa_PMZMJaWVMMTMUMV\TQ\MZITTa\ZIV[NWZU[QV\W
something else.5WZMKZ]KQITTa\PQ[\ZIV[NWZUI\QWVQ[VW\[QUXTaKWVKMX\]ITJ]\Q\Q[IT[W
\PM\ZIV[NWZUI\QWVNZWU\PMÅO]ZI\Q^M\W\PMTQ\MZIT
<P][ 7ZXIb¼[ \M`\ Q[ VW\ R][\ \MTTQVO \PM ZMILMZ \PI\ \PM LZQ^MZ IVL \PM _WUIV IZM
M`XMZQMVKQVO\PM[\WZa\PZW]OP_WZL[#ZI\PMZQ\Q[[PW_QVO\PMZMILMZ\PI\\PZW]OP7ZXIb¼[
VIZZI\Q^M \PM QVKWVKMQ^IJTM Q[ XW[[QJTM QV \PQ[ KI[M I KWTTMK\Q^M XPa[QKIT [MV[I\QWV JZW]OP\
IJW]\JaLM[KZQX\QWVITWVM
<PMUMZOQVOWN []JRMK\[Q[IT[WM^QLMV\QV»<PM*][;\WX¼#\PQ[UMZOQVOQ[IKPQM^MLI\I
X]ZMTa\M`\]ITTM^MT<PMÅZ[\M^QLMV\M`IUXTMQ[KWV\IQVMLQV\PMZMXMI\MLTQVM_PMZMJa\PM
OaUVI[\¼[PIQZ»Æ]\\MZ[W^MZPMZMaM[¼NWTTW_MLQUUMLQI\MTaJa»\PMMaM[WN \PMWTL[MML[MTTMZ
IZMKTW[ML¼<PQ[TQVM_PQKPQ[ZMXMI\ML\PZMM\QUM[L]ZQVO\PM\M`\N][M[\PM\_WKPIZIK\MZ[
[QUXTaJa^QZ\]MWN \PMXZW`QUQ\aWN \PM_WZL»MaM[¼<PI\Q[Q\Q[I[QN WVM\ZQOOMZ[\PMW\PMZ
5WZMW^MZ MIKP WN  \PM \PZMM ZMXM\Q\QWV[ ZM^MIT[ UQVQ[K]TM ^IZQI\QWV[ [W \PI\ _PI\ QVQ\QITTa
IXXMIZML\WJMIKTMIZXI\\MZV_Q\PQV\PM\M`\ZIXQLTaLQ[[WT^M[6M^MZ\PMTM[[TQVO]Q[\QKITTa
[XMISQVO\PMZMQ[IT_Ia[IZMTI\QWV[PQXJM\_MMV\PM\_W[MV\MVKM[#\PQ[Q[JMKI][M\PMTWKI\QWV
WN \PM_WZL»MaM[¼Q[IT_Ia[KWV[\IV\1\Q[\PMVI\]ZMWN \PMZMTI\QWV[PQX\PI\Q[LM[\IJQTQ[ML
JMKI][MWN \PM[]J\TMLM^QI\QWV["
<PMPMIL¼[PIQZÆ]\\MZ[W^MZPMZMaM[<PMMaM[WN \PMWTLUIV\PM[MML[MTTMZIZMKTW[ML
0MZPMIL¼[PIQZÆ]\\MZ[W^MZPMZMaM[<PMMaM[WN \PMWTL[MML[MTTMZIZMKTW[ML
0MZPMIL¼[PIQZÆ]\\MZ[W^MZPMZNIKMKW^MZ[PMZMaM[<PMMaM[WN \PMWTL[MML[MTTMZIZMKTW[ML51

?Q\PMIKP^IZQI\QWV\PMÅO]ZMWN \PMOQZT[TW_TaJ]\OZIL]ITTaMUMZOM[IVL\PQ[MUMZOQVO
KWZZM[XWVL[_Q\P\PMQVKZMI[QVOTaLM^MTWXQVO[MV\MVKM[)\ÅZ[\\PMZMILMZQ[VW\M^MV[]ZM
_PW[MPIQZQ[Æ]\\MZQVOW^MZPMZMaM[J]\Ja\PM\PQZL^IZQI\QWV\PMOQZTVW\WVTaPI[PIQZIVL
MaM[J]\IT[WINIKM1ZWVQKITTaXMZPIX[\PM[MLM^QI\QWV[KIVWVTaM^MZJMWN QV\MZM[\\W\PM
ZMILMZ[QVKM\PMMaM[WN \PM[MML[MTTMZIZM[13]NWZM^MZKTW[ML7V\PMW\PMZPIVL\PMOQZT¼[
[QOP\Q[IT[WJTQOP\MLJa\PMNIK\\PI\PIQZQ[NWZM^MZKW^MZQVOPMZMaM[IVLQV\PQ[[MV[M\PM\_W
KPIZIK\MZ[IZMIT[WJZW]OP\\WOM\PMZJa^QZ\]MWN \PMQZU]\]ITJTQVLVM[[1V^QM_WN \PMQZ
JTQVLVM[[\PMÅ`MLR]`\IXW[Q\QWVWN »MaM[¼IVL»\PMMaM[WN ¼_Q\PQV\PMVIZZI\Q^M·[MXIZI\ML
WVTaJaIN]TT[\WX·KWZZM[XWVL[_Q\P\PMQZUIZZML^Q[QWVI\I\M`\]ITTM^MT+MZ\IQVTaQV\PM
0MJZM_\PMLQNNMZMVKMJM\_MMV»\PMMaM[WN ¼IVL»PMZMaM[¼Q[WVTa^MZa[TQOP\
»<PM*][;\WX¼IT[WKWV\IQV[I[TQOP\[_Q\KPQVOWN [KMVM[_PQKP[QUQTIZTaKZMI\M[I[MV[MWN 
JT]ZZQVOJM\_MMV[]JRMK\[<PMÅZ[\[KMVMQ[I[NWTTW_["
!
Inez Hedges, Languages of Revolt: Dada and Surrealist Literature and Film,]SM=VQ^MZ[Q\a8ZM[[,]ZPIU6+
!  

 <PMKWVKMX\WZQOQVI\M[_Q\P:QUJI]L¼[»ITKPMUaWN \PM_WZL¼»ITKPQUQML]^MZJM¼;MM:QUJI]LA Season in
Hell (Une Saison en Enfer).
51
 7ZXIb»<PM*][;\WX¼ IVLZM[XMK\Q^MTa

 1V\PM0MJZM_\PM\PZMMZMXMI\MLTQVM[ZMILI[NWTTW_"MaVMPIMaVM
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<PMaJ]UXMLQV\WIKPQTL¼[XZIU¹;I^IOM[ºKZQML\PM_WUIV_PW_I[X][PQVO\PMKPQTL¼[
XZIUQVWVMPIVL[PMPMTLITMUWVTWTTQXWXc\PQ[e_WUIVUIaJM\PMUW\PMZPMZNIKMJZWIL
IVLQUXMZ^QW][

<PM[MKWVLQ[I[NWTTW_["
<PMaJ]UXMLQV\WI_PMMTKPIQZ¹;I^IOM[ºKZQML\PM_WUIVQV\PM_PMMTKPIQZIVLPMZNIKM
_I[QUXMZ^QW][*]\IaW]VO\ITT_WUIV_I[X][PQVO\PM_PMMTKPIQZ\PMNIKMWN \PM_WUIV
QV\PM_PMMTKPIQZ_I[QUXMZ^QW][PMZTQX[[]KSQVOWVITWTTQXWX<PMMaM[WN \PMaW]VO_WUIV
[\IZMLI\PMZ\PM_WUIVUIaJMPMZUW\PMZ_Q\PKWVKMZV

+MZ\IQVTaQV0MJZM_\PM_WZLNWZXZIUIVL\PM_WZLNWZ_PMMTKPIQZIZMKWV[\Z]K\VW]V[
IVLKIVJMMI[QTaM`KPIVOML[QUXTaJa[_Q\KPQVO\PM[MKWVLVW]V<PMZMQ[ZMITTa^MZaTQ\\TM
\WLQ[\QVO]Q[P\PMNMUITMX][PQVO\PMXZIUIVL\PMNMUITMQV^ITQL#IVL\PMZIXQL[_Q\KPNZWU
\PMQVLMXMVLMV\UW\PMZÅO]ZM\W\PMLMXMVLMV\QV^ITQLQ[I[LQ[KZMM\I[\PM[_Q\KPQV0MJZM_
NZWUXZIU\W_PMMTKPIQZ<PQ[LMVW\M[IKZ]UJTQVOWN []JRMK\Q^Q\a[QVKM\PMQLMV\Q\aWN \PM
_WUIVX][PQVO\PMXZIUQ[]V[\IJTMI[Q[\PMQLMV\Q\aWN \PMNMUITMQV^ITQL<PMWVTa_Ia\W
M`XTIQV\PMZIXQL[_Q\KP_W]TLN]Z\PMZQV^WT^MIKWUXTM\MKWTTIX[MWN \QUM\PMLQ[UQ[[ITWN 
KI\MOWZQM[·XI[\XZM[MV\IVLN]\]ZM)N\MZITT\PMSMaLQ[\QVO]Q[PQVONMI\]ZMJM\_MMV\PM\_W
NMUITM[Q[\PI\QV\PMÅZ[\XIZ\WN \PM[\WZa\PMVIZZI\WZQUIOQVM[\PI\PMQ[[XMISQVO\W\PM
KPQTLQV\PMXZIUIVLQV\PM[MKWVLXIZ\PMQUIOQVM[\PI\PMQ[[XMISQVO\W\PMaW]VO_WUIV
X][PQVO\PM_PMMTKPIQZ7VMKW]TLI[[]UM\PI\\PM_WUIVX][PQVO\PMXZIUPI[IOMLIVL
JMKWUM\PMQV^ITQL<PQ[_W]TLKMZ\IQVTaM`XTIQV_Pa\PMaIXXMIZ[WQV\MZKPIVOMIJTM<P][
\PMUMZOQVOJM\_MMV\PM\_WNMUITMKPIZIK\MZ[Q[\ISMV\WQ\[M`\ZMUMIVL\PMaIZMQVNIK\
the same.
The Merging of Subject and Nature
1V»<PM0]V\QVOWN \PM/IbMTTM¼Q\Q[KTMIZ\PI\\PMZMQ[ILMTQJMZI\MJT]ZZQVOWN \PMOIbMTTM
IVL\PM_WUIVIVL\PMZMNWZM\PMUIV¼[ZMTI\QWV[PQX\WJW\P<PQ[Q[IKPQM^ML\PZW]OP\PM
WZLMZ QV _PQKP LM[KZQX\QWV[ IZM OQ^MV .WZ M`IUXTM I\ \PM [\IZ\ WN  \PM [\WZa \PM VIZZI\WZ
LM[KZQJM[ PW_ \PM UIV IVL \PMOIbMTTMTWWS I\ MIKP W\PMZ"_PQT[\ PM ZIQ[M[ PQ[ ZQÆM [PM Q[
TWWSQVO I\ PQU I[ \PW]OP PaXVW\Q[ML 0W_M^MZ _PMV PM [PWW\[ \PM VM`\ [MV\MVKM Q[
QUUMLQI\MTaILM[KZQX\QWVWN \PM_WUIV·»PMZNZWbMVNIKMIVLPMZ\PQVVMKS¼·I[WXXW[ML
\W I LM[KZQX\QWV WN  \PM OIbMTTM¼[ ZMIK\QWV _PQKP Q[ _PI\ \PM ZMILMZ M`XMK\[55 The fact,
N]Z\PMZUWZM\PI\\PM_WUIV¼[VMKSQ[LM[KZQJMLI[\PQVZMUQVL[\PMZMILMZWN \PMOIbMTTM¼[
VMKS_PQKPQ[OQ^MVIVQLMV\QKITLM[KZQX\QWV<PQ[Q[VW\\WUMV\QWV\PMNIK\\PI\\PM[\I\MWN 
JMQVOPaXVW\Q[MLQ[I\\ZQJ]\ML\WJW\P\PM_WUIVIVL\PMOIbMTTMI\LQNNMZMV\[\IOM[WN \PM
\M`\)VM^MVUWZMXZMKQ[MUMZOQVOQ[_PMV\PMVIZZI\WZ[Ia[\PI\\PM_WUIV[\IUX[PMZ
NMM\ IVL \PI\ PMZ NMM\ \ZQX ITWVO TQSM I LQ[\IV\ OITTWX <PQ[ Q[ QUUMLQI\MTa NWTTW_QVO I
LM[KZQX\QWVWN PW_\PMUIV_QTT[TI]OP\MZ\PMOIbMTTMIVL_PI\PM_QTTLW_Q\PPMZ[SQVIVL
IT[WPMZPWW^M[56
Ibid IVL
 -OTI\\QVWSW\-OTI\VIP. im
 7ZXIb»0]V\QVO¼
56
Ibid 
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[14]-^MV\PMNIK\\PI\\PMUIVIVL\PMUITMLZQ^MZ_PMVLZQVSQVO\PMQZK]X[WN _I\MZIZM
LM[KZQJMLI[JMQVOY]QKSWZVW\M^MVLZQVSQVOXZWXMZTa_PMZMI[\PM_WUIVLZQVS[[TW_Ta[QX
Ja[QXKIZMN]TTaI\IVM^MVXIKM[QTMV\TaIJ[WZJMLZMUQVL[\PMZMILMZ\PI\\PM\_WUMVIZM
XTIVVQVO\WOW\W-aV6M\QÅUJMKI][M\PQ[Q[_PMZM\PMOIbMTTM[OW\WLZQVS<PM_WUIV¼[
[TW_LZQVSQVOWN PMZ_I\MZ\PMZMNWZMMUXPI[Q[M[\PMQLMIWN \PM]V[][XMK\QVO^QK\QU)OIQV
Q\ Q[ \PM _I\MZ TMQ\UW\QN  IVL Q\[ KWZZM[XWVLMVKM _Q\P \PM Æ]QLQ\a WN  \PM \M`\ \PI\ JZQVO[
\WOM\PMZLQNNMZMV\XIZ\[WN \PM\M`\QV\PQ[KI[M\PMNMUITMP]UIVIVL\PMNMUITMIVQUIT
_PQKPQV\]ZVKWUXW]VL[\PM[MV[MWN VWVLQNNMZMV\QI\QWV
»<PM0]V\QVOWN \PM/IbMTTM¼KWV\IQV[IN]Z\PMZM`IUXTMWN UMZOQVO[]JRMK\[_Q\PVI\]ZM
VIUMTa I LM[KZQX\QWV _PMZMJa \PM ZML OZIVQ\M IXXMIZ[ \W JM Æ]QL IVL ÆW_ QV\W JW\P \PM
OIbMTTM¼[ MaM[ IVL \PW[M WN  \PM UIV I[ QN  \PM TIVL[KIXM _MZM I XIZ\ WN  JW\P WN  \PMU
.]Z\PMZUWZM\PMLM[KZQX\QWVQ[ZMXMI\MLNW]Z\QUM[L]ZQVO\PM[\WZaMIKP\QUM_Q\PI[TQOP\
^IZQI\QWV)[_M[PITT[MM\PM[M^IZQI\QWV[XMZNWZUI^MZaXZMKQ[MN]VK\QWV
)TQY]QL\PMKWTW]ZWN KWNNMM\PMKWTW]ZWN _IZUWZIVOM\PMKWTW]ZWN UWT\MVOWTL·MVKQZKTML
PMZJQOX]XQT[IVLÆWWLML\PMU)VLNZWU\PMZM\PM_IZUOWTLÆW_MLQV\W\PMMaM[WN \PMUIV
<PMJZW_VWZIVOMÆWWLML\PMU.ZWU\PMMaMTI[PM[NZWU\PMMaMTQL[\PM_IZUWZIVOMÆW_ML\W
PMZX]XQT[IVLNZWU\PMZM\W\PMMaM[WN \PMUIV
<PM_IZUWZIVOMÆWWLML\PMU.ZWU\PMMaMTI[PM[NZWU\PMMaMTQL[XMZPIX[NZWUZMLLMVQVO
ZWKS[QV\PMJW[WUWN \PMUW]V\IQV\PM_IZUWZIVOMÆW_ML\WPMZX]XQT[IVLNZWU\PMZM\W\PM
MaM[WN \PMUIV
<PM_IZUWZIVOMÆWWLML\PMU.ZWU\PMMaMTI[PM[NZWU\PMMaMTQL[XMZPIX[NZWU\PMZMLLMVQVO
ZWKS[WN \PMUW]V\IQV¼[JW[WU\PM_IZUWZIVOMÆW_ML\WPMZX]XQT[IVLNZWU\PMZM\W\PMMaM[
of the man.

<PMUW[\VW\QKMIJTMI[XMK\WN \PM[M^IZQI\QWV[Q[\PI\\PM[W]ZKMIVLVI\]ZMWN \PM»TQY]QL
KWTW]Z¼Q[^MZaOZIL]ITTaZMITQ[MLIVLKWV[WTQLI\MLJW\PQV\MZU[WN \PM_WZL[][MLJ]\IT[W
QV\MZU[WN X]VK\]I\QWV1\Q[aM\IVW\PMZQV[\IVKM_PMZMJaOZIL]ITTaLM^MTWXQVO[MV\MVKM[
KWZZM[XWVL_Q\PIXZWKM[[WN JMKWUQVO1V\PMÅZ[\ZMXM\Q\QWV\PMZMQ[VWQVLQKI\QWVI[\W\PM
M`IK\[W]ZKMWZVI\]ZMWN \PQ[»TQY]QLKWTW]Z¼.]Z\PMZUWZM\PMM`IK\P]MQ[VW\SVW_VQ\Q[
I[I\WVKMTQSMKWNNMMTQSMOWTLTQSMWZIVOM4QSM_Q[MQV\PM[MKWVLZMXM\Q\QWV\PMVI\]ZMWN 
\PMTQY]QL·_PQKP_MVW_SVW_\WJMMQ\PMZJZW_VWZIVOMWZ_IZUWZIVOM·Q[IUJQO]W][
aM\Q\[TQY]QL\ZIRMK\WZaQ[PQOPTQOP\MLJa\PMKWUXTM\MTIKSWN KWUUI[QV\PMTI[\[MV\MVKM
1VLMML\PQ[TIKSWN KWUUI[IT[WOQ^M[\PMQUXZM[[QWVWN QUUMLQIKa\PM[MV[M\PI\\PMZMIZM
VW[\Z]K\]ZM[QV7ZXIb¼[[\WZa\WIK\I[WJ[\IKTM[<PMLQ[QV\MOZI\QWVWN [aV\I`Q[ITQVO]Q[\QK
UMIV[ WN  ZMXZM[MV\QVO \PM KWUXTM\MTa ]VQV\MZZ]X\ML XI\P WN  \PM _IZUJZW_VWZIVOM59
<PMTIVO]IOM][ML\WVIZZI\M\PM[\WZa\P][[MMU[I\WVM_Q\P\PMZMITQ\aZMXZM[MV\ML_Q\PQV
\PM[\WZa*a\PM\PQZL^IZQI\QWV\PMZMILMZI[[]UM[\PI\\PM[W]ZKMQ[QVNIK\\PMOZIVQ\M·
LMÅVQ\MTa_IZUWZIVOMI\\PQ[XWQV\·aM\\PQ[OZIVQ\MQ[[\QTTLM[KZQJML][QVO\PMQVLMÅVQ\M
IZ\QKTM1\Q[WVTaQV\PQ[TI[\^IZQI\QWV\PI\\PMOZIVQ\M·IVLXZWJIJTM[W]ZKMWN \PM»TQY]QL
KWTW]Z¼·Q[OQ^MV\PMLMÅVQ\MIZ\QKTM<PMOZIVQ\M\P][I[[]UM[M[[MVKMIVLNWZUIVLaM\I\
Ibid
IbidIVLZM[XMK\Q^MTa
 1V0MJZM_\PM»_IZUWZIVOM¼IVL\PM»JZW_VWZIVOM¼IZMWVTaLQNNMZMV\QI\MLJa\PMTM\\MZ^I^IVLQ\Q[Y]Q\M
MI[aNWZ\PMZMILMZ\WIKKQLMV\ITTa[TQXNZWUWVM\W\PMW\PMZ
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\PM[IUM\QUMQ\PI[IVIUWZXPW][Y]ITQ\a\PI\ITTW_[Q\\WIXXMIZTQSMTQY]QLNWZM^MZÆW_QVO
from rocks to the man to the gazelle.
<PM[MKWVLXIZ\WN \PM\ZQTWOa»<PM-`X]T[QWV¼Q[IXIZ\QK]TIZTaQV\MZM[\QVOKI[MJMKI][M
\PMX]\I\Q^MZMTQOQW][XTW\Q[ITUW[\[]J[]UMLJa\PMZWTMWN VI\]ZMQV\PM[\WZa?PQT[\\PM
TIVL[KIXMQV»<PM0]V\QVOWN \PM/IbMTTM¼Q[TQUQ\MLIVLJIZM\PI\WN »<PM-`X]T[QWV¼Q[
IJ[WT]\MTaN]TTWN LQNNMZMV\JQZL[IVLIVQUIT[IVLXTIV\[<PMZMIZMZWKSXIZ\ZQLOM[UW]V\IQV
[_ITTW_[_IZJTMZ[PI_S[ZIJJQ\[J]\\MZÆQM[TQbIZL[NMZV[\MZMJQV\P[IVL\PWZV[?PQT[\
)LIU¼[ZM^MTI\QWVSMMX[PQUIXIZ\NZWUVI\]ZMPQ[NMUITMKWUXIVQWV_PWPI[VW\[PIZML
\PQ[M`XMZQMVKMJMKWUM[UWZMIVLUWZMQV\MOZI\ML_Q\P\PMTIVL[KIXM[15] Thus, she does
VW\PMIZ)LIU[PW]\J]\QV[\MIL[PMPMIZ[\PMJIJJTQVOWN IVMIZJa[\ZMIU;PMM^MV\]ITTa
ÆQVO[PMZ[MTNVISMLQV\W\PMK]ZZMV\IVLQ[LM[KZQJMLI[NWTTW_["
<PM\PWZVaNMZV[LQLVW\[KZI\KPPMZ[SQV\PMZWKS[¼[PIZXMLOM[LQLVW\_W]VLPMZ\PMPIZL\ZMM
SVW\[KIZM[[MLPMZTQSM[XWVOM[<PM_I\MZ[MMUML\WO][PW]\NZWUPMZJWLa\WÆW_NZWUPMZ
MaM[NZWUPMZVI^MT

)OIQVQ\Q[_I\MZ\PI\KWVVMK\[NWZU[][]ITTaKWV[QLMZMLI[[MXIZI\MIVLKWV\ZQJ]\M[\W\PM
[MV[MWN Æ]QLQ\aWN JW]VLIZQM[JM\_MMV\PM_WUIVIVLVI\]ZM<PMXPa[QKIT_I\MZQV\PM
[\WZaLWM[VW\LQNNMZMV\QI\MJM\_MMV\PM_WUIVIVL\PM[]ZZW]VLQVOZWKS[#Q\ÆW_[\PZW]OP
PMZZMOIZLTM[[;PMQ[R][\IVW\PMZZWKSNWZ\PM_I\MZ\WÆW_\PZW]OP;PMZMUIQV[]VPIZUML
IVLQV[\MILWN JMQVO\ZMI\MLTQSMIVITQMVJWLa[PMQ[ZIXQLTaQV\MOZI\MLQV\W\PMTIVL[KIXM
;PMQ[VWTWVOMZIZMKWOVQ[IJTMP]UIV#[PMPI[\ZIV[NWZUMLQV\W[WUM\PQVO\PI\Q[KWUXTM\MTa
]VINNMK\MLJa\PWZV[[PIZXZWKS[M\K<PMUMZOQVOWN _WUIVIVLTIVL[KIXMQ[\W\ITIVL
absolute.
)T\PW]OP »<PM -`X]T[QWV¼ KWV\IQV[ W\PMZ M`IUXTM[ WN  \PM JZQVOQVO \WOM\PMZ WN  []JRMK\
IVLTIVL[KIXM1[PITTWVTaKWV[QLMZWVMUWZM\PI\Q[IOIQVZMXMI\ML_Q\P[TQOP\^IZQI\QWV["
0MZJZW_VQ[PZMLPIQZJ]Z[\W]\NZWUJMVMI\P)LIU¼[[\ZI_PI\ÆWWLMLPMZVIXMIVL[PW]TLMZ[
IVLQV\PM[\ZWVOIN\MZVWWVTQOP\[MMUML\WÆW_\W_IZL[\PM[PQVQVOZWKS[
<PMZM[\WWLIZIJJQ\Q\[[SQVJZW_VQ[PZMLTQSM\PMKWTW]ZWN \PM_WUIV¼[PIQZ
<PMUW]VLKZW]KPMLTQSMISQVLWN IVQUITQ\[PMILOTMIUMLJZW_VQ[PZMLTQSM\PM_WUIV¼[
hair. . . 61

1V\PMÅZ[\LM[KZQX\QWV\PMTIVO]IOMQ[ÅO]ZI\Q^M#Q\Q[\PM[\ZWVOQTT][WZaMNNMK\[WN \PM[]V\PI\
QV[XQZM\PMXWM\QKQUIOMWN \PM_WUIV¼[JZW_VQ[PZMLPIQZÆW_QVO\W\PMZWKS[<PI\Q[\PM
ZWKS[IZMVW\ZMITTaINNMK\ML#\PMaR][\[MMU\WJM)[\PMLM[KZQX\QWV[XZWOZM[[Q\[MMU[\PI\
QVIK\]ITNIK\PMZ·^MZaXZMKQ[MTaKWTW]ZML·PIQZQ[ZMÆMK\MLMT[M_PMZMQVQV[\IVKM[_PMZM
the effects of the sun are not the cause. 1V \PQ[ KI[M Q\ Q[ KWTW]Z ZI\PMZ \PIV _I\MZ \PI\
KWVVMK\[\PM^IZQW][NWZU[5WZMW^MZ\PM[QUQTM[QV\PMTI[\\_W^IZQI\QWV[JMOQV_Q\P\PM
TIVL[KIXMZI\PMZ\PIV_Q\P\PM_WUIVIVLQV\PQ[[MV[M\PMTIVL[KIXMJMKWUM[\PM[]JRMK\
[W\PI\\PMZMQ[VWPQMZIZKPaWN QUIOMZa<PMW\PMZ_IaIZW]VL·\PM_WUIV¼[PIQZZM[MUJTML
\PI\ WN  \PM ZIJJQ\ \PM UW]VL · _W]TL XMZPIX[ [W]VL UWZM VI\]ZIT IVL Q\ _W]TL PI^M
ZMVLMZML\PMP]UIV[]JRMK\I[\PMNWKITXWQV\_Q\PQV\PMVIZZI\Q^M
 7ZXIb»<PM-`X]T[QWV¼
IbidIVL
 -^MVQN \PM[]V_MZM\PMKI][MQ\_W]TLJMM`\ZMUMTa]VKIVVaQN M^MZa\PQVOQVKT]LQVOZIJJQ\[IVLUW]VL[WN 
MIZ\P_MZMJI\PMLQVM`IK\Ta\PM[IUMJZW_VQ[PZMLP]M
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The Merging of Subject and Object
<PMUMZOQVOWN []JRMK\IVLWJRMK\QV»<PM0]V\QVOWN \PM/IbMTTM¼Q[IXMZ\QVMV\M`IUXTM
WN \PM;]ZZMITQ[\XMZKMX\QWVWN UM\WVaU1V\PM[IUM_Ia\PI\\PM;]ZZMITQ[\UM\IXPWZQ[
^QM_MLI[IVITKPMUQKITXZWKM[[_PMZMJa\PMÅO]ZI\Q^MJMKWUM[UIVQNM[\WZTQ\MZIT\PM[IUM
Q[\Z]MWN UM\WVaU1V\PMKI[MWN »<PM0]V\QVOWN \PM/IbMTTM¼Q\Q[VW\[QUXTa\PI\\PM
[]JRMK\[ IZM JMQVO UM\WVaUQKITTa LM[KZQJML ^QI \PM XIZ\[ \W _PQKP \PMa IZM I\\IKPML J]\
ZI\PMZ\PM[MXIZ\[JMKWUM\PM[]JRMK\.WZM`IUXTMI\\PM^MZa[\IZ\WN \PM[\WZa\PMZMQ[\PM
NWTTW_QVO[MV\MVKM"
<PMXMISML_PQ\MPI\\PMRMMXLZQ^MZ¼[[IQTWZ¼[PI\UILMIY]IZ\MZ\]ZVJMPQVL

<PQ[Q[\PMÅZ[\QV[\IVKM_PMZM\PM[]JRMK\IVLWJRMK\IZMJT]ZZML<PI\Q[Q\Q[\PMPI\\PI\Q[
LM[KZQJML I[ \]ZVQVO I[ WXXW[ML \W \PM XMZ[WV _MIZQVO \PM PI\ 0W_M^MZ \PM \M`\ QV Q\[
MV\QZM\a·\PMW^MZITTI\UW[XPMZMWN NWZUTM[[VM[[\PI\XZM^IQT[·KZMI\M[\PMQUXZM[[QWV\PI\
\PMPI\ZMITTaQ[\]ZVQVOIVLQ[VW\[QUXTaUM\WVaUQKITTaLM[KZQJQVO\PMUW^MUMV\WN \PM
OQZT_PWQ[\PMWVM_MIZQVO\PMLZQ^MZ¼[KIX;QUQTIZTaIN\MZI[PW\Q[ÅZML_MZMIL"
[16] 0Q[PMIL\PMVUW^MLWZUWZMXZMKQ[MTaITUW[\UW^MLQV\PMJZQUWN \PM[\ZI_PI\\PM
UIV¼[PI\_WZVJa\PMPMILWN \PM_WUIV

)OIQV\PM»PMIL¼Q[LM[KZQJMLI[I[MXIZI\MMV\Q\a1V[\MILWN [IaQVO»PM¼UW^MLWZ»PMUW^ML
PQ[PMIL¼Q\Q[\PM»PMIL¼\PI\UW^M[IVLQ\Q[\PMPI\\PI\Q[JMQVO_WZVJa\PM»PMIL¼WN \PM
_WUIV IVL VW\ Ja \PM »_WUIV¼ 5WZMW^MZ \PM ZMILMZ Q[ OQ^MV \PM QUXZM[[QWV \PI\ Q\ Q[
XZMKQ[MTaI»PMIL¼\PI\UW^M[IVLVW\\PM»_WUIV¼#IVLQ\Q[XZMKQ[MTaI»PI\¼\PI\Q[JMQVO
_WZV Ja I »PMIL¼ QV[\MIL WN  I ÅO]ZI\Q^M \ZIV[TI\QWV \PI\ _W]TL [Ia []KP IVL []KP \]ZVML
IZW]VLIVL[]KPIVL[]KP_WZMIPI\
<PM\PQZLM`IUXTMQ[QV\PM[MV\MVKM"
<PM)LIU¼[IXXTMWN \PMLZQ^MZQV\PMRMMXTI]OPML65

0MZM\PM[]JRMK\WN \PM[MV\MVKMQV\PQ[KI[M\PMLZQ^MZQ[MZI[ML"Q\Q[VW\PM_PWQ[TI]OPQVO
J]\ QV[\MIL Q\ Q[ PQ[ )LIU¼[ IXXTM )OIQV \PM \M`\ QUXTQM[ \PI\ \PQ[ [MV\MVKM Q[ VW\ WVTa I
ÅO]ZI\Q^MLM[KZQX\QWVWN \PMUIVTI]OPQVOJ]\IVQUIOM_PMZMQVIV)LIU¼[IXXTMQ[KIXIJTM
WN  TI]OPQVO QVLMXMVLMV\Ta WN  \PM XMZ[WV \W _PQKP Q\ Q[ I\\IKPML 1V ITT \PZMM KI[M[ \PM
M`XMK\ML[]JRMK\WN \PM[MV\MVKMQM\PMLZQ^MZ\PMUIVIVL\PM_WUIVIZMVW\\PMWVM[
KIZZaQVOW]\\PMIK\QWVJ]\Q\Q[\PMW\PMZ_Q[MQVIVQUI\MWJRMK\[\PI\IZMLWQVO[WQV[\MIL
<PMÅO]ZI\Q^MTIVO]IOMWN UM\WVaUaQ[ZMITQ[ML_Q\PQV\PMZMITQ\aWN \PM\M`\
The Disintegration of Time
1V »<PM 0]V\QVO WN  \PM /IbMTTM¼ \PM IK\QWV[ WN  \PM \PZMM KPIZIK\MZ[ NZMY]MV\Ta IXXMIZ
[aVKPZWVQ[ML.WZM`IUXTM\PMUIVTWIL[PQ[ZQÆMIVLI\\PMM`IK\[IUMUWUMV\\PMUITM
LZQ^MZ X]\[ PQ[ SVQNM JIKS QV\W Q\[ [PMI\P IVL I\ M`IK\Ta \PM [IUM UWUMV\ \PM _WUIV Q[
 7ZXIb»0]V\QVO¼
Ibid
65
Ibid
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_I\KPQVO I[ \PW]OP PaXVW\Q[ML66 1V ILLQ\QWV \PM XPZI[M »Q\ _I[ I\ \PI\ UWUMV\ _PMV¼
IXXMIZ[\PZW]OPW]\\PM\M`\I[QN \WMUXPI[Q[M\PM[aVKPZWVQKQ\aWZTIKSWN \MUXWZITQ\a<PI\
Q[\PMZMILMZLWM[V¼\SVW__PQKPIK\QWVKIUMÅZ[\PW_TWVOQ\TI[\MLIVL_PMVM`IK\Ta\PM
NWTTW_QVOIK\QWVWKK]ZZML1\KW]TLPI^MWKK]ZZMLI\IVaWZITTWN \PM\QUM#N]Z\PMZUWZMI[
NIZ I[ \PM VW\QWV WN  \QUM Q[ KWVKMZVML \PM [\WZa [MMU[ \W JM XZWOZM[[QVO J]\ L]M \W \PM
KWV[\IV\ZMXM\Q\QWVWN XPZI[M[IVLM^MV_PWTMXIZIOZIXP[\PMZMILMZQ[T]TTMLQV\WI[MV[MWN 
time standing still. Dialogues are repeated, actions are repeated, thoughts are repeated and
M^MV\PMKWV[\IV\UW^QVOWN \PM^MPQKTM^MZ[][\PMUW^MUMV\WN \PMOIbMTTM[MMU\WKIVKMT
MIKPW\PMZW]\5WZMW^MZ\PMNIK\\PI\\PMP]V\MZVM^MZKI\KPM[\PMOIbMTTMVM^MZ[TIa[PMZ
VM^MZ [SQV[ PMZ KWUXW]VL[ \PM QUXZM[[QWV \PI\ \QUM Q[ VW\ UW^QVO 1V W\PMZ _WZL[ \PM
X]\I\Q^MY]M[\NWZ\PMOIbMTTM[aUJWTQ[M[IKTMIZ[MY]MVKMWN M^MV\[\PI\Q[VM^MZZMITQ[MLQV
\PM[\WZa
<PMLQ[QV\MOZI\QWVWN \QUMWKK]Z[QVITUW[\\PM[IUM_IaQV»<PM*][;\WX¼<PMZMIZM
JIZMTa IVa \QUM UIZSMZ[ · QM IN\MZ_IZL[ JMNWZMPIVL · _Q\PQV \PM \M`\ IXIZ\ NZWU \PM
XPZI[M »Q\ _I[ \PI\ UWUMV\ _PMV¼ <PQ[ XPZI[M WKK]Z[ [Q` \QUM[ _Q\PQV \PM \M`\ IOIQV
KZMI\QVOIKWVN][QVO[MV[MWN \MUXWZITQ\a_Q\PQV\PMVIZZI\Q^M1VNW]ZW]\WN \PM[Q`\PM
XPZI[MQ[MUXTWaML\WUIZS\PMOZIL]ITTaLM\MZQWZI\QVONI\MWN \PMWTL[MML[MTTMZ"QV\PMÅZ[\
\_W [KMVM[ PM Q[ [QUXTa []ZZW]VLML Ja \PM aW]VO JWa[# QV \PM \PQZL PQ[ KPIQZ NITT[ \W \PM
OZW]VL_Q\PPQUQVQ\IVLITTPQ[[MML[IZM[KI\\MZML#QV\PMÅVIT^MZ[QWVPMNITT[IOIQVJ]\
\PQ[\QUMQ\Q[\PMUWZM\ZW]JTQVOQUIOMWN PQ[TQUJ[\PI\IZM[KI\\MZMLI[_MTTI[PQ[[MML[
<PQ[ÅVIT[KMVMQ[IKWUXTM\M]VZI^MTTQVOWN \PMWTLUIV[W\PI\PM\WWPI[TW[\PQ[XPa[QKIT
form.
)[MKWVL_IaQV_PQKP\PM\M`\M^WSM[ILQ[QV\MOZI\QWVWN \QUMQ[QVQ\[KWV[Q[\MV\][MWN 
_I\MZ QUIOMZa »<PM *][ ;\WX¼ _PQKP Q[ \PM \M`\ \PI\ UW[\ ZMKITT[ AQ\bPIS 7ZXIb¼[
INWZMUMV\QWVML ZM^MZQM Q[ ZMXTM\M _Q\P LM[KZQX\QWV[ \PI\ ITT]LM \W \PM [MI IVL \W \PM
UW^MUMV\WN \PM_I^M[MVLTM[[TaPQ\\QVO\PM[PWZMIVLMZI[QVO_PI\PI[JMMV[W\PI\\PM
MNNMK\WN \QUMIXXMIZ[\WLQ[[WT^M<PM[\WZaJMOQV[_Q\P\PMVIZZI\WZ[17]LM[KZQJQVOPW_PM
KIVPMIZ\PM[MIJ]\PMLWM[V¼\]VLMZ[\IVL_PMZM\PQ[[W]VLQ[KWUQVONZWU<PQ[]VJQLLMV
[W]VL\PMVXMZUMI\M[\PM\M`\KWUXTM\MTa[W\PI\\PMVIZZI\WZXMZKMQ^M[M^MZa\PQVOQV\MZU[
WN  \PM [MI 1V \PM NWTTW_QVO XI[[IOM[ \PM VIZZI\WZ ZMXMI\MLTa LM[KZQJM[ I [KMVM _PMZM I
OZW]XWN aW]VOJWa[IXXZWIKPIVWTLUIV"
<PMaKW^MZ\PMWTL[MML[MTTMZTQSM\PM[MI
<PMa KW^MZ \PM WTL [MML[MTTMZ TQSM \PM [MI )VL \PM WTL UIV¼[ PMIL [QVS[ IVL ZMMUMZOM[
IT\MZVI\Q^MTa

4QSMI\WZZMV\\PMaÆWWLTQSM\PM[MI\PMaKW^MZ\PMWTLUIV[MTTMZWN [MML[*]\\PMWTL
UIV¼[PMIL\]ZV[»[I^¼IVLZMMUMZOM[NZWU\PM[MI0Q[PMILNITT[JIKS_IZL[I_PQ\MUW[[
Q[OZW_QVONZWUPQ[[QLM[IVL[S]TT
<PM[MML[MTTMZ¼[WTL»[I^¼PMIL[QVS[IVLZQ[M[IT\MZVI\Q^MTaTQSMIKTQNN QV\PM[MI)_PQ\MUW[[Q[
OZW_QVONZWUPQ[[QLM[IVL[S]TT

Ibid
 »*][¼!IVLZM[XMK\Q^MTa

IbidIVLZM[XMK\Q^MTa
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1V\PQ[[MZQM[WN ZMXM\Q\QWV[I[_Q\PW\PMZ[1PI^MLQ[K][[ML[]KPI[»<PM0]V\QVOWN \PM
/IbMTTM¼ \PMZM Q[ I OZIL]IT KZM[KMVLW WN  QUIOMZa IT\PW]OP Q\ [MMU[ \W XMIS I\ \PM \PQZL
^IZQI\QWV IVL \PMV []J[QLM ITUW[\ TQSM I \M`\]IT MY]Q^ITMV\ WN  I _I^M <PM TIVO]IOM
MUXTWaMLQ[]V][]ITIVLKTMIZTaITT]LQVO\W\PM[MI<PQ[Q[XIZ\QK]TIZTa\PMKI[M_Q\P\PM
UW\QWVWN \PMUIV¼[PMILI[_MTTI[\PM_WZL»UW[[¼_PQKP_PQT[\QV-VOTQ[PLWM[VW\[W]VL
\WW W]\ WN  XTIKM Q[ ^MZa XMK]TQIZ QV \PM 0MJZM_ 5WZMW^MZ \PM []J\TM M`KPIVOM WN  »[I^¼
_PQKP QV 0MJZM_ KIV UMIV JW\P »WTL¼ IVL »\]ZV¼ IVL _PQKP IXXMIZ[ I\ ITUW[\ \PM [IUM
XWQV\WN \PM[MV\MVKMQVJW\P\PM[MKWVLIVL\PQZL^IZQI\QWVMVPIVKM[\PMÆ]QLQ\aWN \PM
_I\MZUW\QN \PZW]OPTIVO]IOM
The Synchronicity Between the Three Stories
<PMZMILMZWN »<PM0]V\QVOWN \PM/IbMTTM¼IVL»<PM*][;\WX¼ and, in certain instances,
»<PM-`X]T[QWV¼KW]TLJMTQM^M\PI\PMQ[ZMILQVO\_WIVL[WUM\QUM[\PZMM^MZ[QWV[WN \PM
[IUM[\WZa1VMIKPWN \PM[\WZQM[\PMZMQ[IKTMIZWJRMK\Q^M#QV»<PM0]V\QVOWN \PM/IbMTTM¼
Q\Q[\PMP]V\MZ_PW_Q[PM[\WKI\KPPQ[XZMa<PQ[P]V\MZPI[INMUITMKWUXIVQWV1V»<PM
-`X]T[QWV¼Q\Q[)LIU_PWQ[LM\MZUQVML\WÅVLIXIZ\QK]TIZTWKI\QWVIVLPM\WWPI[INMUITM
KWUXIVQWV#QV»<PM*][;\WX¼\PMVIZZI\WZQ[\ZaQVO\WKWUU]VQKI\M_Q\PI[UITTOQZT1\Q[
WVTa QV »<PM -`X]T[QWV¼ \PI\ \PM WJRMK\Q^M Q[ X]\I\Q^MTa I\\IQVML )TT \PZMM NMUITM[ IZM
ZMXMI\MLTaKWUXIZML\WIVQUIT[QMOIbMTTM[ZIJJQ\[TQbIZL[<PM[MKWUXIZQ[WV[QV\]ZV
IZM NZMY]MV\Ta ZMIZZIVOML QV \PM LQNNMZMV\ [\WZQM[# NWZ QV[\IVKM )LIU¼[ KWUXIVQWV Q[
LM[KZQJML I[ PI^QVO [\ITSTQSM PIVL[ _PMZMI[ \PM OIbMTTM Q[ LM[KZQJML I[ PI^QVO [\ITSTQSM
PIVL[7Z\PMP]V\MZ¼[KWUXIVQWVQ[LM[KZQJMLI[LZQVSQVOPMZ_I\MZ[TW_TaQVTIZOMO]TX[
_PQKPQ[M`IK\TaPW_)LIU¼[KWUXIVQWVLZQVS[PMZ_I\MZ
;MKWVL\PMZMIZM^MZaKTMIZXIZITTMT[QV\PMQVVMZ^WQKMWN \PMUITMXZW\IOWVQ[\[<PQ[
QVVMZ^WQKMXMZUMI\M[MIKPWN \PM\PZMM[\WZQM[[XMISQVO\PZW]OPMIKPWN \PM\PZMMUITM
XZW\IOWVQ[\[.WZQV[\IVKMQV»<PM0]V\QVOWN \PM/IbMTTM¼\PMZMIZM[M^MZIT^IZQI\QWV[WV
\PMNWTTW_QVO"
<WJM[\ZWVO\WJM[\ZWVO[IQL\PMUIV[]LLMVTa\WPQU[MTN69
1\Q[UaZM[XWV[QJQTQ\a\W\ISMaW]_Q\PUMQ\Q[UaZM[XWV[QJQTQ\a\W[PWW\aW]

5MIV_PQTMQV»<PM-`X]T[QWV¼_MÅVL"
1\Q[aW]ZZM[XWV[QJQTQ\a\WJM[\ZWVOPM[IQL\WPQU[MTN

4QSM_Q[MQV»<PM*][;\WX¼"
¹AW]IZMJMI]\QN]TLMIZOQZTºQVUaPMIZ\1KITTMLW]\\WPMZ¹IVLQ\Q[UaZM[XWV[QJQTQ\a\W\MTTaW]
[WUM\PQVOº
[18]¹1\Q[UaZM[XWV[QJQTQ\a\W\MTTaW][WUM\PQVOLMIZOQZTº1[IQL\WUa[MTN¹1\Q[UaZM[XWV[QJQTQ\a
\WJMIJTM\W\MTTaW][WUM\PQVOº 

 »0]V\QVO¼ 
Ibid.,!
 »-`X]T[QWV¼

 »*][;\WX¼
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1V MIKP KI[M \PM QVVMZ ^WQKM Q[ ]ZOQVO \PM XZW\IOWVQ[\ \W IKPQM^M I XIZ\QK]TIZ OWIT" \PM
P]V\MZ¼[WJRMK\Q^MQ[\WSQTT#)LIU¼[WJRMK\Q^MQ[\WM`XMZQMVKMIZM^MTI\QWV#\PMVIZZI\WZNZWU
»<PM*][;\WX¼NMMT[PMPI[\W[XMIS\W\PMaW]VOOQZTIJW]\[WUM\PQVOIT\PW]OPPMLWM[VW\
SVW__PI\5WZMW^MZMIKPQVVMZ^WQKMQ[I[[WKQI\ML_Q\PL]\a_Q\PZM[XWV[QJQTQ\aIVL\PQ[
L]\aQ[KTMIZTaQVKWVÆQK\_Q\P\PMQVVMZLM[QZM[WN \PMXZW\IOWVQ[\+WV[MY]MV\Ta\PMZMQ[I
[\Z]OOTMJM\_MMVLM[QZMIVLL]\a»<PM-`X]T[QWV¼Q[\PMWVTaM`IUXTM_PMZML]\aW^MZKWUM[
LM[QZM IVL Q\ Q[ []ZMTa VW KWQVKQLMVKM \PI\ \PQ[ Q[ \PM [\WZa _Q\P \PM UW[\ W^MZ\ ZMTQOQW][
W^MZ\WVM[ 1V \PM W\PMZ \_W \M`\[ Q\ Q[ I[ \PW]OP \PM [MV[M WN  ZM[XWV[QJQTQ\a Q[ MVLTM[[Ta
[_IUXMLJaQV\MZ^MVQVO\PW]OP\[IVLQUIOM[+MZ\IQVTaQV»<PM*][;\WX¼\PQ[Q[XWZ\ZIaML
JaILQ[\QVK\TaLZMIUTQSMTIVL[KIXM_PMZMQVKPIZIK\MZ[MMZQTa\ZIV[NWZU·IJIJaQVIXZIU
Q[ []LLMVTa I OQZT QV I _PMMTKPIQZ · IVL WVKM NIUQTQIZ [KMVM[ ZMXMI\MLTa ]VLMZOW []J\TM
KPIVOM[<PMXPa[QKITTIVL[KIXMQV\PM[\WZaQ[NWZM^MZ[PQN\QVONWZM^MZQUXW[[QJTM\WVI^QOI\M
IVL\PMTIVO]IOMIT[WKIX\]ZM[\PQ[[MV[MWN \PM]VOZI[XIJTM1V\PMNWTTW_QVOXI[[IOM\PM
^WQKMWN \PMVIZZI\WZIXXMIZ[[]J[]UMLJa\PMWVMQZQKTIVL[KIXM\PI\PMQ[\ZaQVO\WLM[KZQJM
<PM][MWN XIZMV\PM[Q[Q[UQ[TMILQVOJMKI][MQ\Q[W[\MV[QJTa\PMZM\WLM[KZQJM\PMITTMa_Ia
IVLaM\_PMV\PM[MV\MVKMZM[]UM[Q\ZMXMI\[XIZ\WN \PQ[LM[KZQX\QWVIVL\PQ[ZMXM\Q\QWVQ[
KWV[MY]MV\Ta LQ[WZQMV\I\QVO 5WZMW^MZ XIZMV\PM[M[ IZM IT[W QV\MVLML \W QUXW[M I \QUM
[MY]MVKM]XWVIVIZZI\Q^MJ]\QV\PQ[QV[\IVKM\PMZMILMZQ[[QUXTaTMLQVKQZKTM["
7VTa \PM \WX[ WN  \PM \ZMM[ XZ]VML QV\W [Y]IZM[ IVL JM\_MMV \PMU ÅN\a UM\MZ[ IJW^M \PM
XI^MUMV\ MVKTW[ML JM\_MMV \PM UIQV [\ZMM\ IVL WVM ]VXI^ML ITTMa_Ia · \PZMM PW][M[ _ITT[
pressed together but of different heights, so that, the tallest among them, its concealed side is lost
QV \PM UIQV [\ZMM\ IVL Q\ [\ZM\KPM[ I[ QN  _PQ[XMZQVO [WUM\PQVO \W \PM UQLLTM PW][M _PQKP IT[W
[\ZM\KPM[\W\PMMIZWN \PMPW][MWV\PMTMN\·IVWTLPW][M_Q\P\_WÆWWZ[_PW[MKWVKMITML[QLMQ[
TW[\QVWVM]VXI^MLITTMa_Ia

<PMUW\QN WN \PM»]VJQLLMV¼QVVMZ^WQKMIT[WKWVVMK\[»<PM*][;\WX¼IVL»<PM-`X]T[QWV¼
1V\PMNWZUMZ\PMVIZZI\WZZMXMI\MLTaLMKTIZM[\PI\\PMZMIZM\_W^WQKM[\PI\IXXMIZW]\WN 
VW_PMZM#QV\PMTI\\MZIT[W)LIUPMIZ[I^WQKMJ]\LWM[VW\]VLMZ[\IVL_PMZMQ\KWUM[NZWU
+MZ\IQVTaQV\PMNWZUMZM`IUXTM\PMZMIZMVWZMTQOQW][KWVVW\I\QWV[\W\PQ[^WQKM_PMZMI[QV
»<PM -`X]T[QWV¼ \PMZM IZM )OIQV \PM ^MZa KTMIZ [MV[M WN  L]\a NWZJQL[ \PM JT]ZZQVO IVL
KWVN][QWVWN \_WKWUXM\QVO^WQKM[\PI\M`Q[\[QV»<PM*][;\WX¼
<PMZMIZMXIZ\QK]TIZTa[\ZQSQVOXIZITTMT[JM\_MMV\PM_IaQV_PQKP\PMP]V\MZILLZM[[M[PQ[
XZMaQV»<PM0]V\QVOWN \PM/IbMTTM¼IVLPW_\PMVIZZI\WZILLZM[[M[\PMaW]VOOQZTQV»<PM
*][;\WX¼.WZQV[\IVKMQV»<PM*][;\WX¼\PMVIZZI\WZLMKTIZM["
AW]IZMJMI]\QN]TLMIZOQZTJ]\aW]LWV¼\PI^M\W[\IZMI\UMTQSM\PI\

;QUQTIZTaQV»<PM0]V\QVOWN \PM/IbMTTM¼\PMVIZZI\WZQUIOQVM[\PI\PMQ[[XMISQVO\WPQ[
XZMa"
AW]LQLV¼\PI^M\W[\IZMI\UMTQSM\PI\LMIZOIbMTTM

<PQZL\PMZMQ[IKWV[Q[\MV\UMZOQVOWN \PMLM[KZQX\QWV[JM\_MMV\PMVIUMTM[[NMUITMQV»<PM
-`X]T[QWV¼_Q\P\PI\WN \PMaW]VOOQZTQV\PM»<PM*][;\WX¼IVL\PI\WN \PMNMUITMKWUXIVQWV
QV »<PM 0]V\QVO WN  \PM /IbMTTM¼ I[ _MTT I[ \PM NMUITM IVQUIT VIUMTa \PM OIbMTTM 1\ Q[
Ibid, 69.
 7ZXIb»<PM*][;\WX¼

 7ZXIb»0]V\QVO¼
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[]ZXZQ[QVOTa\PMVMKS\PI\UW[\TQVS[\PMNW]ZNMUITM[1V»<PM0]V\QVOWN \PM/IbMTTM¼\PMZM
are numerous descriptions of the gazelle’s thin neck but also that of the female companion:
0MZVMKS_I[^MZaÆM`QJTM;PMKW]TL\]ZVPMZPMILWVQ\I[\PW]OPWVIVI`Q[

5MIV_PQTMQV»<PM-`X]T[QWV¼"
<PM_WUIVI\\IKPMLPMZ[MTN \W\PM\Z]VSMVKQZKTQVOQ\_Q\PPMZÆM`QJTMVMKS

[19])VLQV»<PM*][;\WX¼"
0MZPMILUW^ML\PQ[_IaIVL\PI\_Ia]XWVPMZ\PQVVMKS1NMIZMLTM[\Q\_W]TLJZMIS

<PMNWK][WV\PMVMKSQ[Y]Q\M[\ZQSQVOZMUQVQ[KMV\WN LZMIUTQSMQUIOMZaNZWUW\PMZTQ\MZIZa
\M`\[[]KPI[4M_Q[+IZZWTT¼[Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland_PMZM\PMZMQ[[QUQTIZTaINWK][
]XWV\PM^IZQW][KWV\WZ\QWV[WN \PMVMKSI[LQ[\QVK\NZWU\PMZM[\WN \PMJWLa1\Q[[QUQTIZTa
\PMMaM[IVLUWZMXZMKQ[MTaQV\MZXZM\QVO\PMQZOIbM_PQKPQ[IKWUUWV\PMUMQVITT\PZMM
[\WZQM[5WZMW^MZ\PQ[VMML\WQV\MZXZM\IT[WUIVQNM[\[Q\[MTN QV\PM[\WZQM[_Q\P\PMKWV[Q[\MV\
][MWN »XMZPIX[¼I_WZL\PI\QV[\IV\TaQV\ZWL]KM[^IO]MVM[[IVLTIKSWN KTIZQ\a)T\PW]OP
»XMZPIX[¼ IXXMIZ[ I\ [M^MZIT XWQV\[ \PM NWTTW_QVO \ISMV NZWU MIKP WN  \PM [\WZQM[ IZM
[XMKQÅKITTaZMTI\ML\W\PMOIbM
0MZMaM[_MZMJQOIVLZW]VL)\ÅZ[\Q\_I[QUXW[[QJTM\WLMKQXPMZ_PI\_I[M`XZM[[MLQV\PMU
8MZPIX[Q\_I[\PI\\PQVOWVMKITT[I[\WVQ[PUMV\!
)LIUPI[\MVMLPQ[[\MX0MZMUMUJMZML\PM_WUIV¼[MaM[I[\PMaPIL[\IZMLI\\PMIVQUIT
\PMa_MZMWXMVIVLK]VVQVOXMZPIX[NZWUNMIZPM\PW]OP\\WPQU[MTN 
0MZMaM[_MZM_QLMIVLXMZPIX[I[IZM[]T\Q\[MMUMLI[\PW]OP\PMa_MZMJZMI\PQVO 

<PQ[ ITTMVKWUXI[[QVO [MV[M WN  LW]J\ IVL IUJQ^ITMVKM KWV\ZQJ]\M[ \W \PM I\UW[XPMZM WN 
VWVLQNNMZMV\QI\QWV _Q\PQV \PM \PZMM \M`\[ <PI\ Q[ \PM XZW\IOWVQ[\ Q[ ]VIJTM \W LMKWLM \PM
[QOV[\PI\[]ZZW]VLPQU#M^MZa\PQVOQ[IO]M[[\PMZMQ[VWKTIZQ\a5WZMW^MZQVMIKPQV[\IVKM
\PM QVLMKQXPMZIJTM MV\Q\a Q[ \PM NMUITM IVL MIKP NMUITM Q[ LM[KZQJML QV []KP I _Ia \PI\
P]UIVIVLIVQUITMTMUMV\[IXXMIZUMZOML.WZM`IUXTMQV\PMÅZ[\Y]W\I\QWV\PMP]V\MZ
imposes an anthropomorphic characteristic upon the gazelle, the idea that she might be
»I[\WVQ[PML¼ ;QUQTIZTa \PM XZW\IOWVQ[\ QV »<PM -`X]T[QWV¼ KW]TL JM [MMV I[ LWQVO \PM
WXXW[Q\M I\\ZQJ]\QVO \ZIQ\[ \W I P]UIV \PI\ IZM WN\MV I[[WKQI\ML _Q\P IVQUIT[ · NMIZ IVL
K]VVQVO1VNIK\\PM_WZL»K]VVQVO¼Q[IT[W][MLTI\MZQV»<PM-`X]T[QWV¼\WLM[KZQJMIZIJJQ\
_PQKP[]OOM[\[\PI\\PMILRMK\Q^MQ[LMTQJMZI\MTaMUXTWaML\WTQVS\PM\_WP]UIVIVLIVQUIT
1V \PM \PQZL Y]W\I\QWV \PM XZW\IOWVQ[\ IOIQV M`XMZQMVKM[ KWVN][QWV I[ PM I\\MUX\[ \W
QV\MZXZM\\PMOQZT¼[OIbMIVL\PMNIK\\PI\PM[MM[PMZMaM[I[»_QLM¼IT[WTQVS[PMZ\W\PM»WXMV¼
IVL»ZW]VL¼MaM[WN \PMOIbMTTMIVL)LIU¼[KWUXIVQWV
<PMTI[\\_WM`IUXTM[WN [aVKPZWVQKQ\aZMTI\M[WTMTa\W\PMÅZ[\IVL\PQZL[\WZa1V»<PM
0]V\QVOWN \PM/IbMTTM¼\PMNWTTW_QVO^IZQI\QWV[WKK]Z"
 »0]V\QVO¼
 »-`X]T[QWV¼

 »*][¼
!
 »0]V\QVO¼

 »-`X]T[QWV¼
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0MUW^MLPQ[PIVLQVIVIZKPI[\PW]OPXWQV\QVO\W\PMTIXWN \PMUW]V\IQV_PQKPKW]TLVW\JM
[MMVJMKI][MQ\_I[PQLLMVJMPQVL\PMVMIZJaPQTT[
0MUW^MLPQ[PIVLQVIVIZKPI[\PW]OPXWQV\QVO\W\PMTIXWN \PMUW]V\IQV_PQKPKW]TLVW\JM
[MMVJMKI][M\PMVMIZJaPQTT[KW^MZMLQ\
<PMUIVUW^MLPQ[PIVLQVIVIZKP\W_IZL[\PMJQOUW]V\IQV_PQKP_I[PQLLMVJMPQVL\PM
granite promontories. 

1V\PM[M^IZQI\QWV[\PMZMIZM[_Q\KPM[JM\_MMV[]JRMK\IVLWJRMK\QV\PMÅVITKTI][M1V\PM
ÅZ[\^IZQI\QWV\PMTIXWN \PMUW]V\IQV\PM»Q\¼Q[\PM[]JRMK\#QV\PM[MKWVL^IZQI\QWV\PM
VMIZJaPQTT[IZM\PM[]JRMK\IVL\PMTIX\PM»Q\¼Q[\PMWJRMK\1V\PMTI[\^IZQI\QWVQ\Q[\PMJQO
UW]V\IQV\PI\PI[JMKWUM\PM[]JRMK\WN \PMVIZZI\Q^M
;QUQTIZTaQV»<PM*][;\WX¼\PMZMIZM\PZMMWKKI[QWV[_PMV\PM[WTLQMZIXXMIZ["
[20]0Q[TMN\PIVL·IVL\PMJMZM\QV[QLMQ\·_I[LQZMK\ML\W_IZL[\PMJ][[\WX¼[XW[\I[\PW]OP
pointing to it.
0Q[TMN\PIVL·IVL\PMJTIKSJMZM\QV[QLMQ\·_I[LQZMK\ML\W_IZL[\PMJ][[\WX¼[XW[\I[\PW]OP
pointing to it.
<PM[WTLQMZ¼[MaM[_MZMVW\TI]OPQVO0Q[TMN\_I[LQZMK\ML\W_IZL[\PMJ][[\WX¼[XW[\I[\PW]OP
pointing to it. 

1V\PM[M^IZQI\QWV[\PMZMQ[VW\I[_Q\KPNZWU[]JRMK\\WWJRMK\J]\ZI\PMZ\PM[]JRMK\IXXMIZ[
\W\ZIV[NWZU<PM»TMN\¼QV\PMÅZ[\\_W^IZQI\QWV[ZMNMZ[\W\PM[WTLQMZ¼[TMN\PIVL_PMZMI[QV
\PMÅVIT^IZQI\QWV»TMN\¼[MMU[\WQVLQKI\MPQ[TMN\MaM
4I[\TaQVJW\P[\WZQM[\PMZMIZMIVWUITW][[_Q\KPM[\WI[MKWVLXMZ[WVVIZZI\QWV1V»<PM
*][;\WX¼\PQ[WKK]Z[_Q\PI[]LLMVUMLQ\I\QWVWV_ITSQVO\PZW]OP\PM[MI"
AW]_ITSJa\PM[MI<PM[IVLQ[[WN\I[\PW]OPQ\UMT\[JMVMI\PaW]ZNMM\<PM_I^M[IZMVW\
P]ZZaQVOIVLVMQ\PMZLWaW]<PMMLOMWN \PM[MIQ[VW\NIZaW]KIV[MMQ\_Q\PaW]ZVISMLMaM
IXXZW`QUI\MTaI\\PMXTIKM_PMZM\PM[SaJMOQV[AW]ZTMO[[\ZQLM\PZW]OP\PM_I\MZWV\PM[IVL[
\PI\IZMJMTW_\PM_I\MZAW]KW]V\"PW_UIVa_I^M[]V\QT1OM\\PMZM'<MVUIaJMMTM^MV 

<PQ[I\aXQKITVIZZI\QWVIT[WWKK]Z[QV»<PM0]V\QVOWN \PM/IbMTTM¼"
AW]KTQUJ\PMUW]V\IQVaW][\ZQLM\W_IZL[Q\[XMIS\PMOZIVQ\MZWKSKWTTIX[M[JMVMI\PaW]Z
NMM\aW]KTQUJ\PMUW]V\IQVNWZIVPW]Z\_WPW]Z[\PZMMaMIZ[NW]ZM\MZVQ\QM[)VLJMPQVL
\PM[Y]IZMZWKS·\PQ[aW]SVW_NWZKMZ\IQV·ZQ[M[\PMKZM[\WN \PM\ITTUW]V\IQV)VLaW]SVW_
\PI\PMZMIUMM\QVOQ[QV\MVLMLaW]WVTaPI^M\WZIQ[MaW]ZMaM[ 

<PM[M]VM`XMK\MLKPIVOM[QV\PMVIZZI\QWVIZMIOIQVZMTI\ML\W\PMUW\QN WN \PMKWUXM\QVO
IUJQO]W][^WQKM[?PMZMI[\PMXZW\IOWVQ[\QV»<PM-`X]T[QWV¼PI[I^MZaKTMIZWJRMK\Q^M\PI\PM
L]\QN]TTaI\\IQV[\PMX]\I\Q^MWJRMK\Q^MQV\PMW\PMZ\_W[\WZQM[KWV[\IV\TaMT]LM[\PMXZW\IOWVQ[\[
1V\PMÅZ[\M`IUXTMQ\Q[WVTaI[MV[MWN ]ZOMVKa\PI\XZWXMT[\PM^WQKMZI\PMZ\PIVIKTMIZOWIT
_PMZMI[QV\PM[MKWVL\PMZMQ[I\TMI[\\PMQV\QUI\QWVWN I»UMM\QVO¼5WZMW^MZQVJW\PKI[M[\PM
[_Q\KPQVVIZZI\Q^M^WQKMWKK]Z[WVTaWVKMI[\PW]OP\WZMUQVLJW\P\PMXZW\IOWVQ[\IVL\PM
ZMILMZ WN  [WUM\PQVO \PI\ \ZIV[KMVL[ \PM ZMITQ\a LM[KZQJML -^MV QN  \PQ[ »[WUM\PQVO¼ ZMNMZ[ \W
ZMTQOQW][M`XMZQMVKM_PQKPQ[WN KW]Z[MIUI\\MZWN QV\MZXZM\I\QWVQ\LQ[[WT^M[ZIXQLTaQV\WaM\
 »0]V\QVO¼IVL
 »*][¼IVL
Ibid., 69.

 »0]V\QVO¼
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IVW\PMZWVMWN \PMUIVa^WQKM[_Q\PQV\PM\M`\1V\PQ[[MV[MQ\LWM[VW\[\IVLW]\I[I[]XMZQWZ
I[XMK\WN ZMITQ\a1N \PMQVKWVOZ]W][^WQKMWN \PM[M\_W[MKWVLXMZ[WVZM^MZQM[Q[QVNIK\\PM^WQKM
WN ZM^MTI\QWV\PMVQ\JTMVL[MNNWZ\TM[[Ta_Q\P\PM^WQKMWN LQITWO]M\PM^WQKMWN XMZ[WVITLM[QZM
\PM^WQKMWN [XMK]TI\QWV\PM^WQKMWN IV`QM\aIVL[WNWZ\P
Conclusion
1V \PQ[ IZ\QKTM 1 PI^M LMUWV[\ZI\ML \PM _Ia QV _PQKP 7ZXIb¼[ \ZQTWOa KZMI\M[ IV MNNMK\ WN 
NWZUTM[[VM[[ IVL VWVLQNNMZMV\QI\QWV <PM XIZ\QK]TIZ ][M WN  TIVO]IOM · ][M WN  ZMXM\Q\QWV
IUJQO]Q\aWN []JRMK\WJRMK\ZMTI\QWV[IUJQO]Q\aWN \QUM[MY]MVKM[JT]ZZQVOWN LM[KZQX\QWV[
WN []JRMK\IVLTIVL[KIXM·IZM\PM\M`\]ITMY]Q^ITMV\\WI^Q[]ITZMXZM[MV\I\QWVWN NWZUTM[[VM[[
I[UQOP\JMM`MUXTQÅMLJaIXIQV\QVOWZXPW\WOZIXP1VILLQ\QWV\PQ[NWZUTM[[VM[[[]J^MZ\[
VW\ WVTa M[\IJTQ[PML KWLM[ WN  XMZKMQ^QVO \PM _WZTL# Q\ IT[W []J^MZ\[ M[\IJTQ[PML KWLM[ WN 
LM[KZQJQVO\PQ[_WZTL<PMLQ[WZQMV\I\QVO][MWN X]VK\]I\QWVIVL[aV\I`NWZM`IUXTMLMÅM[
TWOQKITIVLZI\QWVIT_Ia[WN WZLMZQVOVIZZI\Q^M_PQT[\\PMTIKSWN IKWUXZMPMV[Q^MJMOQVVQVO
UQLLTMIVLMVL]VLMZUQVM[\PM[MV[MWN KWV\ZWT_PQKPQ[][]ITTaXZW^QLML\W\PMZMILMZ^QI
VIZZI\Q^M[\Z]K\]ZM7]\WN \PM\PZMM[\WZQM[»<PM-`X]T[QWV¼[\IVL[W]\#]VTQSM»<PM0]V\QVO
WN  \PM /IbMTTM¼ IVL »<PM *][ ;\WX¼ _PQKP JW\P PI^M I [MZQM[ WN  KWUXM\QVO ^WQKM[ »<PM
-`X]T[QWV¼PI[WVMLWUQVIV\^WQKM\PI\\PMXZW\IOWVQ[\NWTTW_[_Q\PW]\JMQVOLQ[\ZIK\MLJa
\PM^WQKMWN PQ[NMUITMKWUXIVQWVWZ\PI\WN \PM[21] TIVL[KIXM0MKWVÅLMV\TaNWTTW_[I
XIZ\QK]TIZXI\PIVLKWV[MY]MV\Ta\PMZMQ[IKTMIZMVLQVO\W\PM[\WZa)T\PW]OP\PM^WQKM\PI\
)LIU PMIZ[ KW]TL JM QV\MZXZM\ML I[ \PM ^WQKM WN  ZMTQOQW][ M`XMZQMVKM WZ ZM^MTI\QWV \PM
[\WZa¼[XW[Q\QWVQV\PM\ZQTWOa[]OOM[\[\PI\\PQ[^WQKMQ[[QUXTaWVMWN UIVaIVL\P][XW[[M[[M[
VWPQMZIZKPQKITI]\PWZQ\a5WZMW^MZ\PM[\WZa¼[KWV[Q[\MV\INÅVQ\a_Q\P\PM\_WW\PMZ\M`\[
]VLMZTQVM[Q\[]V[\IJTMXW[Q\QWV<PI\Q[QN Q\_MZMVW\NWZ)LIU¼[XMZ[WVITKWV^QK\QWVNWZPQ[
XMZ[WVIT[MV[MWN PW_\PM]VQ^MZ[M[PW]TLJM[\Z]K\]ZML\PM\M`\KW]TLMI[QTaLQ[[WT^MQV\WI
Æ]QLQ\aWN QUIOM[[QUQTIZ\W\PW[MQV\PMW\PMZ\_W[\WZQM[
7N KW]Z[M\PMY]M[\QWV\PI\ZMUIQV[\WJMI[SMLQ["_PaQ[The Hunting of the Gazelle\ZQTWOa
[QOVQÅKIV\'.QZ[\1JMTQM^MQ\\WJMIXMZ\QVMV\M`IUXTMWN IVWZOIVQK0MJZM_;]ZZMITQ[U
\PI\ PI[ JMMV _ZQ\\MV NZWU _Q\PQV I [XMKQÅKITTa 1[ZIMTQ IVL 2M_Q[P KWV\M`\ <PM NIK\ \PI\
7ZXIb ILIUIV\Ta LMVQM[ IVa I[[WKQI\QWV _Q\P \PM ;]ZZMITQ[\ UW^MUMV\ I[ I _PWTM
KWV[WTQLI\M[ \PQ[ KTIQU )[ 1 QV\QUI\ML I\ \PM [\IZ\ WN  \PQ[ IZ\QKTM \PM \MZU »;]ZZMITQ[\¼ Q[
KWUXTM`?PQT[\*ZM\WVIT_Ia[IKSVW_TMLOML»XZMK]Z[WZ[¼PMVM^MZ\PMTM[[QV[Q[\ML\PI\\WJM
;]ZZMITQ[\_I[\WJMKWV[KQW][TaINÅTQI\ML\W\PM;]ZZMITQ[\UW^MUMV\IVLKI][M#\WKWV\ZQJ]\M
\W;]ZZMITQ[\KI\ITWO]M[\WXIZ\QKQXI\MQV;]ZZMITQ[\M`PQJQ\QWV[IVL\WMVLMI^W]Z\WNWTTW_
\PM ;]ZZMITQ[\ UIVQNM[\W _Q\P Q\[ ]VQY]M Z]TM[ IVL UM\PWL[ <PQ[ IK\Q^M IVL KWV[KQW][
XIZ\QKQXI\QWVPI[IT_Ia[UIVQNM[\MLQ\[MTN VI\QWVITTaZI\PMZ\PIVZMOQWVITTaWZTQVO]Q[\QKITTa
<P][NWZM`IUXTM\PMZMPI^MJMMV)][\ZITQIVIVL6M_BMITIVL;]ZZMITQ[\OZW]X[ZI\PMZ
\PIVXMZPIX[)VOTWXPWVM;]ZZMITQ[\OZW]X[)[1PI^MIT[W[IQL1[ZIMTQ[WVMWN \PM^MZaNM_
KW]V\ZQM[ \PI\ PI^M VW\ KZMI\ML I VI\QWVIT ;]ZZMITQ[\ OZW]X  Of course, these national

 <PQ[XIXMZLQLVW\NWK][]XWV\PM^Q[]ITIZ\[J]\1_W]TLTQSM\WJZQMÆaUMV\QWV5QZQIU*I\AW[MN_PWU1
PI^MQV\MZ^QM_MLIVL_PWIXXMIZ[\WJM\PMWVMM`KMX\QWV;PMQ[I[MTNXZWKTIQUML;]ZZMITQ[\XIQV\MZIVLPI[TQ^ML
QV8IZQ[NWZW^MZ\PQZ\aaMIZ[PI^QVOLMKQLML\PI\PMZVI\Q^MKW]V\Za_I[PW[\QTM\W;]ZZMITQ[UIVLPMZ_WZS0MZ
situation merits further research.
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INÅTQI\QWV[IZMIT[WXZWJTMUI\QKQVI[U]KPI[\PMaNWZKMN]TTaKI\MOWZQ[MTQ\MZIZaIVLIZ\Q[\QK
M`XZM[[QWV_PQKPQVQ\[MTN QUXW[M[I[\Z]K\]ZMIVLQ[\PMZMNWZM]V;]ZZMITQ[\7ZXIb¼[\ZQTWOa
PW_M^MZ LMUWV[\ZI\M[ \PI\ \PM VMML \W M`XZM[[ I ;]ZZMITQ[\ ^Q[QWV WN  \PM ]VQ^MZ[M KIV JM
VWVLMZQ^I\Q^M1JMTQM^M\PI\QV\MZXZM\QVO\PM\ZQTWOaQV\PQ[_IaQ[VW^MT"VMQ\PMZ[KPWTIZ[
[XMKQITQ[QVOQV;]ZZMITQ[UVWZ1[ZIMTQTQ\MZIZaKZQ\QK[PI^MKWV[QLMZMLThe Hunting of the Gazelle
\WJMIXMZ\QVMV\M`IUXTMWN 0MJZM_;]ZZMITQ[U
;MKWVL IT\PW]OP 7ZXIb¼[ M`XMZQUMV\IT _WZS[ QVKT]LQVO \PM INWZMUMV\QWVML \PZMM
VW^MTTI[I[_MTTI[\PM\ZQTWOa_MZMXZWL]KMLL]ZQVO\PM[WKITTML»6M_?I^M¼OMVMZI\QWV1
JMTQM^M \PI\ PQ[ ]VQY]M 0MJZM_ ;]ZZMITQ[U · IVL QV XIZ\QK]TIZ \PI\ WN  The Hunting of the
Gazelle·[M\[PQUIXIZ\NZWUPQ[XMMZ[_ZQ\MZ[[]KPI[7bIVLAMPW[P]I_PWIT[WXZWL]KML
UWLMZVQ[\ _WZS[ ?PQTM KIVWVQKIT \M`\[ []KP I[ AMPW[P]I¼[ »<PM AI\QZ -^MVQVO -`XZM[[¼
!!WZ».IKQVO\PM.WZM[\[¼! KWV\IQVLZMIUTQSM[MY]MVKM[IVLKTQUIK\QK[KMVM[WN 
LM[\Z]K\QWV\PMaMIKPKWV\IQVIKTMIZVIZZI\Q^MIVL\PMNWZUIVL[\Z]K\]ZMWN \PMZMXZM[MV\ML
]VQ^MZ[MZMUIQVQV\IK\  Furthermore, The Hunting of the Gazelle[\ZWVOTaZM[Q[\[QV\MZXZM\I\QWV
?PMZMI[ \PM \_W INWZMUMV\QWVML [\WZQM[ Ja AMPW[P]I TMVL \PMU[MT^M[ Y]Q\M MI[QTa \W I
XTM\PWZIWN [aUJWTQ[\ITTMOWZQKITIVLXW[\KWTWVQITZMILQVO[\PM[IUMQ[VW\\Z]MWN 7ZXIb¼[
\ZQTWOa<PMKWUXTM`IVLLQ[WZQMV\I\QVOTIVO]IOMXZM^MV\[\PQ[1V\PQ[[MV[M7ZXIb¼[\ZQTWOa
Q[]VQY]MJMKI][MQ\[;]ZZMITQ[\QKNWZUZMVLMZ[Q\XMZPIX[UWZMM`\ZMUM\PIV\PMUWLMZVQ[\
\M`\[WN 7ZXIb¼[XMMZ[)T\PW]OPMT[M_PMZM1[]OOM[\\PI\\PQ[M`\ZMUQ\aQ[ZMTI\ML\W7ZXIb¼[
ZMTI\Q^MTaTM[[XWX]TIZ[\I\][_Q\PQV5WLMZV0MJZM_TM\\MZ[1[PITTVW\LQ[K][[\PQ[PMZM[QVKM
Q\_W]TLZMY]QZMN]Z\PMZLM\IQTMLLQ[K][[QWVWN PQ[V]UMZW][W\PMZ_WZS[6M^MZ\PMTM[[\PM
NIK\\PI\7ZXIbWVTaZMKMQ^MLPQ[ÅZ[\TQ\MZIZaXZQbM\_MV\aaMIZ[IN\MZPQ[ÅZ[\X]JTQKI\QWV
_PMZMI[7bIVLAMPW[P]IMVRWaMLITUW[\QUUMLQI\M[]KKM[[Q[I\WXQK_WZ\PaWN N]Z\PMZ
research. This in turn raises further questions that in turn form part of a larger project: is
it [21]XW[[QJTM\PI\\PMZMPI^MIT_Ia[JMMVM`IUXTM[WN 0MJZM_;]ZZMITQ[U·QM_WZS[Ja
5MVI[PM4M^QVAQ\bPIS7ZMV·J]\\PI\\PMaPI^MIT_Ia[JMMVUIZOQVITQ[MLJa\PM0MJZM_
TQ\MZIZaKIVWV'1[Q\XW[[QJTM\PI\\PMZMIZMUWZMXITI\IJTM^MZ[QWV[WN 0MJZM_UWLMZVQ[U
\PIVW\PMZ['<WIV[_MZ[]KPY]M[\QWV[_W]TLVMKM[[Q\I\MIKWUXTM\MTaLQNNMZMV\UM\PWLWTWOa
\W\PMWVM][MLQV\PQ[XIXMZ#VM^MZ\PMTM[[\PM[QUXTMNIK\\PI\7ZXIb¼[The Hunting of the
GazelleMTQKQ\[I;]ZZMITQ[\ZMILQVOKMZ\IQVTaJZQVO[\PMQ[[]MWN KIVWVQKQ\a^MZ[][UIZOQVITQ\a
to the fore. The Hunting of the GazelleQ[WVTaWVMM`IUXTMWN I0MJZM_;]ZZMITQ[\\M`\J]\
\PMZMIZMUWZMJW\PJa7ZXIbIVLJaW\PMZI]\PWZ[IVLQ\_W]TLKMZ\IQVTaJM^MZaZM^MITQVO
\W XQVXWQV\ \PMQZ KWUUWV NMI\]ZM[ IVL \W WNNMZ I XZMKQ[M LMÅVQ\QWV WN  5WLMZV 0MJZM_
;]ZZMITQ[U ?PI\ Q[ Q\' ?PI\ Q[ Q\[ N]VK\QWV' 0W_ QUXWZ\IV\ Q[ Q\[ M`Q[\MVKM \W [\]LQM[ QV
QV\MZVI\QWVIT;]ZZMITQ[U'


 1VLMMLQ\PI[WN\MVJMMVIZO]ML\PI\AMPW[P]I_I[OZMI\TaQVÆ]MVKMLJa2MIV8I]T;IZ\ZMINIQZTa[QOVQÅKIV\
NIK\_PMVLQ[K][[QVO ;]ZZMITQ[U <PI\ Q[ \PM;]ZZMITQ[\[¼ VW\QWV WN  NWZUTM[[VM[[ IVL VWVLQNNMZMV\QI\QWV JM\_MMV
[]JRMK\IVLWJRMK\_I[IXW[Q\Q^MWVMWVM\PI\M^MV\]ITTaTML\WIUWZMI]\PMV\QKZMTI\QWV[PQXJM\_MMVUIVIVLPQ[
[]ZZW]VLQVO[;IZ\ZMWV\PMW\PMZPIVLZMRMK\ML\PQ[[\I\MWN [MMUQVOIJ[]ZLQ\a_PQKPPMM`XMZQMVKMLI[»VI][MI¼
and instead insisted upon the function of language as a means of maintaining form and total differentiation. See
Plank, Sartre and Surrealism 
 <PQ[Q[QVILLQ\QWV\W\PMNIK\\PI\7ZXIbQ[KWV[QLMZIJTaTM[[_MTTSVW_VQV\MZVI\QWVITTaIVLPI[WVTaJMMV
\ZIV[TI\MLQV\WNW]ZTIVO]IOM[QV[\IZSKWV\ZI[\\W7bWZAMPW[P]I_PW[M_WZS[IZMI^IQTIJTMQVW^MZ\PQZ\aLQNNMZMV\
languages.
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